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the Divine: A Yummy Guide to Daily Miracles and host
of “The Yummy Way Podcast.” Much of her adult
life was spent as a psycho-spiritual mentor and
metaphysical minister, coaching others to live true,
authentic lives. Danét faced abuse and adversity
with courage and lives her life on a foundation of love
and guided by joy.
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read. This memoir is a story of forgiveness, redemption, and
the restoration of self-love and abundant joy—a resounding
promise that no matter the heartbreak, violence, or trauma
you’ve experienced, you can use your pain to uncover a life of
present joy.
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PRAISE FOR
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Baptized by Love is a must-read for anyone wanting to show up
as their authentic selves or in need of a second chance. This gripping memoir is a front-row seat to how a normal person—with a
family, a job, and the demands of the modern world—transforms
her life by practicing unconditional love and a radical acceptance
for whatever shows up in the present moment, every single day.
Danét is unrelenting in her honesty and willingness to see everything through the eyes of love no matter how hard it is in the
moment. Through her story, Danét demonstrates how actually
practicing forgiveness and nonjudgment (of yourself and everyone else) defeats our stories of fear, trauma, shame, and guilt.
—MOIRA NOVACK, Mindfulness and Meditation Facilitator

at Palouse Mindfulness and the Online Meditation Chapel

In the flow of life, we spend our first decades accumulating fears,
trauma, addictions, and all manner of troubles. They influence
our perception that we are isolated and unloveable. Then comes
a reckoning wherein we begin to dismantle all those self-destructive beliefs until we recognize who we truly are—love.
Danét presents this process in her memoir. It’s poignant,
at times shocking, and so full of grace and love that we can’t
help but be transformed. We each have our own work to do
but she provides such brilliantly lit guideposts that we begin to
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see—really see—who we are and what is possible in our lives.
Like the beloved mystics, Danét has a way of reaching into hearts
and illuminating the way with her divine love.
—EMMA J. DUGAL, Community Arts Leader,
Change Leader at the Utah Division of Arts and Museums,
Former Executive Director of the Bountiful Davis Art Center,
Former Chair and Board Member at the Utah Cultural Alliance

A moving and inspiring story of the path to finding one’s inner
light and truth. Baptized by Love is a riveting account of one
woman’s journey from living a life of fear to a life of love. We
walk with the author as she confronts tragedy, addiction, and
hardship, revealing her innermost thoughts, feelings, and beliefs.
After detailing her early “born to fear” years, she digs deep
within herself to dismantle the many myths and falsehoods that
no longer serve her. We witness her courage as she asks herself:
“What is the truth I must tell?”
As she sets out on the path to discover her answers, the road
remains rocky and filled with both divine moments and harrowing obstacles. She looks at her life with unflinching honesty and
realizes she’s been living on autopilot, accumulating habits and
beliefs along the way. When she “wakes up” and recognizes these
habits and beliefs are not what she wants for her life, she peels
back layer after layer, and sets out on the path to figure out what
she really does want.
Baptized by Love takes us deep into the healing power of
self-acceptance and personal transformation and shows us how
unexpected lessons can lead to a life of love, joy, and peace.
—JAYE TEE, Author of 13 Months:

Diary of a Caregiver’s Grief
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I’ve known Danét for several years, and I just love her! She is
real, raw, honest, loving, and yummy. She cuts through the BS
stories we make up in our heads and helps us see it a different way! Baptized by Love is a perfect reflection of who Danét
is. Her honest look at her life is so courageous, and she shows
how making a daily commitment to Divine Love changed her
life. She is a true example of how you can change your life, no
matter what your past is or what you might be going through
now. Danét is the real deal! I’m blessed to call her a friend and
that she is in my life.
—CYNTHIA HOLMAN-SCHMIDT, Spiritual

Teacher and Group Leader, St. George, Utah

I met Danét just over twenty years ago. I’ve been brought to
tears multiple times upon reviewing her latest book: Baptized by
Love. She is to me what “Betty” is for her. Through this deeply
vulnerable and transparent outline of her life, and her conversion from “fear” to “love,” she has inspired me once again to
utilize her simple but highly efficient and effective awareness
to not only simplify my life but also to “reclaim my power,”
retain a consistent and perpetual state of joy, and practice how
to immediately and effectively redirect my emotions from sad
and fearful to happy and empowered. Her quest for heightened
awareness, peace of mind, and arriving at her current consistent
state of presence and joy have offered up tools and formulas
that are easily understood and acquiesced. I didn’t just read
about her life’s journey; her writing style allowed me to journey
with her, to empathize with every turn, with every character,
and with every life experience she’s encountered en route to
her current landing. Through her experiences, I’ve been able
to bring into focus and presence, those aspects of my own life
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that are most important to me, and how to squeeze maximum
joy from family, friends, experiences, through presence and by
more efficiently utilizing the only power true power that really
exists . . . LOVE.
—BRIAN HARRIS, Salt Lake City, Utah

Baptized by Love is a book that has touched my heart and soul
in more ways than I can express. As Betty touched and changed
Danét’s life, she has touched and changed mine with her love
and light. I know in my soul that the day my eyes met hers I
was in the presence of my future self. This gift from the Divine
is deliciously contagious.
The story of the human collective is the same for all, a story.
Different characters and personalities creating the dramas and
heartbreaks for each being the transformation of ego to Self is the
most wonderful adventure that no person should miss.
This book is so relatable to everyone who opens to the first
page. Messages received as children are continuously dismantled
as conscience is awakened to the only moment that matters,
the now.
—SHARLEEN (SHAR) PITTMAN, Foundation Realty LLC
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Dear Betty,
I became that amazing woman
you always knew I was.
Love,

Danét
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AUTHOR’S NOTE
This is a work of nonfiction. To the best of my memory,
everything that follows is true. To preserve their anonymity,
a small number of names or identifying details have been
changed to protect the identities and privacy of individuals.
Thank you for allowing me to share my memory with you.
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Foreword

by Christine Wolf

W

hat happens after you make a series of bad judgments
that ultimately shatter the life you once knew? How
do you even begin to pick up the pieces? When author Danét
Palmer finds herself in this very predicament, she’s a young,
drug-addicted, single mom who’s just been deemed an unfit
mother. Her life is over, and she has no answers. All that
remains is utter hopelessness—and her cocaine dealer’s gun,
tucked under her chin.
In Baptized by Love, Palmer details what happens next—
as well as all that’s led to this life-changing moment in which
her children are taken from her. Palmer’s memoir, tender, raw,
and unflinching, brings readers into her life’s darkest hour,
taking them on an inspired journey during which she discovers not only how she lost herself, but also who she truly is.
Throughout Baptized by Love, readers witness how Palmer
manages to keep going, unlearning old scripts and relearning life one agonizing breath and one faltering step at a time.
Fighting constantly against feelings of shame and regret,
Palmer learns not only how to heal through vulnerability but
xv
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also how to speak her truth. Blessed with the loving guidance
of mentors and impactful tools while she traverses a transformative period of trial and error, Palmer helps readers see, up
close, the infinite power of trusting one’s own heart. She also
shows us how she launches a daily practice of self-love, one
she’s maintained for nearly forty years—a commitment to self
that both literally and figuratively helped her rewrite her life
and her outlook.
Baptized by Love speaks to readers who are open to a
fresh, loving, and purposeful approach to managing life and
its (often overwhelming) challenges. Just as in her first book
(Coffee with the Divine: A Yummy Guide to Daily Miracles)
and her podcast (“The Yummy Way”), Palmer’s transparency
and authenticity shine through with her signature, approachable style. Readers will find generous and practical helpings of
wisdom and take away an inspired sense of joy, regardless of
life’s circumstances.
What’s Palmer’s secret? She bares her soul, speaks her
truth, reflects deeply, lays it all out, occasionally swears,
and turns on end whatever you might expect from a spiritual person. For instance, when I (a nonpracticing, former
Roman Catholic) learned that Palmer was a metaphysical
minister, I wasn’t even sure what that meant. I also wondered why she used the word “yummy” all the time, and
whether Baptized by Love might prosthelytize and/or reflect
religious leanings I wasn’t keen to hear.
What I’ve since learned by reading Baptized by Love is that
some of my old scripts and learnings (and beliefs) have kept
my views narrow, not to mention judgmental. Palmer’s ministry, quite simply, is one of love. She doesn’t promote a particular religion; she merely advocates awareness. She doesn’t
xvi
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pitch or presume anything; she urges us to stay in the present
by illustrating the perils that can happen if we don’t. These are
the things that worked for her. Though she personally believes
in a higher power (God), she’s confident that, no matter what,
we’re all best served living with compassion and staying true
to our individual hearts.
And as for the word “yummy”? Palmer feels the term
sums up that vibe we get when we allow love to shine and we
accept all that’s happening right now. That peaceful feeling,
to Palmer, is “yummy.” However, when we ache for the past
or long for a different present or strive for a future we cannot
control, well . . . those efforts, Palmer says, are often unrealistic and “just feel icky.”
Baptized by Love is the impassioned memoir of a woman
who learns to embrace herself in self-love, forgiveness, and
acceptance. This story will capture your heart, and its message
will change it forever for the better.
CHRISTINE WOLF
Author, speaker, and writing coach
American Society of Journalists & Authors
Society of Midland Authors
Writers’ Haven LLC
Board Member, Society of Professional Journalists, Chicago Chapter
Curated Writer on Medium.com
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Prologue

T

he warm, steady stream of water between my shoulder blades pulses straight to my heart. I’m alive and I
shouldn’t be. How? I don’t know. The water itself is like liquid
life, flowing from head to foot, seeping into my cells.
We all have moments that shift the sands of life beneath
our feet. This is my moment. I stepped into the shower emptied of everything I once thought I knew . . . allowing the
curative thrum to resuscitate my life anew.
The shower is old and dingy and falling apart—like my
life. A lone light bulb glows from the shower ceiling, casting
shadows that darken the edges of the shower stall. Chipped
tile beneath my feet makes me unsteady. The walls are slick.
But I center myself, grabbing onto the edge where the musty
shower curtain serves as a door. I open my hands wide and
close my eyes, feeling cleansed by the water, breathing the
steam. In those few precious minutes, my mind clears, and it’s
like the casing that houses my heart cracks open—and I am
wholly open to this moment.
Present in this moment, I sense my true Self for the very
first time in my twenty-five years. Oh. My. God. I am alive.
YES! I want to live. I want to be happy and free. I’m vibrating
xix
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with life for the first time in as long as I can remember. I
stand here in this shower of hope with the water pulsing on
my body, feeling the hum of life like it is God. A baptism.
As the water flows over me, the horror scenes of my life—
up to and including this dreadful night—flash through my
mind and then swirl down the drain.
I see the tiny, two-year-old hands covered in blisters, the
skin peeling off where Lucas had been holding a cold washcloth as I walked through the bedroom door. His eyes are
wide—frightened. Shame makes my blood run cold as he
clings to me for dear life when I pick him up. Searing through
me is the fear, betrayal, and anger shooting from my five-yearold daughter’s eyes as she hesitantly leaves her brother’s side.
Lin throws her little pink mermaid backpack over her shoulder and stands by the door, waiting. Waiting for me to be the
adult. To rescue them. To give them hope.
My heart pounds with fear as we make to leave. Am I visibly shaking or just feel as if I am? Car keys dangle crookedly off
the counter where I’d dropped them with my purse moments
ago. They are my focal point. Get to the keys and then the
door. Run!
Dick gets to the door first, blocking our way, demanding
I listen while he spews his lies. I watch his lips move as he
recounts his version of the incident with sociopathic expertise. I feel the too-familiar nausea at the back of my throat—
the nausea of being trapped and surrendering to him, like so
many times before when it was me he’d hurt—then me he’d
blamed for his actions. It’s uncanny how logical he makes his
argument seem. And even in the heat of reality, I can feel
myself wanting desperately to believe him—that it was all an
accident—yet I’m frozen in place with the icy knowledge that
xx
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it was not. Only a mother’s courage can move my limbs to
push past him and out the door with my children.
How I manage to drive to the emergency room at St.
Mark’s remains a blur. As we enter the waiting room, I’m
sobered by the assault of the chilly blast of air conditioning
and the smells of sickness and antiseptic cocktails and the hum
of medical equipment and staff. We make our way back to the
room where my fate as a mother will be decided. One side of
the room houses the usual clinical equipment. Urgently, they
take Lucas from my arms to tend to his wounds.
Across from them, Lin and I sit on a paisley love seat, the
social worker in a matching chair, arranged like a tiny living
room—two worlds in one. I can’t keep my eyes off Lucas. He
doesn’t cry—just has that wide-eyed wonder. How is it possible? When they finish bandaging his hands, he speaks. “See,
Mommy? Boxers!” He makes little punching motions in the
air, like they’re a little pair of white gauze boxing gloves. I’m
awed by his innocent acceptance of what’s happening. Tears
sting my eyes, and I swallow the lump forming in my throat.
Over and over, the social worker asks me to describe what
happened, and I repeat the story Dick told me about running
a hot bath . . . and how Lucas, up to pee in the night, had put
his hands in the running water. I know something is off, but I
can’t get clear. One thing I know. The story is a lie. I’m grasping
for something, anything . . .
The doctor interrupts us to share his professional analysis,
which feels like a mini death. The words coming from his
mouth are like tiny knives to my heart.
“The burns are second and third degree. Someone deliberately held your son’s hands in scalding water. Even a two-yearold would instinctively pull back.”
xxi
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I raise my eyes and look directly at the social worker for
the first time. I see the sincerity in her eyes, and somehow this
fortifies me to speak the truth I’ve never told—and somehow,
courage finds me. Even as shame washes over me, I spill what I
know, all too well, about Dick. The unbearable shadow of my
humiliation shrouds every detail as I describe how I left my
children in Dick’s care while I went across the street to help
my mother in her custard shop. As I recount my torrid tale, I
can smell the mocha almond fudge on the French blue apron
I’m still wearing.
But even as I try to shift the blame to Dick, I know. This
is on me.
I knew better than to leave my children alone with him.
Previously, I’d seen the panic in the eyes of his former girlfriend’s daughter whenever Dick came in the room. I watched
this little girl shrink back and try to disappear. How well I
could relate. It was easy to imagine why she tried to become
invisible to the judge of her immediate fate. Such was my
own childhood.
So, given the chance to come clean about Dick that night
in the emergency ward, to save my children, I take it. I know
the consequences will be severe, but I’ve already given up my
right to determine what will happen next. Clearly, I cannot be
trusted to keep my children safe.
Members of Child Services arrive and take my children
from me, convinced of the obvious—that my addiction to my
boyfriend has made me incapable of putting their needs first.
The truth.
The only light in that inky night was that by the grace of
God, they allow my children’s father to pick them up and take
them home with him.
xxii
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There’s no place in the psyche to put something like
this . . . and I break. Completely. All sense of identity, my life,
gone. As I watch my children walk away down the black corridor of no tomorrows, my blood drains and my tears fall.
I leave the hospital as if on autopilot and drive to my coke
dealer’s house—but it isn’t drugs I want. It’s the shotgun I
know he keeps under his bed. I am certain that getting rid of
the problem—me—is the only honest thing I can do, the only
way to prove I love my children.
The house is full of people partying. Dosing myself with
the artificial courage of booze and cocaine, I slip away from
the crowd in the front of the house and head toward the
back bedroom with only the hallway night-light to find what
I’m looking for. Down on my belly, I feel around till my
hand knocks against the cold steel. I drag the gun out from
beneath the bed. It’s heavier than I thought it would be. I
check the chamber. One round. That’s all I need. I position
myself before the mirror and face myself. Who are you? My
shame is suffocating in this dark night of my soul. I center
the shotgun under my chin. I try to pull the trigger. My
finger won’t comply. It seems I’m pulling as hard as I can,
but my finger doesn’t move.
“Christ! I can’t even do this right!” I mutter in despair,
sliding to the floor, dissolving into a pool of wretchedness.
Repeating, “I can’t even do this right,” is the last thing I
remember as hopelessness engulfs me. Unbidden, a whispered prayer of desperation spills from my lips. “God, if
there is a god, please help! I know I don’t deserve to be a
mom. I don’t deserve to live. Please take my life from me. I
can’t do this.”

xxiii
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How long I lay crumpled on the floor, surrendered, I can’t
say. Suddenly, a single thought pricks my brain from out of
the ether.
“Call the House of Hope.”
I do as instructed. I get up and pick up the phone.
The House of Hope is a residential treatment center, where
my sister Dione had tried—and failed—to get sober. It’s the
only place I knew of where I might have the chance to change
my life—to start over . . . to go from bad to good.
They ask questions. I answer truthfully. Turns out I meet
their qualifications for admission. Go figure.
Now, here I am in this shower of hope inside the House
of Hope. The warmth that spreads through me is pure
love—releasing the pressure behind my eyes as years of
unshed tears finally and mercifully flow. A powerful, loving
presence I can’t quite describe pulses through me, bursting
my heart open and spreading through my arms and legs
and up through my head—clearing my mind at last. How is
it possible that I am standing upright, breathing in the steam
and clarity? I’m astonished by this second chance—this feeling of warm, tender, indescribable, and unconditional love
permeating me.
Here, in my naked vulnerability, I think of how, just
forty-eight hours before, I felt the cold steel of a barrel
beneath my chin and the icy determination that I didn’t
deserve to live. Rewinding the reel of those last hours, from
the moment I left my children in the care of that man to
the moment they were taken from my care, chills me to the
bone. How am I afforded this moment of grace, this chance to
choose love over fear? How is it that love found me in the rubble
of self-loathing, of shame, of abuse and abject failure? I don’t
xxiv
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know, yet that “I don’t know” is merciful freedom. I breathe
it in, dispelling the chill.
It is here in the House of Hope that I make my declaration—this moment in the shower with God-life: “I am going
to change my whole life today, and I’m not going back! I am
going to love and be happy, no matter what.”

xxv
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Born to Fear

F

rom the first minute my bare feet hit the ground, I was
afraid. I was born in 1958 on a small family ranch in
Wyoming. In my earliest memory, I’m two, maybe three
years old, lying in my bed in the early morning. The air is
chilly, and I pull my covers up close around my chin. I can
hear my sister’s steady breath, while mine catches in a shallow intake, waiting for our father to wake us for chores. In
our family, if you could walk, you could work.
In my young mind, my father sat side by side with God
on the throne of authority, always watching, judging, determining my worthiness to be loved. Father ruled our home
and all eleven of its occupants with the iron fist of certainty
granted to God-fearing men of religious rightness. As the
fourth child, paired to my twin brother, I wanted desperately to please our father, to measure up, to hear, “I love
you.” My childhood was ongoing longing and waiting for a
moment that never came.
Early on, I learned it was best to keep my head down
and try to stay out of the line of fire. Daily, there was an
accounting for something that went wrong. The time designated for morning prayer morphed quickly into the list of
1
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inadequacies in our performance in taking care of the animals
and crops on our small family farm. We held our collective
breaths while Father detailed out our wrongs and doled out
our punishments.
After the synchronized “amen,” we wait, knees cold on the
linoleum floor, and Father begins. “Heman,” he says sharply,
“you let the horses’ water trough overflow yesterday. Do you
think the horses like walking in mud? If it happens again,
you’ll be cleaning out their corral in your free time.” We never
have free time.
“Dione,” he says next, “where were you when Tana fell
and bumped her head? Can’t you see your mother needs your
help with the little ones? As the oldest girl, you can’t run off
and play with Lyn . . .” And so on down the line, each infraction addressed.
Mother is, like us, breathlessly waiting for it to be over—
or for her turn to be told what she is doing wrong as a parent.
“Marlene, why can’t you keep these kids in check?”
Father says. And like a frightened child herself, Mother has
no response. I watch as she bites her lip, tears springing to
her eyes.
Early on, I learned to read the moods of others, the
energy in the room, a person’s stance, the small details in their
face . . . like how my father’s mouth tightened into a straight
line just before he spoke, his eyes intense, like daggers waiting
to be thrown. The way my mother’s eyes glazed over, and her
presence shrank back somewhere deep inside her when my
father began. I, too, learned to become invisible, shrinking
inside myself, watching and hoping that this time would be
different. Praying that this time love would find me, protect

2
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me from the inevitable disappointment in my father’s eyes and
words, or worse.
Like that morning the chickens got out around my fourth
birthday. My twin brother, Dirk, and I were responsible for
feeding the chickens and collecting the eggs, one of us lifting
the hen’s behind (just as our older brother Heman had taught
us) and the other slipping a hand in to quickly grab the egg
without getting pecked.
Dirk was a rebel at heart. He had a way of living on the
edge of what was expected, finding shortcuts or just his own
way of doing things. It cost him. This day, he makes a game
of our task: the one with the most eggs in their basket is the
winner. My nose itches with each whiff of muddy chicken
poop as we slosh from one nest to the next. On the weekend
we’d use our shovels and buckets to collect the waste to be
used to fertilize the garden.
Dirk starts on one side of the coop and I on the other,
using one hand to reach into the soft, downy part beneath
the tail feathers, which prods the hen to instinctively lift a
split second so we can grab the egg with the other. Then,
before going into the house, we count our earnings on the
kitchen porch.
Dirk is on fire, skillfully lifting and grabbing. I am much
more tentative, my stomach churning with each mucky step.
We’re breaking the rules. Anything that deviates from what we
were told to do feels like cheating to me. On the way back to
the house from the coop, I whisper, “What if Dad finds out
we cheated?”
Dirk says, “We didn’t cheat. We just did it a little different. Besides, how’s Dad ever going to know? I’m not telling.”
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“Me neither,” I retort, my stomach sinking. There’s nothing
our father doesn’t know.
As expected, Dirk has nearly twice the eggs I do. I like it
that way. It warms me to see the proud smile on his face. He
puts his arm around my shoulder as we enter the kitchen.
No sooner do we get the eggs in the fridge than the other
shoe drops. Heman, the oldest of our brood and five years our
senior, bursts into the kitchen breathlessly reporting, “Dad
wants to see you guys outside. Now.”
Dad’s standing just outside the screen door with a
chicken under one arm and an angry disappointed sneer,
shaking his head.
“Who left the chicken coop door open?” he yells.
We stand there, like deer in headlights. Silent.
Finally, Dirk speaks up, “We must have not got the latch
tight when we finished gathering eggs. Sorry.”
Dad shakes his head in disgust, handing the hen over to me.
“Sorry doesn’t cut it. Sorry doesn’t put the chickens back
in the coop, does it? What in the Sam Hill were you two
thinking? You weren’t thinking, that’s what. Now round up
those chickens, and this time, latch it down. I want to see the
two of you right here when you’re finished.”
As if his disappointment wasn’t punishment enough, he
had us pick each other’s willows for our spankings, making
certain of our humiliation.
Growing up, I lived in ongoing fear of those moments
with my father. I felt inadequate to the task of being his
daughter. The bar seemed too high for my small self to reach,
even on tippy-toes.
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It wasn’t so much the physical abuse—the whippings and
yelling, which was standard fare for crimes like playing when
there were chores to be done. There were always chores.
No. It was the cold indifference from my father, when I
hoped for anything—love, acknowledgment, praise. Like the
day I got the A+ on my third-grade essay about the flowers
native to southern Utah. Skipping home from school, feeling
the cool breeze on my face, the warm kiss of sunlight on my
head, and holding my essay tight in hand with the red A+
peeking out and waving, I feel on top of the world. I am sure
this will be my chance to shine in his eyes.
I can smell sweat wafting off the horse before I see my
father at the corrals curry combing a horse he’d recently
broken. I run toward him with bright eyes, waving the paper
in the air, and greet him.
“Guess what?” I announce with glee. “I got an A+ on my
essay!”
Dad keeps combing and says, “That’s what I expect from
all you kids in school.”
Humiliated, I tuck the paper behind my back and listen
intently, my hopes of being seen and praised dashed. What was
I thinking?
“Do you see what I’m doing here?” he continues, brushing
a slow, steady stroke along the horse’s flank.
I nod.
“Have you seen the state of Smokey’s coat?” he asks.
Smokey, a small gray Shetland, had recently been put
under my charge to feed and exercise. Dad looks up at me for
the first time. “You’re responsible for keeping him curried.”
“I’m sorry,” I reply. “I didn’t know.”
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“Do you see me expecting someone else to take care of
Chico’s coat after I’ve given him a good workout?”
I shake my head no. “I’ll do it right now,” I mumble.
I turn, head down, and walk over to the curry combs,
dropping my prized page in the bin by the corral door. I should
have known. I was usually keen, watching for cues like a hawk,
attempting to get things right. Bully for me and my A+.
My father had nine children to tend his crops and replenish
Zion for the Mormons. As descendants of Joseph Smith, the
founder and first prophet of the Mormon Church, it seemed
to me that there was always this underlying responsibility to
our heritage, our legacy, permeating and influencing our lives.
The gravity was more intense. We were expected to be exemplary members—each of us responsible to set the example for
our age group. An impossible bar. Like being related to the old
prophet meant God expected more from us than the average
Joe in order to make the grade for His Divine Love.
I could never reconcile an all-loving God with the one
that kept black marks on a permanent record in heaven every
time I got mad at my sister or swept dirt under the bed. God
and my father were one and the same in my mind. All knowing. All powerful. This I understood. But all loving? This I
did not understand. This is the one thing I wanted to feel.
And feared I never would. It seemed I was always wondering, “When does the all-loving part come around my way?
What do I need to do to be worthy of it?” And I felt guilty
for even wishing.
Work ethic and top performance were paramount to
my father. I never made the grade, try as I might. It was
the unpredictability of my father’s moods and expectations
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that drove me so often to stay on guard, to shrink back, to
become invisible.
But what stands out most for me as I reflect—the worst,
for me, really—was watching my twin brother be used as a
punching bag for any minor infractions that had no place else
to land. I was the coward, and I hated myself in these times,
unwilling to risk standing up, taking the blame and becoming
a target. Other times it felt like Dirk didn’t care what happened—like he figured he’d get in trouble anyway, so why not
misbehave? I felt so helpless, powerless to do anything, except
watch and wait for it to be over.
Like the time in junior high when Dirk came home reeking of cigarette smoke. Dad went off. The acrid smell of terror
permeated the air as we, the whole family, including Mother,
stood paralyzed, horrified, watching from the hallway doors
while my father kicked Dirk around the kitchen, yelling, “Get
up and face me!” only to knock him back down again. Where
was this all-loving God when our father’s anger flared, and people
got hurt?
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M

y relationship with Dirk was always a source of conflict
for me growing up. I was a people pleaser, and he was
anything but. It’s like he was marked for trouble, first at home
in the family, and then that role seemed to follow him into
our school experience and with our peers. But deep within my
heart, I knew Dirk. He had a huge heart. He’d be the one to
step up and take the blame when the rest of us were running
scared or just plain paralyzed by fear of consequences when
things went wrong at home. I knew he loved me. And I loved
him, though you’d never know it by how little I—and by that,
I mean never—took his side or stood up for him when I felt
he was being wronged.
Like the day in high school when Dirk took things out
on our younger sister Keri. On Fridays after school, Dad
would take us one by one, through our chores, reviewing
our performance with the livestock to determine if we’d have
privileges for weekend activities with friends. Dirk’s didn’t
go well. Again.
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He enters the kitchen, slamming the door and stomping muddy boots on the floor—the floor Keri just finished
mopping.
Keri screams, “Stop, Dirk. Stop. You don’t care about
anyone but yourself!” And she throws a towel at him.
Dirk, grabbing the towel, snaps it out in front of him and
starts chasing Keri, who’s now running toward the living room.
He lunges, landing on her and pushing her to the ground at
the edge of the kitchen floor. She kicks and punches, while he
tries to hold her down.
Somehow Keri squirms away, crying and screaming, “I’m
telling Mom!”
Dirk jumps up and grabs a kitchen knife.
By now, several siblings, hearing the commotion, have
come to Keri’s rescue, saying things like, “Drop the knife!”
“We hate you!” “We don’t want you in our family!” “You ruin
everything!”
I think Keri has provoked Dirk. It wasn’t the first time. And
yet, I say nothing. Once again, I’m too afraid to speak up in his
defense and risk my brothers’ and sisters’ dislike and anger.
Backed in a corner, Dirk lets the knife drop to the floor
and storms back out, slamming the kitchen door behind
him. I’m angry with Keri, angry and hurt for Dirk, but
mostly angry and ashamed of myself. As the dust settles and
everyone gets back to whatever they were doing before the
incident, I slip out the kitchen door, hoping to find Dirk and
let him know I love him.
I find him in a corner in the saddle shed, sitting on a bale
of hay, crying. I sit next to him and wrap my arms around him.
“I’m sorry,” I say. “I should have spoken up for you. I don’t
want you to leave our family. I love you.”
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“It’s okay,” Dirk says, his head down. “I don’t blame you.”
He returns my hug.
I think of all the times he’s come to my rescue and been
there for me, and I feel all the more ashamed.
“Thanks for coming and finding me,” he whispers.
I burst into tears and my heart melts. As we hold each
other and cry together, a feeling of peace settles over me. I
wonder if he’s feeling it too. My heart aches for Dirk, always
the odd man out. I’m so glad I came and found him.
We hold on to each other like we’re the last two people on
earth. It’s so comforting, I don’t want it to end. Right now,
we’re both okay. Better even.
Suddenly, as if I didn’t think it, I hear myself say, “Can’t
you just feel that Divine Presence here with us?” Yes. Divine
Presence. That’s what the feeling is. I don’t remember where I
heard that saying—maybe Sunday School? But it feels right.
I’m struck by the rightness of it—like everything will somehow be all right. And I wonder to myself: Is this God?
I squeeze Dirk tighter. We sit next to each other in what
feels to me like our private bubble of safety from the world
outside, until we hear our names being called. We force ourselves to dry our tears and head back in. By now, Keri has told
Mom and she has told Dad and . . .
This pattern of knowing something wasn’t right, yet being
too afraid to say or do anything, resulted in me doubting my
intuition until it seemingly didn’t exist anymore. It permeated
everything in my life and left me at the mercy of the one in the
situation that seemed to wield the power. I was drawn inexplicably to these people, seeking their approval—approval that I
hoped would make me feel worthy of love.
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S

ince 1983, when I first opened my heart in a meeting of
Alcoholics Anonymous, I’ve been reframing and retelling
the story of my life as a better version of me. It’s not that
I’ve skipped over the difficulties, but I’ve definitely minimized
them, quick to convince my listeners of my recovery, grateful that, with each challenge, I’ve somehow been able to see
the forks in the road and to take the paths less traveled. I feel
blessed to say, “This is who I became, instead of that other
version I could have been.”
Still, it’s time I revisit my past and the actual details in
order to tell my authentic story. As I write this, tears sting my
eyes, a lump forms in my throat, and chills collect on my skin
from the heat emanating from my solar plexus. My ears are
ringing. Everything around me is still. I have been so alone
with the truths you’re about to read.
What is the truth I must tell? What is the lie I must dismantle
to find it?

S
I once had an adventurous spirit.
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At seventeen, my best friend Cindy and I went to Jackson
Hole to work for the summer and discover our grown-up
selves. The year was 1975, and we had it all planned out. We’d
find jobs in one of the shops or restaurants and someplace to
live, even if it was a campground for the time being, until we
could afford something else. We lied and told our parents we
already had jobs lined up. I was of the mind that I’d find a
way. I believed I could do anything if given the chance.
We drove into town at dusk—and right into the middle of
a shoot-out where local actors performed daily on main street.
We pulled to the side of the road, laughing our asses off.
Next to our car was a group of hippy types, all around
twenty-something, laughing and drinking beer, watching
the display.
“We just now got into town. Had no idea we were driving
into the middle of a shoot-out. Does this happen every day?”
I asked them.
They respond with friendly, inviting inclusion. “Welcome
to the land of the free and easy,” says a young girl about our
age, flinging her strawberry cornrows from side to side as
she sways and talks. We instantly feel welcome to this new,
exciting world.
“Is there a campground nearby where we can pitch a tent?”
Cindy asks them.
Shawn, the eldest of the hippy bunch (and the most
beautiful man I’d ever seen), pipes in, “Hey, I’ve got an idea.
I’ve got an old Airstream parked at the campground just
south of town. I’m only there one weekend a month. You
can rent from me and start paying once you get a job.” This
became our new home.
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Shawn has a large collection of vinyls—everything from
Cat Stevens to The Beatles to The Mamas & The Papas—and
an old-style record player. Cat Stevens becomes the soundtrack
of my new life. “Morning has broken, like the first morning . . .”
and “Now that I’ve lost everything to you . . .” and “Oh, baby,
baby, it’s a wild world . . .” and “It’s hard to get by just upon a
smile . . .” Little did I know that last lyric would become more
meaningful to me than the fresh air of morning breaking that
began our new adventure life.
I find a job at a bustling souvenir gift-shop the next day.
The owner is a handsome, forty-something guy with chinlength thick brown hair, a broad muscular frame, and charisma and charm to spare. I’m flattered that he takes an interest in me and shows me the ropes himself.
About a week into working there, I accidentally knock
the corner of a display of miniature glass figurines, sending
them crashing to the floor. The owner is immediately by my
side, helping pick up and clean up, quick with his kind smile
and helping hand. While returning the figures to the shelf,
he moves in behind me, sliding his hand along my arm to my
fingertips as I arrange a tiny family of deer back on the shelf. I
feel his breath on my neck. Chills run up my spine, and I tell
my seventeen-year-old self, He likes me.
On the third week at the job, he calls me back to his office.
Nervously, I make my way back. Am I in trouble? Maybe he just
wants to tell me how I’m doing. Maybe he wants to ask me out.
He’s leaning back on a chair behind a large oak desk sipping what appears to be liquor in one of those thick-bottom
glasses. There’s a casual smile on his face. Oh good, I think.
I’m not in trouble.
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He says, “You’re doing a really good job for us here, Danét.
If you stick with it, next summer you could manage this location. I like you. You’ve got a great attitude. I’d like to get to
know you better, outside of work. Would you consider going
to dinner with me sometime?”
Uh, yeah, I think. I’ d love to.
But much of what happened on our date remains a blur.
There’s the whiskey he drinks. Which I don’t. His truck with
a camper. Kissing. Making out. The back bed in his camper.
His aggressive handling. Saying stop. Saying no. Him grabbing my hair, holding me with one hand by the back of the
neck. Popping open the buttons of my shirt with the other.
Struggling. Screaming, “Stop!” Being flipped around. Him
behind. Me screaming. “Let me go! I don’t want to! Please
stop!” My face in the corner, against the wall. “Pleeeease!”
My pants yanked down. “No no no!” Pushing into me. “No,
please stop . . .” Pinned. Bang. Bang. Bang. My head against
the wall over and over. I’m a rag doll. No fight left.
Suddenly, he’s done. It’s over. He rolls off me and lies on
the mattress, panting. Timidly, I sit up, shaking, limp, mascara running in my eyes. I pull up my jeans, wrap my arms
around my unbuttoned top, and grab my purse. On quivering
legs, I leave the camper and walk into the dusky night.
It’s raining. I’m shivering, legs shaking, arms wrapped
tightly around me, holding myself together as I walk step by
agonizing step back toward town. My thoughts race and I try
unsuccessfully to let my brain rest. Please go away . . . forget.
Please let me forget. What just happened? What did I do? What
made him think I wanted that? I can never go back to work. I
can never tell anyone. How will I ever forget what just happened?
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Alone, back at the airstream, I crawl into bed and shake
and cry, the replay banging back and forth across my mind
like it’s happening all over again.
The feeling of ants under my skin forces me to climb out
of bed, freshen up and leave the trailer before Cindy gets home
from her date. How can I ever tell her what happened? I can’t.
How could I have been so stupid thinking he liked me?
I walk aimlessly through town and find myself at the back
door of the Cowboy Bar where a new friend who works as a
barmaid invites me to come in.
I’ve never been in a bar before. Thought they were for
degenerates and losers. But now, it’s the only place that feels
honest. My level. She lets me sit on a back barstool, because I’m
seventeen and not old enough to be there. My friend tells the
bartender to make me a White Russian. I’ve never had a drink.
I never once considered drinking alcohol. Now, it’s different.
I’m different.
The bartender, a stocky, jovial guy with an easy smile, sets
the drink before me and says, “Drink this. It’ll make all your
worries go away. I’ll bring you another in a little bit.”
The drink looks like a root beer float, dark on the bottom
with cream on top. I take a sip and feel the sweetness as it
crosses my tongue, then the burn at the back of my throat
as it goes down and warms the hollow in my soul. I drink it
down, finishing as he brings another. The warmth and forgetting are the balm I never expected, but gladly gulp down. For
a minute, I forget myself and all the events of that night. And
by the third drink, there is only me and the warm acceptance
of the glass with liquid comfort.
I didn’t get sick on this first introductory offer from alcohol. If I had, I might have seen the double-edged sword it
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wielded. But what I experienced sliced my pain in half, letting me take refuge in the deep and dangerous darkness of
unconsciousness.
It’s nearly dawn when I open the door of the airstream.
Cindy wakes as I tiptoe to the back. Through bleary eyes, she
says, “Must have been some night. How was your date with
‘boss man’?”
I want to burst into tears. Instead, I swallow the lump in
my throat and say, “He’s an asshole. I quit. I don’t want to talk
about it. I’m tired . . . I’m going to bed.”
And I never tell her the truth.
I’m a different girl than the one she started this adventure
with. I pretend I’m still the happy, adventurous spirit I once
was, pasting a smile on my face whenever she enters the room,
trying to keep her from asking questions or bursting into
tears. But she’s almost immediately aware of the shifts in my
mood and demeanor and tells me I’m sullen and withdrawn.
Still, I can’t seem to snap out of it. I tell her I just miss
home and my boyfriend, Gary, but nothing could be further
from the truth. How could I ever face him? Tell him the truth?
I wouldn’t dare.
A couple of weeks later, an opportunity to catch a ride
with Cindy’s uncle back to Utah shows up, and I jump at the
chance. Not because I want to go home per se, but to run, get
away, and leave this nightmare. I am desperate to return to the
safety of my simple, hometown boyfriend.
I escape Jackson, leaving Cindy to fend for herself. I plan
to come back. At least I thought I did. I had to go home. I am
raw. Scared. Nauseous with every breath. Alone in my pain.
My secret. I would never tell anyone. The shame is engulfing.
I have to find a way to put it behind me.
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Feeling detached from my former self, I decide I would let
my boyfriend love the person he thought I was . . . the “me”
before “it” happened. He’d fallen in love with the funny, confident “me,” full of amazing potential. But in truth, that girl
is gone forever, replaced with damaged goods. I am a shell,
hollow inside. I would let his love for her fill this shell with
something else.
Hopefully.
Back at my parents’ home “for a visit,” I tell Gary I just
need some sleep before seeing anyone. I climb into my bed,
pulling my shame up over my head like a blanket. Make like it
never happened. Get a new job. Start fresh.
At this point, I know I can never go back to Jackson. I
swear an oath to myself I’ll never tell anyone the real story.
Somehow this is my fault.
But, in short order, my body betrays me. I’m sick—heaving and passing out sick. And soon, shame tells me what it is:
the mark left by that night. I’m pregnant. So much for the
safety of home and boyfriend where I could heal a minute
before returning to “normal.”
I manufacture a lie about hitchhiking and being picked
up and raped, thinking it will sell better with my parents.
With my boyfriend. It takes some of the heat off my responsibility for everything that happened, and everything that
will happen next.

S
When I tell my parents, my father is immediately suspicious,
but I stick to it. He says he thinks I got in over my head, and
now I want him to solve my problem. Yes, please, I think. I’m
so sorry.
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Dad says, “What do you want to do? Get an abortion?”
He seems so calm. So calculated. So icy.
I’d expected fury. I’ll gladly take the iciness. I’m used to
that. Plus, I deserve so much worse.
I find out years later that he’d already dealt with this
pregnancy/abortion issue twice with my sister, Dione, the
black sheep.
Dad sets up an abortion for me in Salt Lake the next week.
We’ll erase the whole thing. Just. Like. That.
But it’s not just like that—I’d be terminating a life. Two
lives, truth be told.
I tell Gary the lie-story, and he believes me. He holds me
and consoles me and tells me he loves me, and that everything
will be okay. That I’m the same girl he fell in love with. But I
know I’m not. This lie—and its depth—played out as a stain on
my life I could never get rid of, coloring each possible fresh step a
horrid shade of gray.
Gary insists on taking me to Salt Lake for the procedure and waits in the waiting room while I go back. I don’t
deserve him.
It is a two-day process at the clinic. The first day they
counsel me about the seriousness of my decision. Then, they
put a little piece of sterilized seaweed in, to open the uterus for
the procedure the next day.
The second day. The procedure. Legs in stirrups. Eyes
closed. A pinch. A cramp. Orange juice.
Problem solved. Never to be spoken of again.
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G

ary is by my side all summer, coddling, loving—making
promises to take care of me. By summer’s end, he gives
me a promise ring before he leaves to go to junior college in
a city sixty miles from our town, promising he’ll call in the
evenings and be home every weekend.
He is tentative in making any sexual advances. Before
Jackson, we made out every chance we got, barely stopping
short of going all the way. But now, he is timid, leaving the
advances to me. I want to get back to normal. Not be treated
like damaged goods. And finally, the night he gives me the
promise ring, I tell him.
“Please don’t treat me like damaged goods. I’m okay,
really. You’ve been wonderful to me. I want to be with you,”
I say, unbuttoning his shirt, and then mine. Kissing him passionately, permission to go further. All the way. He is gentle
and kind, even as things heat up, and I feel him enter me. I am
pretending. Numb. All of my feelings are cut off.
Like nothing’s happened, I enter my senior year as
planned. I throw myself into the drama department, doing
funny skits for assemblies, serious scenes from plays and a
speech on equality that makes it to the state finals. I’ve got
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this acting thing down. My mentor is the English teacher
in charge of the drama department, who takes a particular
interest in me. And . . . she drinks. I can sometimes smell
it on her breath when I stay late after school to work on a
project. I take her drinking as a silent permission for me to
drink going forward.
My next drink is on my eighteenth birthday. My twin
brother, Dirk, hatches a plan to throw a kegger for our special day, up in the hills behind our ranch. We decide to make
it a combined graduation and birthday party. He’ll provide
the beer and “real” partiers. I’ll bring snacks. He’s got a
guy who can get a beer keg, and Dad won’t be around that
weekend. We keep it secret from Mother and siblings alike,
spinning a story about doing the sets for the final assembly
before graduation.
We wake that morning in May to a skiff of snow from the
night before. I consult Dirk, who says, “No way are we cancelling the party. We’ll have a roaring fire and once we get a few
drinks in us . . .” and trails off to a laugh.
At the party, the beer’s flavor is what I imagine sewer water
might taste like. I gulp a whole beer down, feeling its warmth
in my belly and its promise of escape from my problems. This
will let me be someone else for a while, someone carefree, easy,
and happy.
A deep-seated shame leads me to not tell Gary about the
party. I give him the same lie I told my family. Because on this
night, the girl Gary loves is the one I want freedom from. At
the party, I drink until I’m loopy and make out with a guy I
hardly know. This party girl doesn’t care about consequences.
She doesn’t care about anything. This girl is free.
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I’ve won a scholarship to a beauty college in the town
where Gary goes to college, and my program starts the summer
semester. I move into the white stucco four-plex that serves as
housing for scholarship students, located behind the college,
and begin my new grown-up life. Gary and I get together on
the weekends. He makes love to me. We make promises to
each other, to spend the rest of our lives together in smalltown USA, where he’ll work at a local body shop and I at a
beauty parlor. The whole time I feel like a liar. Mostly, I want
to run. Get away. I don’t know what from . . . from his love?
But mid-summer, I wake nauseous and sick. Really sick.
Can’t-go-to-school sick. Oh God, I’ve let it happen again. No
way can I have an abortion this time. No way can I be a mom.
It’s like some kind of sick joke. No kid deserves me as a mom.
Christ, I don’t even deserve to suck air on this planet. I tell myself
maybe it’s something else, hoping upon hope that my intuition is wrong. But I’m sick and scared, and damn, I just want
a little comfort. Someone to tell me it will be okay. Someone
to take the burden. Again.
When I tell Gary how sick I am, he rushes to my side and
packs some of my things, taking me home to his mother’s
house. She’s no fool. After a couple of days not being able to
keep anything down, even broth, she sits next to me, takes my
hand, and asks, “Is there any chance you could be pregnant?”
I burst into tears, sobbing uncontrollably, coughing out,
“Yes. I’m so sorry,” between heaves, snot and shame. She tells
me we’ll get married right away, like it’s the obvious solution to the circumstances at hand. How could I not marry
this man? I don’t deserve this family that has welcomed me
with open arms. He’s never told them about last summer,
keeping my secret shame locked away and swallowing the
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key. To them, it is inevitable that we’d get married eventually, having gone steady through high school. It is the way of
things in this small town.
By summer’s end, we’re married, living in our own little
home in a trailer court in Mt. Pleasant, Utah. And I have a
growing life inside me. I think about drinking from time
to time, when the heaviness of my life sentence of smalltown living feels suffocating. After the baby is born. Then I
can escape from time to time. Have a few drinks and forget.
Keeping it plausible.
Lin is born after thirty-six hours of labor. But of course
it takes her that long. Why would she want to come to me?
When they put her in my arms, my heart swells with such
emotion that I think I’ll dissolve. I’m overwhelmed by this
incredible love I feel, and the bottomless hole of my unworthiness. I look into her chubby little face and whisper, “I’m
sorry. I promise I’ll try to be a good mom.” Empty words. It’s
a promise I have no idea how to fulfill.
Lin doesn’t take well to nursing. I blame myself. I put her
on a bottle within a month, then open one for myself. During
the pregnancy, I’d reminisce about that time, my last day of
high school, when my mentor and teacher friend cracked open
a bottle of scotch and poured us both a couple of fingers. This
was my grown-up drink. It burned and warmed immediately.
The sensation and sense of importance I feel, even just recalling this, is intoxicating. It’s a moment in time I kept tucked
in memory, a fantasy of a future where I am a sophisticated
woman, making her own choices, taking the edge off from
time to time without shame. But I’ve never had a drink without shame. Shame only takes the backseat when the alcoholic
girl in me steps up.
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When Lin is a year old, I work part time as a waitress at
Roger’s Café, leaving Lin with Gary’s sister, Ellen, who I hope
will give her a little of what I lack as a mother. Surprisingly, I
miss her terribly in the hours we are apart. Yet, while with her,
I have difficulty being with her, enjoying her, being what she
needs. The days drag.
Drinking on weekends, playing pinochle with married
couples, and smoking pot becomes a way of life for us. I get
pregnant again and lose the baby—another sign of my unworthiness for motherhood.
But day to day, my life feels boring, repetitive, miserable.
What’s wrong with me that I can‘t just be happy? Why can’t
I just be satisfied with a man who loves me, provides for our
family, and with this little child who loves me and follows
me around desperate for my love and attention? This is the
dilemma I present when, finally, I seek out therapy.
In therapy, we talk about my dissatisfaction living in
small-town USA and the feeling I have that I am living a life
scripted for me by someone else, yet feeling obliged to suit up
and try to appreciate it, or at least make the most of it—always
feeling I am failing miserably. The therapist asks more than
once if there is something I’m not telling her that’s causing
my depression. But I’m fixated on fixing the problem as I see
it—and that problem is me.
I’d buried my Jackson Hole experience in a grave of neverhappened, so it never even occurs to me to excavate it in therapy. Instead, we discuss my childhood. I uncover a memory of
when I was five years old, and my two younger sisters were put
in my charge one Sunday after church.
Mother says, “Why don’t you take your little sisters across
the street and get the Sunday newspaper from Mr. Twitchell?”
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The Twitchell’s live in the house just across from ours in Provo,
Utah, not far from Brigham Young University, where my
father is teaching part time while working on his PhD in history. Though I know it’s a ploy of Mother’s to get us out of her
hair while she and my older sisters prepare dinner, I’m fascinated by Mr. Twitchell, who had played Rumpelstiltskin in at
a local theater play Mother had taken us to just weeks before,
and I’m thrilled to see him again. He offers lemonade and tea
cakes, promising not to tell our parents if we indulge before
dinner. We don’t partake. Somehow, our parents would know.
Coming back, I suggest we race back across the street.
“Mark. Set. Go.” I take off, leaving my sisters holding hands
while I sprint. SCREECH! I turn around to see Keri and Tana
on the ground in front of a blue sedan. Two college girls hop
out of the car, running to the rescue, as did I.
Our parents, and soon other members of the family,
emerge from the house and bolt to where I knelt next to my
little sisters.
Dad demands, “What happened here?” He pulls Tana
up from the ground, handing her to Mother, and then lifts
Keri off the ground and into his arms. Tana has a slightly
skinned elbow, and Keri a brain concussion, says the doc
when he arrives. The girls from the car are BYU students
coming home from church. They are beside themselves with
worry and apologies, saying, “We’re so sorry, they appeared
out of nowhere and we slammed on the brakes as soon as we
saw them”—evidenced by the giant skid marks across the
road and their sideways park job.
Dad turns to me, “Where were you? You were in charge of
your sisters! You were supposed to keep them safe!”
“I thought we could race,” I say in a whisper.
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While everyone, including the BYU girls, file inside,
Dad holds me back on the porch. “I want you to sweep the
porch and think about what you’ve done. Your sisters could
have been killed. Think about that.” I feel horrible. I thought
about “that.” I lost something significant about my place
in the family that day and secretly blame Keri. I sweep and
cry and listen to the conversation coming from the open
window. I hear the BYU girls telling a story about the legend
of Timpanogos and the Indian princess Utanah through the
window. Keri is propped on pillows, everyone fawning over
her. I hate her. And I hate that I hate her. She gets to be special
because of what I did. She gets the love. I screwed up. What was
I thinking? So irresponsible.
I can’t help but reflect on this memory, now in therapy,
as the first evidence that I clearly wasn’t cut out to be a mom.
Even from my first responsibilities in looking out after someone, I had failed. Of course I don’t feel worthy to be a mom;
I’m certain that inevitably I’ll fail.
Therapy doesn’t help with the suffocating feelings of
hopelessness I live with every day. Of course not. Not wanting to look bad in the eyes of my therapist, I’m really never
honest. How do I explain that who my husband loves is a
fraud, when I don’t even understand it myself? Or that I’ll
never be able to live up to what I imagine to be Gary’s version of me? How can I tell her of my complete discontent
when I have a life I don’t deserve—and blow the whole thing
up? How do I tell her how hard it is for me to be with Lin,
play with her and enjoy her, when I feel she can see right
through me—to the dark hole of nothingness inside—with
her sweet innocence, her quick, clever way of picking up on
whatever is happening around her? How do I explain that
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my toddler has to join me in my tasks as a mom, side by side,
learning to cook and clean and watch soap operas to feel
close to me? When I should be attending to her happiness,
but don’t dare, for fear I’ll mess her up?
Only the occasional drink is mine alone through the
long days while Gary is at work. Drinking makes it bearable
to look in Lin’s innocent face, loving and wanting to be with
me. Trying to please me. My relationship with alcohol is my
own private therapy. It’s another secret I have to keep. It’s
not that Gary doesn’t know I drink. Alcohol is part of our
social dynamic, and everyone drinks a lot. But it’s the secret
drinking and fantasizing about drinking I just can’t let him
know about—either of which I turn to when everything
feels broken inside me.
Alcohol doesn’t ask questions. It’s always there for me, to
quell my restlessness and my failures as a mom, as a person.
It doesn’t ask me to disclose my worthlessness—it’s the balm
to forget and numb Danét, to help me pretend to be someone
else for a few precious moments of relief.
After finding myself pregnant once again, I quit the therapy that didn’t work after just a few short months. I promise
myself this will be my turning point. I’ll do better. I give up
alcohol. I spend days on end with Gary’s sister, Ellen, mimicking and attempting to emulate the way she mothers her
son, Sam, who is just months older than Lin. Ellen applies
consequences when Sam misbehaves and rewards him with
cookies or play time when he behaves as expected. We’re
both pregnant again, and while Sam and Lin play, or are in
time-out, we make booties and talk about the struggles of
motherhood. Time-out is excruciating for me, each moment
feeling like a betrayal to Lin in some way. But I stay silent,
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deferring to Ellen’s greater experience; in addition to Sam,
she has two older children. She, like my father, believes we
must teach our children responsibility. If they don’t like it,
so be it.
I also try harder with Gary to be the wife he deserves. I
work to remember the tasks of being a wife that I’d learned
from my mother, like baking bread and trying new recipes,
things I know he loves. I’m not doing these things because
I love them. I’m trying to outrun the unworthiness of
my station.
Lin is three when Lucas is born. We’ve moved from the
trailer park to a small two bedroom home just a couple of
blocks from Ellen. The first few months, Lin and I spend
together tending to this new life as a team. She loves caring
for her little brother—a task no three-year-old should have
to do just to spend time with her mom. Some days I’d wake
with such unbearable restlessness I could hardly stand it. The
whispers of liquid relief play in the back of my mind.
I begin weaning Lucas from the breast at six months and
onto a bottle, then once again reach for mine. I’d purchase a
bottle of scotch while running errands and hide it in the back
of a drawer—just in case. Just having it, knowing it is there
is enough for months. I fantasize about the feeling as it burns
my throat and the warm comfort as it releases my malcontent.
The first heavy snowfall the winter 1981 keeps Gary home
from the work that normally takes him across the mountain to
the coal mine. We decide to throw a party and celebrate with
the new pool table we’d recently acquired at a garage sale. Our
friends, responding to our invitation to BYOB, fill the fridge
with beer and the counter with liquor. With a babysitter in the
back with our kids, I’m free to leave reality behind.
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I take my first drink alone, slipping into the hallway and
pulling out the drawer where lady scotch waits for me. I press
my lips to hers, slowly take her in, feeling her sting as she
makes her way to my soul. I take it slow, holding her next to
my breast, my hand wrapped tightly around her neck, cradling her body close, as the liquid comfort warms my cells.
Satiated, I tuck her back in her nest, close the drawer, and join
the party.
I wake the next morning on the couch where my husband
had tucked me in when I’d passed out midway through the
party. Horrified, I sit up, humiliation and shame making their
way up my throat like sick bile, as I try to recall the events
from the night before, which come up blank after the first
hour or so. Oh my God. What did I do? Shit. How to face Gary?
I walk into the bathroom and splash water on my face. I can’t
look at the girl in the mirror above the sink. I know she hates
me. Self-loathing diverts my eyes from my own reflection.
Time to face the music. Gary. My responsibilities.
Gary is fixing breakfast when I pull myself together and
join him in the kitchen. Lin is feeding Lucas in his carrier.
I’m fucked.
“I’m sorry. I guess I had too much to drink,” I say, swallowing the bile that raises in my throat, timidly moving closer
to Gary.
“You guess? You passed out on the living room floor,” he
says, stilted, not looking at me. “You’ve got to get a lid on your
drinking.”
No shit.
He tells me to sit down and put something in my stomach, then proceeds to dish eggs on a plate, setting it in front of
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me. I can hardly sit there. I can no longer pretend I’m okay or
that I’ll do better next time.
Everything had come to a head; everything I’d tried to
stay ahead of, all my unworthiness and failure as a person, a
mom, a wife, culminated in the aftermath of that black-out
drinking episode. Not only does it leave me humiliated, feeling desperate and alone in my pain, I have no self-esteem to
draw on. Somewhere deep inside I know there is a better version of myself, but I can’t access it in this environment. I can’t
just hope it’ll be better next time. I feel trapped in a world I
have no control over. I see no hope to save the marriage and
live happily ever after.
The gig is up. I have to get out of here. I need a fresh start.
Perhaps a new environment will do the trick.
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“M

amá, I’m miserable,” I say on the phone with my
mother. Sometime during the breakup of my parents’ marriage and my mother creating a life she could call her
own, I had started calling her by her preferred parental label
“Mamá” by her request. It fit her eccentric nature. And we
were happy to oblige. “I woke up this morning in a sweat,” I
continue, “terrified my life is passing me by while I do nothing
about it. I feel like I’m going to die here in go-nowhere USA,
never having lived my life. Can me and the kids come and
stay with you for a while?” My mother lives in Salt Lake City,
which is only two hours away, but it’s a million miles from the
life I’m trying to survive.
“Of course, sweetheart. You’re always welcome here. You
can stay in the basement.” Then, referring to my sister who’d
gone back into treatment at The Haven, a long-term facility
just blocks away, she adds, “You’re going to love the changes
Dione and I made. She’s at the Haven for another nine months,
so it’s all yours. It’s like a little mother-in-law apartment down
there now. You can stay for as long as you need.”
I’ve made one of Gary’s favorite meals—hot-sausage sandwiches with sausage gravy over toast and sausage patties—for
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dinner the day I spin my tale. Gary comes in the kitchen,
pecks me on the cheek, and says, “Something smells good.
Hot sausages?” We sit down with a couple of Budweisers and
he digs in. I say how I miss my mom, how she could really use
my support during this transition after her divorce. Yeah. Like
I’m helping her out. Like I’m not running away or taking his life
and children away from him.
Thus, I leave my marriage by telling yet another lie. Gary
helps me pack up essentials that the kids and I would need for
an extended visit. He deposits us at my mother’s house. I’d
break it to him later, that I was staying and filing for divorce.
I hate myself for what I’m doing to Gary, but I can’t bear to
face being a constant disappointment to him and his belief
there is hope for me—for us. He deserves better than me. I’m
setting him free, I tell myself when the gut-wrenching truth of
my betrayal threatens to choke me.
When I arrive, I open the door to Vivaldi playing in the
background. I breathe in the comfort and familiarity of my
mother’s love and the hope for a better future.
Mamá was in full free-spirit mode those first few years
after my parents divorced. She was dating and had recently
been promoted to Director of Membership at the Salt Lake
City Chamber of Commerce. She’d started college in the
aftermath of my father filing for divorce from their twenty-sixyear marriage, agreeing their differences were irreconcilable.
I envied this version of my mother, making it easy to live a
life where she didn’t have to account to anyone except herself.
Dad, on the other hand, I’d avoided at all costs, his judgment
and disapproval always looming in the back of my psyche.

S
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My mother’s doorbell rings early one morning. I’m in the
kitchen doing dishes from the night before and making breakfast before the kids wake up, up to my elbows in soapy water. I
quickly grab one of the lavender monogrammed towels Mamá
has hanging “for show,” not for use, and dry my hands. I
open the door. There before me stands my father in blue running shorts, sweat glistening on his face and down his muscular arms and legs, breathing heavily from his run. I stifle
my breath—forcing a confrontation. I stand paralyzed, heart
pulsing in my throat. Caught. Shit. How’ d he know I was here?
Damn. As always, Dad knows everything.
Slowly I move forward onto the porch, closing the door
behind me. “Hi, Dad. Me and the kids are staying with Mom
for a while,” I say, trying to act casual.
He interrupts me. “Don’t you think I know what you’re
up to, Danét? You’re running away.”
I feel his eyes burrowing into me and darkness closing in
around my eyes like I might pass out. But I stand there immobile, and he continues.
“You’re headed down a dangerous path, young lady. Look
at how well that’s served your sister. Dione is now in a courtcommitted, long-term facility. Is that what you want? If you
think for one minute I’m going to let you take those children
down with you, you’ve got another think coming. Go back
to Gary. You’ll never find another man who will love you like
Gary does.”
I just stand there stunned and silent, light-headed, everything feeling surreal.
“Know this,” he continues, “if you decide to divorce Gary,
I’ll be on the side of his having custody of the children. You
need to grow up.”
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It’s like everything goes black inside my mind, and I think
I might pass out. I can’t respond or even think. I can’t believe
what I’m hearing, even though some part of me knows this
moment or one like it was inevitable. I feel myself numbing
out. I lean back against the door to steady myself.
“Go home,” he says. “Take responsibility for the commitment you made to your husband and children.”
I can’t breathe. How can I tell him I can’t tolerate Gary’s
selfless devotion and love? That I’ll never be worthy of it. That
I’ll keep fucking it up. Wrecking his life. Destroying that love
once and for all. That, though I don’t deserve them, I can’t
bear to be without my children, even if it means breaking
Gary’s heart.
All I can hear is the ringing in my ears from the suffocating nausea rising from my core, the taste of bile in my throat.
My mind seeks justification for my actions. You left YOUR
marriage, Dad. I am a grown up. I’m twenty-three years old. It’s
about time I did something for ME.
But I know the truth. I am afraid of being vulnerable with
Gary. Nothing in my childhood prepared me for his kind of
love. I don’t love myself. I don’t know how to drop my selfprotective shield and accept Gary’s unconditional love. I’ve
tried. If I stay, I’ll break completely. Running is my only
option—stay ahead of the past that keeps trying to suck me
into a hole of dark despair.
I say nothing to my father, dropping my head to my chin,
seething, trembling, as he turns to leave, barely hearing his
parting words.
“Think seriously about this, Danét.” He jogs down the
stairs and out of view.
I’ll show him.
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It’s a stroke of luck really that my life and Dad’s don’t
intersect over the next several months. Dad is busy with his
life, dating, running marathons, applying his influence on my
youngest sibling, Keil, who is still in high school and living
with him. He and my mother don’t have much involvement
with each other as far as I know. And he never comes back to
her house again in all the time I live with her. But though it’s
not often conscious in my mind, his threat looms in the back
of my psyche as one more reason I don’t deserve love.
I enroll in cosmetology college and get work with a temp
agency. I find a babysitter—a single mom from my mother’s
ward who has a son a year older than Lin. I begin the daily
drudge of what I imagine—hope—will be upward mobility
toward a career path.
Exhausted by week’s end, I extend the babysitter’s time so
I can have a few drinks at a private club downtown and forget
my troubles and responsibilities for what I tell myself is a welldeserved break. Just a couple of drinks to release the guilt,
trading what time I have with my children for a little nightlife
and escape. For a precious moment about three drinks in, I
forget about being a mom or being responsible for anyone or
anything. I’m so relieved to let someone else take over. I don’t
yet acknowledge that that “someone” is the booze.
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B

etween Friends is a private club located on the lower
level of the Hilton hotel, in Salt Lake City, where the
lights are low and jazz plays softly behind meet-and-greet
conversations and drinks. This night, I take a seat by myself
in a corner, circular booth and order a scotch, welcoming it
to join me in my melancholy. Things aren’t going as I’ d hoped;
between school and work I rarely spend time with the kids. I’m
restless when we’re alone, overcome by unworthiness. What’s
wrong with me?
I nurse my first drink, relishing the familiar warmth
and release, ordering another and not looking up beyond my
little bubble.
A man slides in the booth next to me. He is immaculately put together in an expensive-looking navy suit, his
shirt open to the second button. His beard is groomed to
give the impression of a heavy, five o’clock shadow adorning high cheekbones and a chiseled chin. Dark brown locks,
combed back, one unruly curl dropping perfectly on his
forehead. His dark, piercing, brown eyes are mysterious and
potent. I’m captivated by him immediately. He is expert. His
presence is palpable, and instantly I feel my blood heat up
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throughout my body as I feel his presence next to me. He
catches the bartender’s eye and says, “Another one here and
a bourbon for me, neat. I’m Dick.”
“Danét.”
We sit in silence nursing our drinks. His presence is overpowering. The waitress brings our drinks, and sitting next
to him, I can feel his heat like a silent conversation flowing between us—captivating and all-consuming. Slowly, he
reaches over and cups his hand around mine on my glass.
Tingles flood through my veins at his touch. “You look like a
girl who could use a little pick me up,” he says, increasing the
warm pressure of his hand on mine.
I think he’s asking me to dance. I don’t want to dance.
I don’t want to break the spell of his presence next to me.
But he doesn’t ask me to dance. He doesn’t say anything as
he pulls a small brown vial from his coat pocket, unscrews
the top and places a tiny spoon of white powder under my
nose. Holy shit. Cocaine. I sniff. And an instantaneous rush of
self-confidence floods through my body. It blends magically
with the balm of drink. The atmosphere is instantly brighter,
and Dick is the most handsome, charismatic creature I’ve ever
met. Excitement replaces melancholy. Now, I feel like dancing, and I hop up.
“Let’s dance,” I say, reaching for his hand.
He pats the seat next to him. His face is calm and inviting. “Stay here. I want to know you.”
I sit, his allure compelling. We stay in the booth, the din
of music and conversation retreating from us—we are in a
universe all our own. We ask each other endless questions,
laughing and telling each other about our lives and dreams.
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I don’t want the night to end when the bartender
announces, “Last call.” For once, I don’t need another drink. I
haven’t even finished the one in front of me. Magic has taken
its place. Last call brings me back to reality. Shit, what time is
it? Fuck. 2:00 a.m.? I told the babysitter I’ d be home by 10:00. I
didn’t call. I’m such a shit. I jump up and grab my purse.
“It was wonderful meeting you, Dick. I need to run. I’m
way late getting back to my kids.”
Again, Dick pats the seat next to him. “I’ll take you home.
Stay while I finish my drink.”
I sit back down, unable to think about the reality that
consumed my mind moments ago. It’s like some unseen force
in me can’t resist him.

S
Each subsequent encounter with Dick has this same carrotstick dynamic as the first, where I set my own needs aside,
deferring to his preferences. The first time he comes to pick me
up for a date, I’m running a little late.
“I’ll just be a minute,” I say. “Have a seat.”
When I return, he hasn’t moved from the spot I left him
inside the door. His body is stiff, with disapproval written on
his face.
“What’s wrong?” I ask.
He looks down at his watch. “Priorities, Danét. Be ready
when I come for you.”
“I’m sorry,” I say softly. “It won’t happen again.”
His presence usurps everything else—my goals, my
dreams, my belief in my abilities, my life.
Still, I know in my heart that, despite his allure, he is
dangerous. There is something painfully familiar about the
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way he makes me feel. It lines up perfectly with my dysfunctional understanding of “love.” For all my life, love has
felt like being on the edge of my seat, looking for clues to
earn praise and acceptance to prove my worth. I desperately
seek Dick’s approval—and never quite get it. I’m always on
guard, always on my Sunday best, always looking out for
what might set him off. The power he wields over me keeps
me spellbound. Every decision needs to pass inspection—to
include how Dick will see it—whether he will approve, feel
slighted, or pleased.
Ultimately, I am blind to his quick and unrelenting judgment of my choices and actions, his abuse. Seduced by his
elaborate apologies and grand gestures, I feel significant to
him. I call this love. When he tells me how misunderstood
he’s been by others in the past, I feel special—I am his confidant. I am sure I will be the one to love and understand him
enough to quell the demon inside him that sometimes takes
him over. This time, I think I will get it right.
To be sure, I had a gut feeling that I was losing myself to
him, but those feelings—so awful—were also so familiar. In
a twisted way, they remind me of family, of home, and ironically, of security.
The thing about Dick that is intriguing and confusing is
he seems determined to change. He’s the first person I’d ever
met that had affirmations written on post-it notes pasted on
his dashboard and bathroom mirror. It is this image I’d call to
mind when he shoves me for not straightening the towels or
accuses me of looking at some guy across the way. Or pins me
down with so much pressure I can hardly breathe, his hand
clapped across my mouth, while he has his way with me.
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His apologies seem so sincere. Expressing remorse, he tells
me what I did that triggered him. I promise to do better. I honestly believe I could. And for a minute, it seems like we really
got each other—that we are in this together. He brings me
flowers or leaves a sweet note, saying something like, “I don’t
know what I’d do without you.” I mistake these messages for
love notes, and not what they really were: desperation.

S
Even though he never says it directly, I get the sense Dick
views children as an inconvenience. I intuit it to mean I need
to keep my life as a mother separate from my life with him.
The effort to balance these two “love” priorities are heart
wrenching. I sought solace at the bottom of a glass when the
efforts and distance of stretching myself between my children
and Dick feels like too much to handle.
One weekend, while the kids are with their dad, I’m lying
next to Dick in his bed. Seemingly out of the blue, he brings
up the topic of kids. “Children need to be trained to do what
adults tell them to do without question. Parents nowadays are
too lenient, and the result is their kids grow up disrespectful
and irreverent.” Is he talking about my children? Has he watched
my parenting style with my kids? He’s only seen us together briefly
a few times.
“My father, a Navy colonel, raised me to toe the line or
fear the consequences. I learned to suck it up and take it like a
man from an early age.”
I feel like I’m underwater, suffocating under the weight
of implication. I lie next to him that night, my sleep restless,
haunted by hopelessness.
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This same weekend, I’m introduced to the demon that
lives just beneath the surface of Dick’s charming personality
and detached demeanor. An innocent mistake unleashes it.
But it’s like I always knew it was there with us, waiting for me
to slip up.
At Dick’s place, I’m just getting out of the shower when I
hear him yell, “Get in here, Danét.”
“What’s wrong?” I cough out, pulling my robe on and
fastening the tie, my body shaking, my breath halting.
“Is this what you call picking up groceries?” He scowls,
pulling eggs and milk out of the fridge, throwing them onto
the pile on the floor, already littered with the contents of yesterday’s groceries. “I ask for one thing, croissants for breakfast.
But that was too much to ask, I guess.” He claps a large, forceful hand on the back of my neck, knocking me to the ground,
into the mess on the floor. “Now clean this up.” Shoving me
over with his foot, he adds his parting words. “And you better
not have left your towel on the floor!” He leaves the house,
slamming the door behind him.
At first, I can’t move. What the fuck just happened? I can
hardly breathe, stunned, horrified. Ashamed. I lay my face on
the cold linoleum, my eyes swollen with stunted tears. Milk
and egg yolk dripping from my forehead. What was I thinking?
Why’ d I think my special breakfast would be better? A rumbling
sob from the depths makes its way up and I give myself over
in despair, my eyes burning like fire as the tears begin to flow.
God, I hate myself. Why can’t I just do as he asks? I can’t breathe
through the choking and coughing snot, the tears and humiliation. I want to curl up in a ball and die.
But instead, I suck in stilted breaths and begin picking up
broken eggshells, sopping up the milk, the soggy bread, and
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my self-esteem, promising myself I’ll do better. Fuck. I left my
towel on the floor too.
Through bouts of sobbing and sucking it back in, I manage
to clean and organize the way he showed me he liked things.
At least I think it’s right. I hope it is. I make sure his bathroom
is spotless, towels folded in thirds and aligned. I leave a note
on the counter: “I’m sorry. I promise I’ll do better. I love you.”
I know now that what I felt for Dick was the opposite
of love. It was addiction. But I was desperate for a particular
flavor of love, so it was easy to mistake obsession for love.
His obsession was to control me, and mine was to please him.
Anything that I could convince myself would take away the
loneliness of nothingness in my soul took precedence, whether
I meant for it to or not. It’s like a parasite had attached itself to
the regions of my brain that controlled my sense of self.
A week passes without any word. I’m still feeling stunned
by what happened with Dick-the-demon, yet aching for him
to assure me things will be okay. I’m fearful that it’s over—
and maybe even feeling a hope of relief if it is. I’m in the
safety of my mother’s house, and mother is in the kitchen
with the kids when the doorbell rings and Dick shows up
with a single red rose.
“Sorry about the other day. Just listen when I tell you what
I want,” he says, putting his arm around my shoulder and
pulling me next to him. “My words aren’t erroneous.”
No shit. I let myself melt into his embrace, promising
myself I’ll listen to each specific detail from now on, even as
my heart sinks in the fear of the inevitable next time.
At the start of every week, I’d promise I’d do better with
my kids . . . and at the end of every weekend, I’d peel myself
off the floor of failure, promising myself the next one would
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be better, different. I would be better. It’s the least my kids
deserved. I walk a tightrope between my relationship with my
kids and my desperate need to be with Dick. Truth be told—I
surrendered that first moment Dick slid into my booth and
triggered my little-girl fantasy of one true love.
My fantasy of having found “the one” soon morphs into
getting through each encounter without getting demeaned or
shoved—or worse. Like a heroin addict who keeps shoving
a needle in her arm though she knows it’s killing her, I keep
going back. Even after I learn about the court case against him
for abusing a child, I can’t resist his stories of being misunderstood, or the lies I tell myself that I’ll be the one who finally
“gets him.” My pursuit of his approval and love, though agonizing, are familiar to me. I did the same thing with my father.
My family system taught me to chase and wonder about love,
and to accept the absence of it. This pestilential dynamic with
Dick was, in fact, part of my pedigree.

S
Dick shows up unexpectedly at beauty college just as I’m leaving to catch the bus for work. My breath catches when I see
him standing just outside the door in front of the building.
He’s dressed in a dark suit and tie and casually stands with
his arms to his sides, a single coral rose in one hand, a slight,
maybe conspiratorial smile on his face. He kisses me on the
cheek when he approaches, handing me the rose. Taking my
other hand, he begins walking.
He says, “There’s something I want to talk to you about.
I’ll take you to work.”
My blood curdles for a terrifying moment. My mind is
quickly going over past actions and conversations. But he
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opens the door to his truck for me—nothing indicating he’s
upset with me.
I take a deep breath and settle into the seat. “Great.
Thanks. I appreciate the ride.” He walks around to the driver’s
side and gets in, scooting over closer to me. He’s parked under
a cottonwood tree just beyond the far end of the school parking lot, where he’s backed the truck in, so he has a view of the
school and the lot. How long has he been waiting here?
We sit in his truck for a few minutes watching my classmates file out and get in their cars. The more he says nothing, the more rapid my pulse feels in my throat, my hands
tightening around the rose in my lap, attempting to stay
calm . . . waiting . . . Finally, I break the spell, “So, what is it
you want to talk to me about?” I lean my nose down, my eyes
still raised on him, and sniff the rose in my hands, hoping
upon hope I’m reading this situation right. That I’m not in
trouble.
Dick looks at me with kindness in his eyes, sending a
pleasant tingle through my veins, and says, “I need a favor.”
“Sure, anything,” I respond automatically, letting go of
the breath I’d been holding.
He tenderly places his palm on my cheek and looks into
my eyes. I hold his gaze, believing it is love. He continues,
“Next week I’ve got to go to court. It’s a stupid misunderstanding. But just in case I need it, I’d like you to be a character witness for me. Can you do that, baby? Will you? I need
you right now.”
How I had longed for him to call me an affectionate
name like “baby,” to say he needed me, wanted me. “Sure, if
you think it will help. I’ll be there. I’ll go with you,” I reply
immediately.
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“The court date is next Thursday at 8:00 a.m. Can you
meet me at the courthouse on Fourth South?” He slips a piece
of paper beneath my hands on my lap, and says, “I’ve written
all the information down for you.”
I don’t ask what the court case is about. I don’t care. Dick
needs me. Isn’t that love?
Thursday comes, and I’ve rearranged my schedule so I’m
free all day to be there for Dick. I arrive early and meet Dick
just outside the courtroom. Again, he touches my face tenderly, looking into my eyes and says, “Thank you for coming.
It means the world to me that you’re showing up for me. No
one else ever has. I’m not sure when they’ll call you in, but will
you wait here until they do?”
“Of course,” I say, feeling honored to be privy to this new
vulnerable side of Dick. “I’ll be right here. I’ve cleared my day
for you.”
“Thank you. I’ve got to go in now,” he says. He kisses me
lightly on the forehead, turns, and walks into the courtroom,
the door closing behind him.
I wait outside the courtroom to be called in, the only
person in the hallway for several minutes. I’m looking down
at my hands. I feel antsy. I’ve been trying to think of what
I might be asked and what I’ll say. I rehearse again the true
things that have come to me over the last few days since Dick
asked me to be here for him. “He’s always prompt. Does what
he says he’ll do. He’s a hard worker and takes his responsibilities seriously.” Visions of the times he’s been unkind and
impatient threaten to overwhelm me, make me question why
I’m here. I love him, I reply to myself. That’s why I’m here.
A man I didn’t notice before approaches and sits down
next to me, a large manila envelope resting on his lap. He
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introduces himself as a member of the prosecution team in
the case of Dick Thompson versus something I don’t make out
because I’m surprised by his sudden appearance. He asks me if
I’m here for the same case.
“Yes,” I say, “Dick’s asked me to be a character witness.” I
look at him now wondering why he’s approached me. I see a
man in his late fifties, early sixties, with salt-and-pepper hair
and black horn-rimmed glasses that frame exhausted, sad
eyes. He turns so he’s looking at me straight on, and I can see
deep creases around the edges of his mouth as he speaks.
“Do you have children?” He touches my shoulder.
“Because I’d get them as far away from this guy as you can.”
But before I can answer, he continues, “Have you seen the
pictures and X-rays of that little girl?”
“What little girl?” I ask, the realization of what the case is
about beginning to dawn. I flash on a disturbing scene when
I was with Dick and we met up with an old girlfriend and
her daughter. As much as I tried, though I’d put it out of my
mind, I’ll never forget the terror I saw in that little girl’s eyes
when Dick walked into the room, which comes vividly into
focus in my mind, now. And suddenly, I think I’m going to
be sick. What the man is saying feels like a rushing noise now
filling my head, like I might black out.
He begins to pull a photo from the envelope. I glance at
the strangely twisted leg of a child lying on what looks like
a cement floor. Horrified, I squeeze my eyes shut, not wanting to see the rest of the photo. Not wanting to have seen
what my mind will not be able to forget. I squeeze my arms
around my middle, holding myself together, and bolt for the
exit, almost tripping on my purse at my feet as I run from
what I can’t bear to know.
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Just outside, I stop, hands on my knees and trying not to
heave. The whoosh in my head blends with the traffic in the
distance and I lean unsteadily against the cold brick building
as I try to catch my breath. I’m shivering from head to foot,
whether from the cold or the realization of what I’ve gotten
myself into, I’m not sure. But it dawns on me I’ve left my coat
inside on the bench and purse on the floor. Shit! What am I
going to do? My mind races. What will I say when Dick asks me
what happened? Why I left? Can I just leave? I can’t just leave. I
promised him I’ d be here for him. I can’t avoid him. He’ ll come
after me. Maybe it’s not what I’m imagining. Maybe there is an
explanation. Then what? I’m the one that abandoned him in his
time of need. Who would I be then? I suck in a breath, gather
what courage I can, and go back inside.
The man with the envelope is gone. I sit back down on the
bench, wrapping my raincoat around my shoulders, still shaking. Like caricatures from a courtroom scene I’m watching on
TV, people enter and exit the various courtrooms from the
hallway where I sit on pins and needles for my turn. No one
calls for me. And no one else approaches me. An hour, maybe
two, passes and still nothing. I feel blank, empty, suspended
in the waiting. It’s almost as if I imagined the whole sordid
scene with the manila envelope guy. Almost. Then suddenly
the doors to the courtroom where Dick went in open, and the
session is over. People flood out, Dick leading the pack with
a determined stride. Is he angry? Why didn’t they call me? Dick
nods his head toward me, tipping his chin up, motioning for
me to follow him. I jump to my feet and quickly match his
stride. “What happened? They never called for me.”
“They wouldn’t let me have a character witness,” he spits
out. “The whole thing was a set-up to get a hefty settlement
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out of me.” He heaves a heavy sigh. “I’ll pay. I’m just glad it’s
over.” Finally, he slows and looks at me. “Thanks for coming.
You know I love you, right?”
We never spoke again about what happened at court after
that day. But something changed in our relationship after that.
Dick seemed more vulnerable, but he was also more volatile.
Always on the edge of an unpredictable outburst. He’d accuse
me of sleeping with guys I met at work or school, pinching
my face between his fingers, making me face him with my
answer. Which was always the same, “No. I’d never do that to
you.” Tears flooded my eyes and hopelessness filled my chest,
squeezing my heart into dark emptiness. He’d shove or slap
me when he didn’t think I was giving him my full attention.
Force me to have sex, pinning me down so forcefully I couldn’t
move till it was over and he was spent. Then later apologize,
saying, “You can’t imagine the pressure I’m under with these
jobs. I just need you to be the one thing I can count on. The
one place where I don’t have to worry.” And finally, saying the
one thing he knew I craved most to hear, “You know I love
you, don’t you?”
I’d try to understand, forgive, believe. Love him the way
he needed to be loved.
Had I been sober, I would have seen the dynamic for what
it was, but addiction replaces good sense. Addiction taught
me not to question the inconsistencies and conflicting values
while intensifying the craving for escape. Addiction prevented
me from seeing how badly things turned out so many times;
instead, addiction trained a narrow spotlight on the fleeting
moments I was free from psychic pain.

S
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The shame of sacrificing my life to addiction is unbearable,
and in my heart, I know I am addicted both to Dick and
the balms (alcohol and drugs) that allow me to face him.
A couple of shots before going out with him always makes
the atmosphere feel less intense—more under my control.
Dick always has coke and controls my use of it when we are
together. I crave this boost in artificial confidence and the
temporary displacement of unworthiness it gives me in being
with him. I wait with bated breath for him to pull out his
little brown bottle and invite me into his special sphere. But
ultimately, it only perpetuates the need to use in order to feel
better. Addiction makes you believe it’s the only thing that
will alleviate your pain.
One day at beauty college, a friend—obviously hungover
and sniffing coke when I enter the space behind the building
where we take our breaks—asks me if I do coke. I tell her I
do whenever my boyfriend is kind enough to share it. She says
that’s bullshit, and I should have my own supplier. I like this
idea. We meet up after class that day, and she introduces me
to a man who becomes my own private dealer—secret from
Dick. His place is party central, making it easy to mingle and
make myself at home. Gradually, this becomes my refuge
when Dick is upset with me and ignoring me—and ultimately
when I just need to escape and erase Danét for a little while.
This is yet one more internal struggle, choosing personal
escape over spending time with my children. But at this
point, I am so reliant on the temporary relief from “being me”
afforded through booze and coke that I detach myself from all
else when I set off for my dealer’s place.
As much as I loved my children—and I’d be the first to
tell you they were the most important things in my life—I
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regret to say that I rarely spent time with them. My days, filled
with my own internal frustrations, were spent the same damn
way: bossing the kids to get ready so I could take them to
the babysitter so I could get to work or school. Then, I’d feel
ashamed that I couldn’t seem to parent in a kinder, gentler
manner. Then, I’d promise myself I’d do better. But by the
end of each day, I was always too tired or stressed or burned
out to spend any quality time with them. Shame bled all over
everything. It was an exhausting, hellish existence, trying to
be better and failing day after day after day.
When I try to think of what the children were like back
then, before everything changed, my mind fogs over. Where
was I? I was so caught up in myself—I was completely selfcentered. I lived in the stories of justifications I made for leaving them with babysitters so I could either party, work, or go
to school. My mother was as self-consumed as me at this time,
dating and making a life for herself, such that she often wasn’t
available for the children either. Lin was angry. A lot. Lucas,
thank God, seemed to adapt easily to whatever happened.
Like the time I’d promised to take the kids to the zoo one
Saturday, but got the chance to work overtime (time and a
half) and agreed to come in.
I arrange for the sitter to take the kids to the zoo. In prep
for telling the kids about the change of plans, I’d picked up a
couple of stuffed giraffes at Goodwill and present them to the
kids as I give them the news.
Lin crosses her arms across her chest, refusing to take the
buy off, and screams, “You never want to do anything with us!
I don’t want your stupid stuffed animal.”
“I do,” Lucas says with delight, and wraps his arms
around both giraffes, dropping one as he snuggles in next to
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Lin. They bump heads as they both reach down to pick up
the giraffe, and end up giggling, rolling around on the floor.
The tension releases.
But there were moments, however, when hope blossomed
in my heart. I’d buckle down and focus on the children,
noticing what seemed to make them smile and giving them
what they wanted from me—my attention and love. I’d push
through my tiredness and play games with the kids before
dinner. I’d make up stories where the kids were the characters,
and each subsequent night, I’d add to the previous adventures
in the story, before tucking them in for sleep. Oftentimes, I’d
let sleep take me over and wake still in their bed, lying between
them, feeling something close to content. Those times gave me
hope that I was beginning to get this mothering thing right.
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Is the Cookie Monster
Really That Scary?

T

he morning of Lucas’s second birthday, I wake early with
a start, a to-do list already brewing in my head. Shit, I
meant to bake the cake last night so it would be cool enough to
frost this morning. I promised Lin we’ d make the cake together.
Lucas loves the Cookie Monster, so I’m attempting to pull off
a cake that looks like him. I got the instructions from Mamá’s
Good Housekeeping magazine. Did I get the coconut for the frosting? Where did I put the streamers? I still need to find a way to
wrap the big blue plastic trike . . .
Here in the basement of my mother’s house, the kids and
I sleep on two beds in a spacious bedroom. As for the kids,
they know this is now their home, and they seem to accept my
explanation that Mommy needs to be closer to their grandmamá at this time. They see their dad one weekend a month,
and whenever they do, I spend that time with Dick.
It’s been over a year since I left Gary, and nine months
since I finally told him I wasn’t coming back. His reaction
to my announcement was heartbreaking. He said, “If you
can look me in the eye and tell me you don’t love me, I’ll let
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you go.” I did love Gary. I just could not let him love me. I
could barely look at him when I said what I felt I must, the
words that would break his heart, but would give him what he
needed to let me go. So, through gritted teeth and a broken
heart, I whispered the words he asked of me: “I don’t love
you.” Tears spilled from my eyes. And true to form for Gary,
he gathered me in his arms and said a soft, “Okay then.”
This morning, when I wake up, I peek over at the kids
still sleeping soundly, Lin’s arm draped over Lucas. They look
so peaceful. She’s always so protective and caring for her little
brother, I think, tiptoeing past them and up the stairs to the
kitchen. I splash water on my face and try to shake off the
sleep and guilt I feel for, once again, leaving everything to the
last minute. At least I’ve made sure to free my day up to make
it a special one for the kids.
Mamá has already left for the day. As soon as her financial settlement from the divorce came in, she opened a frozen
custard shop and called it MmmMarlene’s Frozen Custard.
I’ve never seen her more focused and excited. I’m so happy for
her. Between my beauty college courses and part-time work as
a receptionist in a small leasing agency, I help her out when
I can, but as much as she’d like me to be more involved, I’m
barely keeping myself together.
But I could really use her help this morning. Though she
said she’d be back before the party, it falls on me to make
today special. I push Mamá out of my mind and get busy
mixing cake batter. The sun is creeping up through kitchen
window in hues of gold and lavender, and I feel my aloneness.
Steeling myself to feel adequate for the task of making this
day perfect for the kids. For me. For our little family. Looking
back now, I can see how externally focused I was, and how
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dependent I’d become on others to address nearly everything
in my life. Though it was my own son’s birthday, I felt emotionally ill-equipped to take ownership of that day. Though
a mother myself, I still felt a desperate need to be mothered.
Just as I’m taking the cake out of the oven and depositing
it on a cooling rack, Lin stumbles into the kitchen, wiping
sleep out of her eyes.
“You said we could make the cake together,” she says,
crestfallen.
“I know. But that was yesterday. I got home too late to do
it last night. So, I got up early to get it cooling,” I say, watching a tear make its way down her cheek.
“But you promised,” she says in a whisper.
“I know. I’m sorry. But we can frost it together. And run
streamers in the dining room. Come see what I’m thinking.
We’ve still got plenty to do . . .” I trail off, trying to deflect
both her disappointment and the guilt churning in my gut.
Lin’s face hardens. “Fine. But are you going to be here for
the party?”
“Of course, Honey,” I say, bending down to look in her
face. She is angry and mistrustful. “I wouldn’t miss this special day.” I don’t blame her for doubting me. So many broken
promises. Things like, “I’ll be here by five o’clock to pick you
up. We’ll get ice cream tomorrow. We’ll go to the park on the
weekend . . .” Promises I tell myself—and her—are broken
due to unplanned inconveniences that come up—inconveniences that I hope make me appear blameless. Obviously, they
don’t. I’ve got to do better.
Just as we put the finishing touches on the cake, Lucas
stumbles up the stairs, “Mommy? Lin?” His little voice
comes out in fearful frets, tears running down his face. It is
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Lin he clings to for comfort. Lin shoots me an angry dagger
with her eyes.
“Brethfas?” Lucas asks as his crying subsides.
“Yes, Honey,” I say, bending down and taking him into
my arms. “Happy birthday, birthday boy! How about Cap’n
Crunch for breakfast?”
His upset now forgotten, a smile spreads across his face.
“Yes, little man, this is your special day! You can have
whatever you want.” I want to suck the words back in as fast
as they leave my mouth, fearful of not being able to fulfill that
promise either.
While the children are eating, I slip into the music room
where I’ve hidden the trike and wrapping materials. There’s no
way to wrap a trike neatly. I bought it at a second-hand store,
so it didn’t come in a box. I decide to bring all the corners up
to the top and finish it off with a big bow. A scream comes
from the kitchen. It’s Lucas.
I run to see what the commotion is. Milk, cereal, and his
bowl have hit the floor and gone everywhere.
“We were just goofing off and accidentally knocked his
bowl off,” Lin says, wrapping her arms around Lucas.
“It’s okay,” I say. And looking into Lucas’s face I say, “It’s
really okay, Lucas. No sadness on birthdays, ’kay? You guys go
play. I’ll clean this up in a jiffy.” They take off, Lin chasing a
squealing Lucas through the house.
After mopping up the kitchen mess, I pick up toys and
stash them in the bin by the fireplace, doing my best to tidy up
the front living area. Now we’re ready to run the bright blue
crepe-paper streamers and start blowing up balloons. I call to
the kids, who come running. They’ve got pillowcases that flap
behind them tied around their necks.
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“We’re superheroes!” Lin declares joyfully.
God, it’s good to see a smile on her face.
Lucas mimics Lin, hopping up in the air. “Superroes!”
“Do my little superheroes want to help me with the party
decorations?” I ask.
“I do! I do!” they squeal.
I’ve invited a few of their friends from daycare, and they
arrive right on time at two o’clock, dropped off by their moms.
I’d encouraged the moms to leave the kids with me for an
hour and go run errands. Delightful shrieks, laughter, and the
tromping of little feet soon fill the house.
As the kids run circles around me, I pin up a poster I’d
picked up at Goodwill, featuring Oscar, the grouchy Muppet.
“Pin the tail on the grouch!” I announce, thinking how
clever this game is with our Muppet theme. I call the kids to
gather round, then ask, “Who wants to go first?”
“Me! Me!” the chorus shouts.
“Let’s let the birthday boy start. How about it, Lucas? Do
you want to pin a tail on Oscar?” I ask, handing him the blue
scarf for a blindfold.
He walks closely to the poster of Oscar coming out of a
garbage can, looks back at me, and says with a questioning
tone, “No bum?”
Duh. How could I have been so stupid? I’ve cut out round
circles from an old green knit sweater and thought they’d
make the perfect tail for Oscar. But I never considered the
trash can obstacle.
“Just pin it where you think it should go, if you could see
inside the trash can,” I say, hoping that will suffice.
Kids are jumping up and down. “I know. I know!”
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Lucas looks from the poster to Lin, who shakes her head,
then says, “Watch me, Lucas. Then do what I do.”
Lucas smiles a goofy smile and hands the blindfold scarf
to Lin, who pulls it across her eyes and fastens it in back.
“Now spin me around.”
Lucas grabs her arm and starts running around in circles.
The kids follow and everyone’s laughing. I step in and position
a teetering Lin in front of the poster. After a few sways walking forward, she pins the fuzz ball right on Oscar’s mouth,
ripping the blindfold off as the pin goes in. The children howl
with laughter.
Lucas goes next and hits the target midway down the
trash can, being too short to reach much further. Each child
in turn finds a spot on the poster, leaving Oscar covered in
fuzzy spots. The fun takes on a life of its own, no one caring
about a winner.
Checking the time, I call out to the kids who are now
running circles around each other in the front room. “Who’s
ready for cake?”
“Me! Me!” they chant in unison. Lin breaks from the
others and comes dashing into the kitchen where I’m just
about to put the two big candles on each side of Cookie
Monster’s smile.
“Let me put the candles on,” she declares. “You get the
ice cream.” Shit. I forgot the ice cream. Can’t I ever get anything right?
Suddenly, Mother bursts in through the back kitchen door.
“Sorry I’m late. But I brought ice cream!” she says, placing
it on the table next to the cake, gathering Lin in a big hug and
saving the day in the nick of time. Thank God. Oh yeah, she
did say she’ d get the ice cream.
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The trike is a big hit with Lucas, as I knew it would be.
Like when he first saw it in the store and started pedaling
before I could stop him. Which is just what he does now as
soon as he rips the paper off enough to gain access to the bike,
peddling and bumping into furniture as he gets his bearings.
Almost daily, I’m impatient with the kids just being kids.
Whining and not wanting to go to the babysitter. Begging
me to stay home with them. It’s agonizing seeing their fallen
faces and Lin’s disappointment in me. I do everything I can
to deflect, like making promises I can’t keep . . . anything to
bend them to my will and get on with the daily grind.
But today, I feel triumphant. Both Lin and Lucas are
happy. Lin even says the party was great with a big smile on
her face. We spend the evening watching Sesame Street, laughing at the Cookie Monster and talking about the funny fuzzy
poster we now have hanging in our little living area downstairs.
Maybe I can do this mom thing. I just need to give attention to
the kids, and enjoy being with them like I did today . . . Maybe
there is hope for me yet.
This day is the way I wish all our days together could go.
Little do I know that this great day will be the last one for a
very long time . . .
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A

t the time I made the call to House of Hope, I’d been
with Dick for just over a year, battling my own inner
demons, trying to break free from the bond that kept me
going back to him, to his abuse, apologies, and promises. And
using booze and coke to cope. I did not think I was an alcoholic when I made the call—you’d drink, too, if you fucked
up at every turn, sabotaged opportunities, screwed over a marriage, and failed to keep your children safe.

S
The night Dick burned Lucas’s hands, it was the last day of
September in 1983, and the first and only time I left the children alone with him.
The kids and I are at Dick’s house when Mamá calls just
after I’d gotten them to sleep, around eight o’clock. Mamá
begs me to come into the custard shop and fill in for my sister
Dione, recently discharged from treatment, who’d passed out
drunk in the back of the shop, leaving Mamá alone and desperate. Why she ever thought she could count on Dione when she
got out of treatment is beyond me. Now she wants me to drop
everything and bail her out?
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“Please, just until close, a couple of hours,” Mamá pleads.
As I listen to her beg, I feel a sickening fog rise within me,
clouding my thoughts.
Dick, sitting close enough to hear the phone conversation,
says, “Tell her you’ll be right over. The kids are already down.
I’ll keep an eye on them till you get back.”
My mother has come through for me so many times, and
I want to think it’s safe to leave my sleeping children in Dick’s
care. It might be different if they were awake. And Dick’s place
is nearly across the street from the custard shop. Plus, it’s only
for a little while. . . . Still, my gut churns as I look in on the
children, now just five and two years old. I brush a strand of
Lin’s platinum hair from her forehead, and she rolls away from
me, toward the wall. It seems she’s always turning away from
me these days—even in her sleep. I kiss the top of Lucas’s little
head. He still has that sweet baby scent that always melts my
heart. At the bedroom door, I pause and breathe them in one
last time before leaving.
I scribble the phone number for Mamá’s shop on the notebook by the phone, and say, “I’m just a phone call away if you
need anything.” But in that moment, a phone call seems a
long ways away.
“We’ll be fine,” Dick says. “Now go help your mom.”
I’m conflicted, yet I feel I have no choice.
I walk out the door and sprint across the street to
MmmMarlene’s, losing myself for the two hours until closing
in custard and cleaning and consoling Mother over the Dione
plight she feels responsible for.
I finally lock the front door of the custard shop at 10:30
p.m. I’m dog tired as I head back across the street toward
Dick’s apartment and the children. Suddenly, a sickening
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ache spreads across my chest, squeezing my heart. How long
have I been gone? I pick up the pace. What was I thinking leaving the kids with Dick? My heart is pounding in my throat as
I open the door to Dick standing just inside, his face stern.
Unreadable. Something is wrong.
“I need to tell you something,” he starts. Oh my God.
Something IS wrong. I try to walk around him and go to
the children, but he holds me back. “There was an incident
with Lucas.”
“What? What happened?” I ask, frantic, trying again to
get past him.
He grabs me by the shoulders, forcing me to look at his
face. “I’m trying to tell you,” he states, irritated. I can hardly
breathe or hear what he’s saying as darkness closes in. “Lucas
got up to pee in the night. I was running a hot bath for you
for when you got home. I knew you’d be tired. I told Lucas
to wash his hands and I guess he put them in the bath water
because he cried out. I put some aloe cream on his hands and
gave him a cold washcloth to hold and cool his hands down,
and I put him back to bed.”
The second he releases his grip, I move to go around him
and toward the children. He puts his arm across my chest.
“He’s asleep now. Let the kids sleep.”
Are you kidding?
I push past Dick, consequences be damned. I don’t care
if he gets mad. I don’t care what he does to me. I’m going to
my children. I rush into the bedroom where the children are.
They are both awake, huddled on the bed, Lin’s arms are
wrapped tightly around Lucas, their faces are red and puffy
from crying. As soon as he sees me, Lucas reaches for me.
Sudden tears streaming down his cheeks. Lin looks up at me, a
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heart-wrenching look of disappointment coloring her features
as I sit next to them and attempt to offer comfort. When I see
Lucas’s hands, my heart shatters. They’re blistered, the fingers
stuck together. The skin coming off where he’d been holding
the washcloth. Everything goes black, my whole world collapsing in on me, as the unimaginable atrocity sweeps over
me. What was I thinking? How could I have left my children
with a man that I, myself, am afraid of? A man I knew had issues
with children? What kind of mother would do that?
Lin immediately jumps from the bed, fully clothed, and
grabs her backpack.
“I’ve got everything we need in here,” she says, patting
the mermaid on the flap. Shit. She’s just been waiting for me to
come home and take them out of there. I lift Lucas into my arms,
cooing in his ear, “It’s going to be alright. I’m here now. We’ll
get you all fixed up.”
Oh. My. God. How could I have let this happen?
Lin’s face is scrunched with hurt, anger, and betrayal, her
energy urgent as she stands impatiently by the bedroom door,
ready to sprint.
Dick watches the scene from the front room, arms crossed.
He’s not going to let us go. Fuck him. We’re going. Outrage burns
in my chest. I zero in on the keys hanging over the counter’s
edge. Lin sprints past Dick, stopping at the front door, and
reaching for the knob. I grab the keys. But Dick gets to the
door before I do, bumping Lin to the side, nearly knocking
her down. That’s it!
I grab Lin’s hand, turn the knob, and run full-out to the
car, holding Lucas tight to my chest.
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What follows: The ER. The authorities. Child Services.
The kids released to their dad. The dealer’s house. The booze.
The coke. The shotgun. And then, merciful surrender.
It’s the last night with my children for a very long time.
It will be three months before I will lay eyes on them again.
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Where Hope Lives

I

enter the House of Hope with the determination of a
drowning person breaking to the surface and gasping for
air. Hope is housed in an old Victorian-style home with the
scent of incense and thrift store mustiness. The front door
opens to a cozy living room of overstuffed, overused couches
and bone-tired women with stooped shoulders and weary
faces. A storybook of defeat, loss, and heartache. These are my
peers, and being surrounded by them feels at once frightening,
disheartening . . . and hopeful.
It’s evening when I arrive. The director introduces me to
the dozen resident women gathered in the living room and
proceeds to go over the rules and roles each of us have, as
she walks me through the house. It’s lights-out by the time
she stops in front of the room that will be mine for the next
twenty-eight days.
“This is Delores,” the director says. “She’ll be your buddy
while you’re here. If you have any questions about residency,
she can answer them. This is her second round in the house.”
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I have an idea how repeating treatment loses its impact
from the several times my sister Dione has been in treatment. Each time, it seemed to me, she comes away a little
more jaded, armored, and despondent. I’m not Dione. Nor am
I Delores. Plus, I tell myself, I literally just lost my children
because my sister’s sobriety didn’t stick, and I had to go help
my mom because of it.
Delores, lying on her bed, looks up and just glares at me,
disdain written on her face. Then, she turns back to the book
she’s reading.
I drop on my bunk and sink into a fitful night’s sleep.
That first morning, I wake before dawn, a strange feeling
of hope blooming in my chest. Delores still sleeps. I quietly
gather my toiletries and tiptoe out, padding down the hallway
to the upstairs communal bath, the ancient floorboards creaking beneath my feet. I turn the shower on and breathe in what
feels like my first full breath in ages.
It’s my first real breath in this strange new world. I pull
the shower curtain closed, and give myself over to the water,
to the pulse of life, to Divinity, and to the miracle that graces
me with the fullness of a timeless moment—where unconditional love flows through my veins. And I receive it wholeheartedly, accepting the grace of this second chance. I am
absolutely present, perhaps for the first time in my whole
life—just this moment, feeling the water on my skin and love
and hope coursing through my veins. And it changes everything. I make a declaration to myself—an honest commitment to a new life . . . to Love . . . and one day, God willing,
to redemption.
For days on end, I feel my lungs expand a little
more, softening the hard edges of my shame, guilt, and
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unworthiness. Each day, I wake gripped with free-floating
fear and remind myself of this new life I’ve promised to live.
I marshal my will and redirect my attention to remembering the grace of that moment in the shower where Divinity
breathed me back to life.
Before getting up each morning, I lie quietly and silently
ask the Divine to fortify me with unconditional love for another
day. Though I don’t realize it at the time, I am beginning to
train my mind to think with love—to trust in the miracle of
Life itself. I am creating a new habit of turning to the place
within where I felt safe for the first time in my life, and finding it always, already there, waiting for my acknowledgment.
I am beginning to trust that, though I can’t see it or put
my finger on exactly where it is, some mysterious life force,
bigger than me, yet part of me as well, wants me to be happy.
It might sound crazy, but this is when I first come to realize
that acknowledgment has to come from me first. I have to be
okay with me.
About two weeks into treatment, we have a guest
speaker, a brash old broad, with salt-and-pepper waves, tattooed arms and a hard-won warm and inviting face. She’s
been sober some twenty-odd years and counseling others
like us for nearly as many. What she says at the beginning
of her pitch rings in my ears and reverberates as a powerful
internal “YES” for me. Drawing her arm from one side of
the room to the other, slowly addressing each face before her
as she does, she says, “There are thirty women in this room.
Only one of you will make it.”
That one is me! I silently declare with single-pointed clarity. I claim that spot and draw it to my heart. I know with
absolute certainty that I am the one. Everyone else be damned.
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Holy shit, I put myself first. Like the universe clicked into
place inside me. Yes. Right here, right now.
If you’re a people-pleasing, approval-seeking doer like
I’d been, you get me. It’s time-stopping to realize you can
only be picked honestly by picking yourself first. It would
be a while before I realized that the only way I can really
care about the welfare of others is to care about myself first,
attending first to the love and joy of my being so my overflow
is available for others.
This conscious contact with my higher power, I soon
come to realize, is only available to me in the moment I’m
currently in. I find I can’t ask for things to go well next week,
or for some particular situation to go the way I think it should.
Divinity, l learn, lives in the present.
The way I first learn this is in a moment of poignant clarity, trying to deal with the House of Hope roommate I’ve been
assigned, or should I say, dealt. I’ve been offering an ongoing
prayer when I go to bed at night, for something to change with
my roommate’s attitude, since the first night in the House.
Delores is a forty-year-old woman who was homeless
much of her life. Hardship and rage are carved in every line
of her face, and every track on her arms, marking her as one
who’s battled with life and lost one too many times. She’s been
sent to treatment as part of her sentence. She doesn’t want
to be here. And she doesn’t like me. Our dynamic is super
uncomfortable, like junior high mean girls all over again. The
more she bitches and regards me with dismissive anger, the
more I try to please her—help her see the light.
“Hey, listen,” I say one day, early on in my treatment.
“We’ve got a second chance here. We can change our whole
lives.”
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“Fuck you. Wise up,” she spits out.
At the time, I know her attitude shouldn’t bother me to
the extent it does, and that I should simply stay focused on
my own healing. Still, I always have her to blame when my
attitude dips to toilet level. It does—and I do. But, in spite
of my prayer for her to change, day after day, things with her
only get worse, not better.
During group one afternoon, while one of the gals is sharing about being sexually abused by her uncle, a sickening feeling begins in my gut. Tears come unbidden. But when asked
by the facilitator why I’m crying, all I can say is, “I don’t know,
I just feel so sad, so alone. Maybe it has something to do with
how my boyfriend treated me?” Still, that doesn’t seem quite
like it. I’d shared extensively about what happened with Dick,
and this felt different.
Later, back in our bedroom, the events that happened
in Jackson come flooding into my mind for the first time in
years. I don’t want to remember, to feel that powerlessness and
loss, but I know I can’t continue to ignore it if I want to heal.
Delores is sitting on her bed, her back turned away from me.
I tell her something came up for me in group and ask if she’ll
listen. “I need to get this out before I bury it back down inside
me. Would you mind listening to me so I can process, like we
do in group?”
“Fuck group. That shit doesn’t work,” she says, jumping
up from her bed and heading for the bedroom door. I jump up
too, wanting to understand. With her hand on the doorknob,
she turns, to look directly at me, antagonism in her eyes. “And
fuck you and your process.” Then, she literally slams the door
in my face. I burst into tears, and I crawl into bed, defeated
again. I curl up in a ball and cry like a baby. Whatever it was
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I wanted to process is now replaced by the oh-too-familiar
feeling of unlovability.
Later that night as I lay in bed and pray, something different comes through. “I don’t know what to ask for here, but
I don’t want to feel shitty anymore.” I feel a tightness in my
chest, a face hot with irritation and more than a little mistrust and frustration with the Divine. “I’m done with trying
to figure this thing with Delores out. And right now, I am just
plain scared. Again.” How can I stand up to this gal and stand
up for myself while feeling so small and powerless? The restlessness is unbearable. I get up and head downstairs.
Midway down the stairs, I crumble. I sit on the threadbare
rug in the middle of the stairs and weep. And in my aloneness,
from deep within, an immediate and honest prayer surfaces.
“Please, dear God, help me love this little girl in me that feels
so frightened and unlovable right now.” An image appears in
my mind, and my hands go over my heart. The image is of me
holding my son, Lucas, as an infant. Cradling his little head
between my breasts after nursing. A powerful rush of unconditional love spreads from my heart through my cells, and
with it, a penetrating knowing that this love belongs to me—
like my DNA—my Divine birthright and the very foundation
of my existence. Suddenly, I feel mine is the head cradled in
the hands of the Divine. I let the tears flow in peaceful gratitude, recognizing this moment of perfect synchronicity. Oh
my God. I love myself.
Still cradling myself in my arms, I stand up, turn around,
and go back to my room, to my bed, where I sleep peacefully
the rest of the night. This feeling of peace, the feeling of realizing I actually am beginning to love myself, comes flooding
in as I wake the next morning, and I say a silent prayer of
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gratitude to the Divine and to myself as well. I look over at
Delores’s unmade bed and think, “She’s probably gone out on
the deck for a smoke.” It warms me inside realizing it’s how
Delores takes care of herself in her own way.
Delores comes back in the bedroom, just as I’m leaving to
go downstairs. When she pushes past me, like usual, I don’t
feel the sting like I have before. I step into the hallway, pause,
and I place my hand on my heart, recalling the feeling of love
from the night before, this time holding Delores in mind.
I am buoyed with a blossoming knowledge that this love
belongs to—and is generated by—me. And I simply decide to
love Delores just the way she is. I quit expecting her to be or
act differently. Funny thing too, she seems to give up the fight
and we become friends. Sort of.
It is here I begin to glimpse how life is happening for
me. Everything is going my way, even if I can’t see it at the
moment. It used to be that when something didn’t go like
I wanted, I immediately blamed myself as somehow being
defective. But now I am learning to pause and consider that
perhaps, the way things are going, are actually teaching me
something. Like with Delores. I realize life’s perfect orchestration of events here. Right out of the chute, I’m lined up
with this roommate’s personality style: angry, domineering,
impossible to please—types I’ve let bother me all my life.
The types, like my father and Dick, I’ve sold out to, twisting
myself into what I thought they wanted, only to fall short.
Yet, in the situation with Delores, I am able to take responsibility for my response and let her have hers. I’m able to take
my power back, by letting go and choosing the love I want
to experience. For me. “Everything goes my way” becomes my
personal mantra.
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The consistency of people transforming around me when
I change the way I see them blows me away. It also builds
my trust in myself. The day in group when I finally talk
about the awful date with my boss, one gal pipes in and says,
“Yeah. That’s just how guys are, give ’em an inch and they’ll
take a mile.” I’m immediately angry with her. I hate that
she’s blaming me. But before I say so, something inside me
says, Wait a minute, Danét, isn’t that what you’ve been doing?
Maybe you’re not angry at what this gal said, but how you’ve
blamed yourself.
And holy shit! Suddenly, I love this girl who said what she
said. She’s beautiful to me. When I speak, I say, “You know
what, I’m actually glad you said that. Up until this moment
I hadn’t really realized that I have been blaming myself for
what he did to me, just because I accepted the date with him.
Thank you.” Tears spill over and run down my face, gathering
at my chin. I cup my hand under my chin, lifting my head
that I’ve had tucked in my chest all the while I’ve talked. I
look up in gratitude toward this gal, and I see that she, too,
has tears in her eyes. And suddenly, she gets up from across
the room, walks over, and sits down next to me, joining me
on that sunken, dilapidated couch you can’t get out of once
you sit down. She puts her arms around me and whispers, “It
wasn’t your fault. No should mean no. Always.”
I’m beginning to realize that the only thing I need to concern myself with in any given moment is how I choose to see
the person or the situation—and that I choose to see through
the eyes of love. Simple but not so easy. But I’m learning to
pause when a situation or person presents more difficulty than
I think I can manage, and to ask, “What would love do? How
would love see this?”
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Simple, right?
Turns out, not so easy. The story of me digs in. But help
is on its way.
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B

etty was my mentor, my friend, my Yoda. She’s the one
who held a new vision of me until I could hold it for
myself. The first time I laid eyes on her is still distinctly vivid
for me.
Striding toward a podium in a take-no-prisoners gait is this
bright vision of a woman. Her head is ablaze with red, tousled
hair, the color of a sunset, seemingly radiating its own glow.
Tiny skeletons dangle from her ears, bouncing in step with her
sunny silk skirt flowing around her ankles as she strides. And
peeking out beneath, a pair of bright-red Converse. The dozen
or more bangles on her wrist jingle as she signals the crowd to
quiet. Positioning herself before us.
It is my first outside AA meeting, granted the last week of
my stay in the House of Hope, held in the cultural hall of an
old Presbyterian church that is within walking distance from
the House.
With deliberate intent, Betty looks out over the group,
meeting each member eye to eye. Her gaze is penetrating.
When it’s my turn, my guts churn, and I drop my eyes—
shame searing through me.
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Why is she rattling me like this? I wonder. She hasn’t even
said anything.
But I know. She’s true. Real. No pretense. She’d spot a
fraud and walk on, not suffering a moment’s backward glance.
God, how I am drawn to her.
Betty, our guest speaker at the AA meeting that evening,
tells her story with unsparing honesty. Heart open, she gives
it all. She shares how she woke up in jail the first morning
of her sobriety, to the news that she had backed over a kid
on a bike while in an alcoholic blackout, landing her in jail.
She shares of her devastation in hearing the news and the
unbearable powerlessness and remorse she felt. But it was
that moment the light went on. Rather than an alcoholic’s
response, which would be to get drunk and try to forget, her
path forward included sobriety and making amends to the
boy’s family.
I weep. Her unabashed way of sharing her mistakes, and
the harrowing events that landed her in AA, make my heart
pound. Her secrets pour out with compassion, understanding
and forgiveness, rather than shame. My breath quickens. She
laughs and plays with us, daring us to rise up in courage as she
has, to live the life lessons that alcoholism and recovery have
taught us.
I am breathless as she finishes her pitch with what I later
learn is her signature entreaty, “LIVE LIFE! I DARE YOU!”
It is so bold. So presumptuous. So heartfelt. My pulse
seems to steady ever so slightly as her message finds its way
inside me.
What am I doing with my life? Doing time? Really letting
myself be transformed?
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Isn’t this very statement—to “LIVE LIFE!”—the reason
I checked myself into treatment? To Live! The very promise I
made to myself standing in the shower that first morning at
House of Hope. “I am going to change my whole life today.
I’m not going back. I’m going to love and be happy—no
matter what!” Yes.
It wasn’t because I drank too much—though that was certainly true. Not even because of the life-and-death crisis that
catalyzed my picking up the phone and calling for help.
No, in a sobering moment of raw honesty—the Danét I
knew died. I surrendered all that was known to me, and gave
myself over to Divinity, in faith. To be made new. I asked
for help to find the way to live and forgive. To love myself
and be happy.
Thus, on this night I meet Betty, I feel emboldened by her
dégagé swag, her authenticity and joy for living. I want what
she has! Deep within me, a spark is ignited.
I approach Betty after the meeting and ask her to work
with me. She doesn’t give me an answer but gives her address,
and we set a coffee date for the next day. Shit. Shit. Shit. I hope
she’ ll agree to work with me. I don’t sleep a wink in anticipation
of whether she’ll agree to work with me or not.
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M

y pulse beats rapidly at the base of my throat as I
approach Betty’s front door. I take a deep breath and
ring the doorbell. The door swings open almost immediately,
and Betty pulls me into a big bear hug.
“Come on in,” she says. “The water’s warm.”
Warm is how I would describe the atmosphere. It’s also
my immediate feeling as I step into her front room. The curtains are pulled back in an otherwise dark room. The sun
streams in and throws a cascade of rainbow light reflected
from a large crystal angel on her coffee table. Next to the
angel is a Betty Boop figurine in a marching band uniform.
The table sits in front of a worn, tan leather couch adorned
with an eclectic set of soft pillows of various colors and sizes,
strewn from one arm of the couch to the other. Draped
across the back of the couch is a hand-knit afghan—also
multicolored. I can smell a subtle scent of vanilla, coffee,
and something sweet baking or just recently baked. I immediately feel comfortable and relaxed . . . Well, at least more
comfortable than the nerves that accompanied me on my
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way here. But we don’t sit in this room. Betty motions for me
to follow her and says, “I just made coffee and lemon bars.
Join me in the kitchen for a cup?”
The kitchen is all windows and bright light—and it feels
like walking from night into day. A perfect metaphor for the
circumstance of my life as I begin my mentor–mentee relationship with Betty. I am unable to stifle a giggle as I look
about and see knitted potholders and embroidered hand
towels hanging from the oven handle and above the stove.
“Made them myself,” she says with a satisfied grin. My
shoulders relax, and an easy smile spreads across my face.
Betty is down to earth, straightforward, and has an ease and
comfort about her that makes me feel welcome. I’m not sure
what I’d expected, since all I see is myself as a problem to
be solved—but Betty is a delightful surprise. She makes me
feel as though we’re old friends, two women simply getting
together for coffee and a chat. Friends. It’s almost a foreign
word to me now. I haven’t had a close female friend—haven’t
let myself get close enough to hurt someone else—not since I
walked out on Cindy and our friendship, leaving both of them
in Jackson Hole, nearly—oh my God, ten years ago.
Cindy. Cindy and I had been inseparable once . . . Now,
she’s hardly more than a faded memory, clouded over with
shame, denial, and neglect. It’s almost as if I’d imagined her—a
friend with whom I shared everything: fears and hopes, boys and
parental struggles, promises and plans for the future . . . until
my secret. Hot tears sting my eyes, a single tear leaking down
the side of my face. I swallow hard to stop the flow, as I sit
down in the padded white chair, one of two that sit facing each
other across a round, glass table. Thinking of Cindy squeezes
my heart into a tight knot. How will I tell Betty about how I
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abandoned her alone in Jackson to fend for herself, never telling her
the truth of why I left? About the date with my boss. The abortion.
Dick. My failure as a mother. I’ve ruined every good thing in my
life with secrets. And now, my children’s too.
Betty nonchalantly kicks off her shoes beneath the table
before pouring two cups of coffee and placing one before me
and one directly across as she sits to join me.
“Do you take cream?” she asks “Or sug—” and suddenly
stops.
I can barely breathe.
“Hey, Love. What’s got you holding back tears?” she asks,
sitting down. “Can’t be my coffee—you haven’t tasted it yet.”
That little light humor breaks the dam and the floodgates
open. Tears stream down my face. I open my mouth to speak,
and out comes a gasp, a gulp, and finally, the horrifying truth.
“I lost my children.” Regret swells in my chest.
Betty, taking both of my hands in hers, says, “I see you,
Danét. Tell me your story.”
I start with the night everything changed. How I left
the children with Dick, knowing I shouldn’t, to go help my
mother at the custard shop. The horror I felt when I saw
Lucas’s hands and the shame of knowing it was my fault. The
broken look on Lin’s face that told me she could never forgive
me. About Child Services and the heartbreak of watching the
children walk away with Gary. How I set out to kill myself,
and the grace of failing that one act—the failure that opened
the door to a second chance.
“I didn’t deserve it, but a miracle happened,” I say through
my tears. “I heard a voice telling me to call the House of Hope.
So, I did.”
By now, Betty’s moved her chair directly next to mine.
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“Then,” I continue, “the first morning at the House, while
standing in the shower, a feeling of unconditional love spread
through every cell of my body. I knew I was loved. I felt that
love was the Divine. I learned a bunch of things in those
moments. Like, that I could learn to love myself. That love
would guide me.”
Betty doesn’t touch her coffee cup or the lemon bars in
front of us. She is fully present for me, and I am grateful.
“I learned that somehow, I’d learn to forgive myself, and
that I could eventually be happy. Because that’s what Divine
love wants for me.”
“Go on,” Betty says.
“Right then and there, I made a decision to change my
whole life—somehow,” I continue, my voice now steady and
soft. “Betty,” I say, looking up at her face for the first time
since I started talking. “I think that’s why we met.”
Betty pulls me close and holds me tight. She whispers softly
and sincerely. “So do I.” The din of the background noises in
Betty’s kitchen—the gurgle of the coffee machine, the tick of
the clock—fill the silence as I bask in that timeless hug.
When I begin again, I tell her I took my first drink in
Jackson Hole after a date with my boss who forced sex upon
me. There is a new clarity coming through me as I recall the
events. And for the first time, I tell the details of what happened, not filtering it with personal blame, but letting the
facts speak for themselves. How I went there for an adventure with Cindy and left broken and ashamed. I tell her how
I’d been flattered by my boss’s attention; I accepted a date
with him. How he had forced himself on me and inside me,
leaving me shattered.
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Betty looks in my eyes, and softly declares, “Oh, sweet
girl. He raped you. I’m so sorry.” She just holds me and lets me
talk and cry. I tell her how I ended up at a bar and found the
way to numb the memory and bury it deep inside when I had
my first drink. I tell her about the pregnancy and abortion.
And how I lost my rights to be a mom.
She says, “Kid, I know it feels like that, but it’s not true.
You don’t see it now, but one day you will see that everything
that has happened, has happened to bring you to this moment,
to transform your life. And together we’re going to come to
terms with all of this.”
I’m filled with a wholeness and complete sense of being
exactly in the right place at the right time. I feel safe and loved
and wholly at home.
I’m with Betty for hours, spilling my secrets and letting
her comfort me. About four cups of coffee later, Betty tells me
she has leukemia. It feels like someone just gut-punched me,
and I say, “Oh my God, Betty. You’re dying.”
She takes my face in both hands and looks me square in
the eyes. “So are you, kid. What do you do with your present
moments? I live—with all my heart. That’s what you gotta
do. If that sounds like the path you want to walk, I’ll walk
with you.”
Chills run up my spine, vibrating my whole being. “Yes!”
I say instantly, emphatically. I feel the momentum of her
words and her faith in me, encouraging me to believe that I,
too, can build a life of joy like hers. I feel my timid wings of
faith begin to rise and reach forward with Betty, the wind
beneath them.

S
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From that first meeting with Betty, to the best of my ability
I commit to following her directions and doing as she asks
of me. Though often my motivation for staying true to my
commitment to total honesty is my desperate need for her
approval, it’s her affirmation, and her love that prove enough
to get me through heavy resistance and outright paralysis. Her
light was there when I could not see mine.
For the first time in my life, I’d met someone who seemed
to embody the freedom, bold courage, and audacious joy I
never realized I’d so desperately craved—until I saw it animated in the flesh. My world shifted, allowing me to be vulnerable enough to allow someone in and accept help. The possibility of suspending my self-protection long enough to peer
beneath the surface, into the void within, became real.
To have someone in our lives whom we trust—a mentor, a
friend, a “Yoda”—who can truly and honestly see us, guide us,
and call out our bullshit, and whose life and words and way of
being align with ours—is invaluable.
“What you see is what you get,” Betty would say in a mock
Phyllis Diller imitation. She was someone who’d been entangled
in the dark side of tough choices, one who chose to untangle
herself and abandon chaos for the vibrant and simplistic light
of being—who could laugh at our humanness with acceptance
and love, and also see beyond. Someone who could face down
fear till it broke beneath her gaze, revealing the light of day.
But mostly, she was someone whose way of seeing me I trusted
more than my own. In a way, she was like a lighted mirror who
helped reflect the finery of divinity within me.
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A

s my time at the House of Hope ended, I prepared for
maintaining my sobriety and keeping my commitment
to myself and the Divine, driven by living a life based in love.
Thirty days in treatment offers a unique view of my life. It’s
like time stretched open to let me peer inside myself and discover the negative story I’d been telling myself about who I
am, and to question its validity in present life. It gave me a
chance to begin to forgive myself, seeing how I’d been coping
the best way I could given the tools I had at the time. I gained
a new compassion for my mother and the way she dealt with
my father and the patterns I learned from them.
As part of my transition from the House to the world,
I decide to take one of the steps as prescribed in the AA
Twelve-steps and make amends to my mother for all the past
deceit and many ways I’ve hurt her in the past and with my
addictions. And to thank her for always being the presence
of unconditional love for me. I understood firsthand how
my mother was too frightened to stand up to my father,
so I didn’t harbor any ill will toward her like I did with
my father.
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I walk to her house, recalling incidents where I’d lied to
her or didn’t show up when I said I would, preparing myself.
We’d already discussed my living with her when I got out of
the House, and I didn’t want any unfinished business getting
in the way of that.
I knock. No answer. I ring the bell and knock again. Very
softly I hear her call out from deep inside her home, “Come
in, Danét.”
I find her in the bath, candles lit around her and the faint
scent of essential oils permeating the room. I kneel next to her
and say, “I want to make amends for all the ways I’ve hurt you
in the past and with my drinking.”
“You?” Mamá chokes out through sudden tears. “I am the
one that should be making amends to you for not standing up
to your father.”
“Mamá,” I reply. “No. I truly know you did the best you
could in a very difficult situation. Dad was scary and impossible to read. “You,” I continue, “are the face of unconditional
love for me. No matter what happened, how scared or in trouble I was, I could always come to you, and you didn’t judge
me. You just held me and loved me. No matter what. I can
never thank you enough for that.”
“Thank you,” Mamá whispers through her tears. “I could
never thank you enough for telling me that.” Everything goes
my way.
Mamá and I agree that living together this time will be
healing for us both, and it truly feels like coming home. So,
I’ve got a place to live when I leave the House. I have Betty
as my sponsor and mentor, and a burning commitment to
continue my work on myself. I’m listed with a temp agency
and have my first employment job scheduled for the week
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following my graduation from House of Hope. I prepare a
list of local AA meetings—ninety meetings in ninety days—
and write them on the calendar in Mamá’s kitchen before I
leave that day.
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M

y contact with the children had been limited to one
phone call a week after my first two weeks at the House,
where we weren’t allowed any contact with the outside world.
The first time I call Gary after I checked in, I’m terrified as I
pick up the receiver on the communal phone in the dark hallway in the foyer. My palms are so sweaty, the receiver slides
in my hand, which is shaking, as I dial Gary’s number for the
first time since that night.
“Hello,” Gary answers.
I croak out, “Hi. It’s me. I’m calling you from the House
of Hope. It’s a treatment center for women. I’m getting help.
I’m so sorry.”
“I’m glad you’re getting help,” he says. “Really, Danét,
I’m glad you’re there. The kids are fine. Ellen [Gary’s sister]
and my mom are helping out. So don’t worry about them. Just
take care of yourself.” My blood is hot with shame, regret,
and heartbreak, and I take a deep breath to steady myself.
It would have been easier if he’d yelled at me. But that’s
not who Gary is. It’s painful to stand in my responsibility
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and take in his compassion. But with steady breaths, I try
to allow it in. I am grateful. This is the man who is my children’s father. Thank God.
“Thank you, Gary,” I say, letting his kindness cool the
heat in my veins, helping me relax a little. “Do you think I
could say hi to the kids? It’s okay if you don’t think it’s a good
idea,” I say, tears beginning to flow.
“Lin, Lucas,” I hear him call out, “your mom’s on the
phone. Come say hi.”
Next, I hear Lucas’s sweet little voice. “Hi, Mommy.
Mmmiss you.”
“I miss you too,” I whisper, swallowing hard to keep from
blubbering. Lucas must have handed the phone back to Gary,
because the next thing I hear is Gary’s voice.
“Lin doesn’t want to come to the phone,” he says. “Sorry.”
“I understand,” is all I can croak out before I completely
break down. I breathe in and out through my mouth, then
try again to speak. “Is it okay if I call again next week, same
time?”
“Of course,” he says, “Maybe she’ll feel more like talking
then.”
We hang up, and I slide down the wall and bawl like a
baby. Lin will never forgive me. Why should she? How will I ever
forgive myself?
A week later when I call, it’s Lin who answers. I feel paralyzed, but manage, “Hi, Honey. It’s Mom.” And then I hurriedly add, “I miss you guys so much.”
Lin says, “I know. But we’re doing good. Here’s Lucas.”
“Hi, Mommy,” Lucas says, breathless. “I got to play with
Sam’s army guys.”
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“You did?” I say with my brightest voice. “That sounds
fun!”
Next voice is Gary. “Well. They’re off to play. Same time
next week?”
“Yep,” I say. “That’d be great. Thanks, Gary.”
And so it goes every week for the next two and a half
months, even after I leave the house of Hope. A word or two
on the phone, then a belly full of longing. Now finally, three
months have passed. I’m working and living with Mamá, and
focused on my sobriety. And, I get to not only see the kids, but
spend the day with them. Gary is bringing them to Salt Lake
and leaving them with me for the day. I can hardly believe it’s
happening. A part of me believed I’d lost all hope of having
them in my life, even a little bit.

S
It’s 4:00 a.m. I can’t sleep. I feel like a kid on Christmas morning, while at the same time battling abject fear. I climb out of
bed and pull my quilt around me and slip out onto the front
porch. I’ll be seeing my children for the first time since I lost
them. Correction: Since my new life began. I don’t want my
shame and guilt to bleed all over our time together. I want
my newfound hope and faith in Divine Love (if not quite yet
myself ) to be primary. But, shit, I’ve still got so much guilt—
more than I realized. My mind fixates on it. What if they don’t
want to be with me? What if they’re angry and want answers?
I want to be real and honest. But I don’t want to drag the
past into this fresh experience together. I feel it. The tightening in my chest, the breathing getting shallow. Fear. How can
they ever forgive me? How will I ever forgive myself? Do I deserve
to be forgiven? How can I do this? My kids deserve better. Argh. I
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take one long slow breath, then another. And I flash on Betty’s
words from the night before. Your children don’t need your fear,
Danét. They need your faith. My breath releases. My faith in
Love will be my guide today.
As I sit here on the porch, I remind myself I’ve been given
another chance. One based in love. That means forgiveness.
But how? I don’t need to know that right now. I can only be in
this moment, right? Okay. Here. Now. My breathing is easing
now, and I feel the meaning of what Betty said. I have faith.
Faith in this chance. Faith in the love of the Divine, and faith
in my love for my children. I wouldn’t be getting this chance
to be with them if Love didn’t have my back. I rest for a few
precious moments in the quiet with faith and love, letting it
fill me and calm me, steadying my breath.
I’ve been doing such a good job reminding myself I am
love, loved, and lovable each day. This morning, that feeling
is hard to hold on to, and I feel the restlessness starting again.
What’s true? What’s my honesty in this moment? I’m okay.
Still breathing. I try to tune in to unconditional love, recalling the feeling in the shower where Divine love showed me the
truth. I’ve got it for a second, and I relax a little more.
I can do this.
Here on this porch, I use my voice and say my prayer to
the Divine out loud: “I hope you’ve got this . . . me. I’m showing up.”
My breath comes out in clouds this freezing January
morning. The sun has not yet risen. It’s still dark. The world
is quiet. I wrap my quilt tighter and look up and all around
me. The moon is a sliver of light, revealing the mighty snowcapped Wasatch Mountains to the east where I turn my gaze.
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Mamá and I have prepared for this day together, and she’s
as excited as I am to spend the day with the children in our
home. As 10:00 a.m. approaches, I wait patiently on the porch
for their arrival. Again, I turn my gaze toward the majestic
peaks. Salt Lake City sits at their feet, and I’ve always had a
sense of comfort and assurance looking up at them—almost
as if they were an alive presence—always steady and strong.
They don’t fail me now. I feel their presence, gazing judgmentfree upon me, as I do them. I feel small, yet strangely comforted. Their peaks, like Divinity, watch over me, blessing me
for the day ahead. I let this be my single focus, inviting the
Divine, once again, to fill me with strength and unconditional
love for this day with the children.
I can be myself with my children. Yes, that’s it. It’s the only
thing I can do. Nothing more. Nothing less. How can it not be
enough if I’m getting this chance to be with them today? I can feel
my faith in life, divinity and myself building, stabilizing me,
and bringing into focus the joy and excited anticipation I feel.
“Thank you,” I say to the mighty peaks, feeling their
strength as part of me now.
Mamá’s classical music plays quietly, filtering through
the music room windows, and I let it bring comfort while I
wait on the cold cement stairs of the porch to catch the first
glimpse of Gary’s car with the kids inside.
I’m blessed with a miracle the moment the kids burst
from their dad’s car and run toward me, arms wide. I, in
turn, do the same, joy bursting at my seams. I lift Lucas and
feel Lin clinging to my waist, my arms closing around them
both. Love encircles us. Lucas still has gauze “boxers” on his
little hands, and he punches the air in front of him as we
head toward the porch.
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“Thank you,” I say to Gary.
Always a man of few words, Gary smiles, kisses the kids
on the top of their heads, and simply says, “Have fun. We’ll
see you at four this afternoon.”
Then, he turns and walks back to his car. I have six full,
glorious hours with my children.
Once again, I hear Mamá’s music playing, greeting us as
we walk up the front steps of this mid-century bungalow. The
kids run straight to the swing on the wide front porch.
“Push us, Mommy!” they squeal.
Instantly I feel my insides tighten, and the voice of my
father in my mind.
“This isn’t for kids to play on . . .” he often used to say.
Still, I check myself as I lift Lucas up and onto the
swing, tucking him next to Lin who’s already pushing off
with her feet.
I remind myself that my father’s not here and that I’m not
living by his rules. I think to myself: This is Mamá’s house now.
I gently push the swing, grateful for this beautiful, victorious
moment.
As if on cue, Mamá walks out the front door, wiping her
hands on her apron. “I thought I heard you rascals out here.
Come give your grandmamá a big hug.”
The kids scramble toward her with outstretched arms,
then quickly run back toward the swing.
“Why don’t you two swing for a bit while your mother
helps me in the kitchen?” she says, blowing kisses their way.
“I’ve got a big surprise for you!” Her sentence ends like she’s
telling them a secret. She then turns and goes back in the
house. I really don’t want to miss a moment with my children,
but as I watch my mother walking through the living room
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through the large glass window in front, I know I can both
keep an eye on the kids and help Mamá.
I give the kids one more push on the swing, and say,
“I’m going to go help Grandmamá for a minute. Won’t be
long.” I glance back as I open the front door. They’re laughing. They’re happy.
“Clair De Lune” on the stereo, serenades us from the
slightly open, leaded glass windows of Mamá’s music room to
the left of the porch, where the baby grand piano sits center
stage, and a large portrait of my mother fills the back wall.
Yes. This is definitely my mother’s house now.
This is so my mother. The one thing she never compromised on in all her time with my father was her music.
Classical music was a constant, calming soundtrack behind
our otherwise chaotic lives. She had it playing from sunrise
to sunset. I loved hearing it as I arrived home from school.
Mamá loved all the classic composers—Beethoven, Bach,
Mozart, Hayden, Debussy, Tchaikovsky—and she sang and
hummed while she poured over recipes, planned meals, and
attempted to keep an organized household with eleven members. My mother had a beautiful, operatic voice that won her
a scholarship to Juilliard in her youth. She gave up her dream
of having a musical career when she married my father, a
Smith Mormon—God’s will.
Mamá’s house smells of baking bread, cinnamon, and
home. I breathe in the smells and music, feeling serene.
Earlier, in anticipation of the kids’ arrival, Mamá suggested
I make a fire in the fireplace, and I was momentarily struck
silent by my reaction. Rather than feeling defensive or even
resentful of her instruction, I was grateful for her gift of loving
parenting. Instead of thinking, I’m an adult and I don’t need
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to be parented, I was struck by Mamá’s self-confidence, with
her ease, with her advice. Mamá has a Norman Rockwell-type
idea of setting the stage for the perfect time together. I feel the
delight and freedom my mother is experiencing “doing things
her way” now that my father is no longer in the picture, and
it bolsters me.
As I set the dining room table for breakfast, I peer through
the large glass window that looks out over the porch where
the children are swinging and laughing. My heart smiles as I
watch the little puffs of cold air coming out of their mouths
with their laughter. I’m flooded with gratitude. The scent of
Mamá’s fresh cinnamon rolls and hot chocolate fill the air as
she places a tray on the table.
I open the front door, and Mamá calls to the kids.
“Lin! Lucas! Come see what your grandmamá has made
for you!” They hop off the swing and come running.
We stuff ourselves with the comforts of the cinnamon
rolls and hot chocolate, and as we finish, Mamá mentions
the games we’d stacked earlier in the front room: Monopoly,
Chutes and Ladders, and Candy Land. The kids pick Candy
Land, and we play in front of the fire. When Lin wins, I reach
over and give her a little tickle just under her chin. As she
squirms and giggles, Lucas is quick to join in, squealing, “Do
me. Do me!” It turns into a tickle fest, arms and legs and
laughter intermingling. Every smile, every touch of my children’s hands warms me and confirms that life is going on, that
somehow everything will be okay.
Just like it is right now, today.
Still, at moments, my mind whirls with memories of
the last time we were together. It’s all I can do to direct my
thoughts back to being present, being with them here, now,
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and releasing the guilt that always seems to consume me. Each
time something triggers a flashback, I focus on their smiles
and joy. Lucas’s hands still have small bandages. Lin is protective of him, staying close. Keeping her eye out. I don’t want
my guilty mind to take over, and I recall Betty’s words that
have regularly fortified me:
Faith, not fear.
Four o’clock comes quickly, and when the doorbell rings,
we’re ready. The kids are bundled back in their overcoats,
toting a Tupperware filled with homemade cinnamon rolls.
A perfect day.
When Gary rings the doorbell, the kids sprint out the
door, bypassing their dad and down the porch stairs toward
his car parked in the driveway. My heart sinks. No real goodbye. No “See you soon!” Shit. I almost let it spoil my miracle
day. What did I expect? That they wouldn’t want to leave? I close
my eyes and let the day, the joy, and the togetherness fill my
mind. Breathing out, I let go of expectation, understanding
that gratitude is what honors the day, and our relationship. I
pick up the games, letting each and every piece speak to me of
a moment I shared with my beautiful children.
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I

t’s a cold February day in 1984. I’m sitting with Betty at her
kitchen table drinking that godawful, watered-down coffee
she likes. As usual, I’m whining about something I’ve done or
some other victim story, to which she gives little credence. She
just lets me talk the energy off for a minute or two. I can always
tell when Betty isn’t feeling what I’m saying. She doesn’t actually say, “Cut the bull and get to the truth” (well, sometimes
she does). Instead, she tilts her head to the side with a crooked
little smile that says, “The human condition is so blasé.” Then
I see that finger come up in a little circular motion, like “wrap
it up,” and I know. I’m just spinning a story rather than dealing with what’s actually happening inside me. She’s interested
in hearing the heart of the matter.
Then my light bulb finally goes on, and I say, “I know
better. I am responsible for how I respond and choose to feel.
It just seems so hard to remember at times and I can’t seem to
stay in peace.”
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Suddenly, seemingly out of the blue, Betty says, “Make an
appointment with God for first thing in the morning—and
keep it.”
There are moments where life seems to stand still, waiting
for us to come fully into it. For me, this is that moment.
When Betty suggests I begin my day with the Divine, my
thinking short-circuits, and all I can hear is my heart pounding in my ears. It’s surreal, as if everything shifts, making
room for now—for this commitment I am about to make.
My breath catches, and for a split second, it seems everything pauses. I’ve got that buzz you get when a light ignites
a little fire inside—a pounding heart moment—like, “This is
going to change everything!” My cells are vibrating. It’s scary,
yet I never consider backing away. I am ready. For what? I
don’t know. But somehow, I just know I’m ready.
I bring my focus back to what Betty’s saying.
“Get up earlier than usual,” she says. “Treat this time like
it’s sacred. Like it’s the most important hour of the day.”
Easy for her to say. She gets up around 3:00 a.m., for
God’s sake!
“I’m already getting up most days by 6:00 a.m.,” I mumble.
She squares with me, deadpan, and says, “Yeah, set the
appointment time earlier than what’s convenient for you. Like
I said, this time is sacred. Set an alarm. Get up and show up!”
I sit, stunned, taking in the moment. I feel the weight of
accountability cementing my Yes to this commitment, letting
it settle within me.
Betty stands up, collecting our coffee cups and depositing
them in the sink—signaling that our discussion is over. On
autopilot, I stand and walk toward the door, dazed.
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Sensing my undone state, she takes my hand and says,
“Let’s sit for a minute and I’ll tell you how I came to give my
first hour of the day to Divinity.”
She tells me that early in her sobriety, she got sick.
“I thought it was fallout from my drinking,” she says, “but
it turned out to be leukemia. It was so advanced they gave me
six months to live, save a miracle. You know that was years
ago, right?”
I nod.
Chuckling, she says, “I chose Option 2—a miracle!”
I laugh, and she continues.
“Right in that moment, I made the choice to acutely
LIVE. I made a promise to Life that day. Not on the condition
of whether I had six months, or a chance for remission, or even
if I’d meet my maker tomorrow. I made a commitment to live
today—each day. I promised to be true to my inner being. To
live free in spirit, grateful, beautiful, brash, happy, outrageous
me! This is integrity. I live and express myself as who I truly
am. Fuck the naysayers!”
I am overwhelmed with the sense of freedom this way of
being seems to offer. I desperately want it for myself.
“The first commitment,” she continues, “was to make an
appointment with God first thing every morning and keep it,
no matter what.”
I nod.
“That’s what you gotta do, kid,” Betty says, nodding along
with me. “You’ve gotta be one hundred percent. All in.”
The power of what she’s saying vibrates through me. I’m in!
A resonant hum begins within me, shifting and rearranging my molecules, readying me for a new kind of reception
and commitment. I think about the little bit I’ve learned in
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the rooms of AA—about meditation and quieting my mind,
giving my life over to a higher power. At this point, it’s only
been six weeks since I left the House of Hope, and I realize
I haven’t really attempted much of what I’ve learned. I’ve
relied on tuning into the potent experience of unconditional
love that I was graced with in that shower at the House of
Hope as a sort of set point for my day. And I added the third
step of prayer from the Big Book of Alcoholics Anonymous
after memorizing it:
“God, I offer myself to Thee—to build with me and
to do with me as Thou wilt. Relieve me of the bondage of self, that I may better do Thy will. Take away
my difficulties, that victory over them may bear witness to those I would help of Thy Power, Thy Love,
and Thy Way of Life.”
Then, I’d be off and running toward the day ahead.
I don’t know if it’s just the impact of the moment, but I
don’t think to ask Betty for specifics. My mind fixates on one
thing—I have an appointment with the Divine, and come hell
or high-water, I won’t miss it.
As soon as I get home from my visit with Betty, I set everything up for my meeting with the Divine. On one side of my
bedroom, beneath the large window, I place a small, long table
I’d found in the hallway in my mother’s basement. I deem this
my Altar. On it, I place some yummy candles and incense next
to a small goddess sculpture I received as a graduation present
from the House of Hope. I drag my beanbag chair in, as well
as the books I love, like Hafez poems, Your Erroneous Zones,
Alcoholics Anonymous, and The Prophet. I stack them next to
my beanbag chair, along with a new journal and pencil, for
notes I plan to take in my sessions with God.
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The next morning, in the wee quiet hours before dawn, I
wake spontaneously, alight with anticipation. It’s like that first
day of school, with its fresh excitement and its promise of new
and interesting learning. Everything feels tangibly alive. The
air swirls around me, centering me into Now.
As I walk toward my little Altar space, I imagine I’m
immersing myself in an ocean of infinite and unconditional
love. With each step I take, I feel the warmth rising up my
legs, torso, neck, and head. I let go and surrender myself with
each breath as I rest my body on my beanbag chair.
In this empty room, I say, “I am here. I am ready. I am
willing. I’m a little scared. I don’t want to do this wrong, and
I’m afraid I won’t measure up to whatever criteria makes it
possible to hear the whispers of Divinity. But, oh, God, how
I want to. I have faith and I am committed. I’m showing up,
trusting You will too.”
I feel alive, open, peaceful. I sit and wait for God to speak
to me . . .
I can feel it when my impatience starts (like five minutes
into my sitting). It’s a tightening in my chest and an indescribable restlessness. My attention fixates on a negative spin
in my head about what I must be doing wrong. That doesn’t
feel good.
Damn if my “same-ole” negative bullshit doesn’t start up
again. Random thoughts appear, like I’m not okay, I’ ll never
be enough, I’m a failure—all the old fears and worries and
guilt—a life sentence of my own making, threatening to swallow me and leave my most predominant question spinning
in loops, What’s wrong with me? That judgmental voice in my
head answers: You’re broken. You can’t expect anybody else, even
God, to put you back together.
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But curiously, the thoughts don’t really stick the way
they once did. I’m aware of them, aware that I am not the
thoughts themselves, but the one noticing them. I notice and
breathe, returning my attention back to the reason I’m here.
I’m here for love’s sake, to be made new by Divine Love. That
feels better. I breathe and focus on my chest rising and falling. There’s a teensy shift in my energy. There’s no burning
bush or booming voice advising me. Just a sense of relaxation
throughout. A background sense of ease—of being in the
right place at the right time. Of being okay. And I feel it happening—like warm, gentle water flowing in my veins, filling
me with unconditional love.
I sit a while, curiously feeling for the edges in this peaceful
state of okay-ness. Then, the thought comes: Try to quiet your
mind (impossible) and listen for a message.
What I notice is that sprinkled among these old beliefs are
little sparks of light, of hope, and of possibility, making the
thoughts feel not so real anymore. I recall what Betty told me
about her commitment to the Divine: “To be true to my inner
being. To live free in spirit, grateful, beautiful, brash, happy,
outrageous me! This is integrity. To live and express myself as
who I truly am.” A smile spreads from my heart to my face.
Without thinking, I pick up my journal and write a letter
to myself and the Divine. Where the ideas I wrote came from,
I have no idea. They move through me and onto the page:
Divine Love,
I commit myself and my life to you. Make me over into
what I am meant to be. I make this promise: each day I
will begin in your grace.
Here’s my commitment: I’ ll show up in faith and
willingness the best I can. I will listen for guidance and
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do my best to follow it. If I cower, I’ ll get back up. If I
retreat, I’ ll turn back toward you.
I’ ll be honest. Shit. Honestly, I’m not always sure
what’s true. Half the time, I’m lying to myself, and my
stories take form from there. I’m willing to question what
I think is true and have faith that you’ ll give me a clue
as to what the truth is and how I’ ll know it. And, where
there is shame, guilt, or fear, I’ ll pause and step back.
I’ ll do my best to be patient and let Love find me.
Let me learn integrity—to be true to my most aware
presence right now, and honest in what I feel prompted
to do and say. I’ ll do my best to give myself to what love
asks of me. Let me accept love and to love deeply, letting
it wound me, and shape me into what Divinity means
for me to be.
And dear God, may I learn to forgive, and to be
forgiven.
Tears stream from my eyes as I write this part. Ah, to
be forgiven, released from this prison of guilt and shame I’d
assigned to myself. I finish with these words:
Lift me beyond my shame. I open myself to be transformed.
I open my eyes and heart to Divine Love.
Love,
Danét
A deep and infinite peace fills me. Tears of gratitude flow
and I literally start giggling, as joy bubbles through me. Who
could have ever guessed?
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I

guess I expected somewhat smooth sailing after that first
awesome appointment. But it’s as if my old programming
jumped in and said, “I’ll take it from here. You’re not doing
it right. You need to learn to meditate. Be better.” It was
the same ole story I’d told myself most my life—beliefs like
“I’m not enough” and “There’s something wrong with me”
constantly surfacing up and taking over my meetings with
the Divine.
That first year or so, “trying to meditate” was hell. I tortured myself constantly as I fell short of my expectations. I’m
not sure where I got this idea, but I thought doing it right
would mean my mind would go still, and I’d leave my body
behind. Maybe it was from things I’d read or imagined about
enlightened guys who sat for hours in complete peace, communing with God, or saint-like, religious images from childhood Sunday school? Who the hell knows?
As I tried to be like I imagined I was supposed to be,
my mind barked orders. “Sit up straighter.” “Focus on your
breath.” “Quit thinking about that conversation yesterday.”
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“Don’t forget to pick up the dry-cleaning.” “Did I put the
dishes away?” “What am I going to wear to work today?”
“Stop thinking!” “Quiet your mind.” “You’ll never get this
meditation thing down.” “You’re lazy.” “You’re unfocused.”
“You’re fucked!”
I trade in my comfy beanbag chair for a meditation cushion, upon which I either sit in an attempted lotus pose (with
my feet atop my thighs) or kneel as in prayer—hands cupped
in a prayer position at chest level. I fixate on trying to manipulate my body and my setting to mimic the images I have of
someone in “the perfect meditative state.” But my morning
time becomes the same old story of failure. It’s so crazy. I’ve
designated this time my yummy time—a daily date with the
Divine that wakes me up feeling excited, yet all I’m doing is
screwing myself.
Still, it never occurs to me to quit or blame God. No, if
things aren’t coming together for me, the blame is squared
on me. In this so-called quiet time, my shitty self screams at
me to be better. It’s like the second I sit down to meditate,
everything tightens up inside me and I can’t let go. I believe
I’m simply not letting God in. But I can’t figure out why. And
that “why” drives me absolutely crazy.
The search is on. And being a bit of an overachiever, I up
the ante. On weekends, I study shamanism, rebirthing, selfhelp books, and how to become monk-like. I take Zen meditation and transcendental meditation. I even spend a hellish
period in an isolation tank, trying to quiet my thoughts. Let
me tell you—it ends up being quite a trip. I find a place where
I can do it early, before work, and spend a timed session in a
tank that resembles a tanning bed except it contains salt water
in which I float. The lid closes completely, locking me in until
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the session’s over. I’d describe the twenty minutes I spent in
the saltwater tomb as sheer hell. Turns out even an isolation
tank couldn’t keep out my negative self-talk.
It’s hilarious when I think about it all now. The more I
tried to get rid of my thoughts—the more they became the
center of my focus.
I am nothing like the “enlightened” dudes I read about,
always serene and peaceful. I’m the one who uses words like
“fuck” and “God” in the same sentence and feels they sometimes fit perfectly right. My mind continues to be a monkey,
swinging from one insignificant thought-branch to another.
I start off as “prescribed,” positioning myself on my meditation cushion, my spine erect and chakras aligned, and within
minutes my back hurts, and I bully myself to buck up and
discipline my body, counting my breaths, and before I know
it, I’m running my daily to-do list through my head or fixating on something I’d read in a book, or what my kids might
be doing right now—and the buzzer goes off, and I collapse
into my regular, scooped posture. Honestly, that was often the
only moment of relief and release I’d get that session.
Still, I showed up every day before dawn, come hell or
high water, even though my appointment with the Divine
had become less than divine. I was just so focused on my
every thought and feeling, on getting it all “right,” that I was
unaware of the stillness surrounding me. But the stillness was
there, always—holding the space for me to find myself.
Stillness, as I have come to understand it, is the spacious holding facility in which our humanity works itself out.
Stillness is the grace of infinite patience, allowing for whatever
must come to go through the process of trying, failing, learning, and growing—till surrender comes.
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Then a day comes when, drained, I dragged my bone-tired
identity into my morning coffee date. Fed up with trying and
failing to create what I thought was supposed to happen, I
threw my hands up and said, “Fuck it! You tell me how this is
supposed to go. I’m done trying.”
Finally, I was being completely honest. Finally, I was
being vulnerable.
“I don’t know how to do this,” I said out loud. It was
the first moment of total peace I’d felt during my morning
date since day one. Turns out Divinity and agendas vibrate
on opposing frequencies. And like a drowning victim brought
back to life, I inhaled the breath of life. Peace washed through
me. Tears of gratitude streamed freely. This is all I want. I let
grace lift me and take me over.
Thing is, I just can’t get away from being me, no matter
how hard I try. And finally, a question begins to form: Have
I given the real Danét a chance? Have I been willing to look
past what I think should happen, and deeper into my own soul?
Am I willing to go all the way into my heart, past my mind’s
programming, to see what I’ ll find? Can I face the fear and dark
clouds crowding at the edges of my psyche even now as I pose the
questions—letting the questions themselves move me toward the
possibility of light within me? I don’t know. But I’m suiting up.
I’m going in.
Turns out, like Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz, I already
have the thing I’ve been looking for—and I find it once I
finally quit searching outside myself.
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Miracles Zone

I

persist. I show up. Every morning. I like this girl who shows
up every day, and showing up to the Divine feels like it is
a part of the woman I am becoming. That, along with my
experiences with Betty and friends in AA, are making me into
someone who can be counted on to be where she says she’ll be
and do what she says she’ll do.
I even start running in the mornings after my date with
the Divine. In fact, it’s while on a run that I have a real breakthrough about meditation. Runners call it “The Zone”: a state
of being in total sync, where the system runs itself and you’re
not “working” at it anymore. It happens one morning while
running a trail by the University of Utah, and I suddenly realize I’m just in the flow, in ease and stillness, even as my legs
move. It isn’t until later that I realize my mind had reached
complete stillness. Everything worked perfectly without my
narrative. That was amazing! That was clarity!
Days later, during my meditation time, that “zone” doorway opens up for me, and I let my mind sink. I stop trying to
force stillness, or make the voice go away, and let my awareness of it drift above the focus of my mind, curiously exploring the space—or what I call the yummy, empty-fullness of
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peace. Wow! Thoughts can do what they want; they can come
and go as they might. They no longer matter. Without attending to or resisting them, I find myself at peace.
My daily run. Another daily commitment I keep for the
joy of it. It’s a commitment I’ve never been able to do for any
extended period of time before. Previously, I’d self-sabotage
anything I intuitively knew was good for me. But now, something has changed. To be sure, feelings of love can blind and
confuse us . . . but pure love leans us toward integrity. Now, I
return calls when I say I will. I keep other appointments too.
Once I give my word, it means something. I mean something.
I matter. I am responsible for my presence. And my presence
is my gift to the world.
In the past, I’d formulate some awesome plan of action,
promising to make it a regular self-care practice, maybe testdriving it a couple times, then betraying myself, before I’d
quit showing up. Next, I’d torture myself with shame and
guilt. Then I’d be on the hunt for another way to motivate
myself toward being a person of integrity. It never worked.
This shame cycle left me feeling empty and broken.
But now, it’s like being on autopilot. After my hour or
so date with the Divine each morning, I hit the streets in my
running shoes. Go figure.
One morning, as I return home from a run, I’m wiping
the sweat off my brow and guzzling water, when the doorbell
rings. Brian, a friend of mine, stands in the doorframe holding
a big blue book. Brian says, “I’m leaving town and I wanted to
bring this book to you before I left. I don’t remember where I
originally got it, but I think this belongs to you.”
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The book is A Course in Miracles. I’ve never seen this book
before, but it reminds me of the AA Big Book. As I take it from
Brian, I feel drawn to it immediately.
“I didn’t loan it to you, Brian,” I say, turning it over in my
hands.
To which he replies, “I know. That’s okay. I still think it’s
meant for you, Danét.”
With one arm, I tuck the big book into my chest and
bring Brian in for a squeeze with the other.
“Thank you, Brian. I love it,” I say, claiming the book as
my own. I take it into my home and immediately devour it.
Initially, I reject the Christian terminology in A Course
of Miracles, wanting to dismiss it out of hand. Yet I can’t.
Because at the same time, I can sense the presence of a miracle. I’m all in.
A Course in Miracles speaks to a self in me untarnished by
my unworthy self-concept—and to my true self beyond it. It
speaks to the Love self within me—and I love myself while I
read. I feel total acceptance and love, and I return to this book
again and again.
Intuitively, I know I will never understand the Course if
I use only the intellectual part of my mind. Unlike the academic courses I’ve taken and the self-help books I’ve read, this
understanding reaches beyond simple intellect. It requires
acceptance in faith of what feels true to my heart. It’s totally
aligned with the self-love work I’ve been doing.
I love the way this book teaches the part of me that needs
the most guidance—my heart—and I feel deeply connected
to the message as I read. It feels like a personal conversation
with the author. When I hear Love speak, my own Love listens, and I recognize within its message my whole way out
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of fear. I immerse myself in practicing the daily lessons in A
Course of Miracles, applying them to my life, using them to
untangle my programmed belief system.
Betty is thrilled when I show up at her doorstep, book in
hand, shit-eating grin on my face, and say, “Look what the
Divine brought into my life!” We pour over it for hours. And
we weep together at the beautiful, poetic language and incredible feelings of freedom and peace in its message.
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W

hen I think of Betty’s kitchen table, I imagine it
holding the tapestry of my transforming life. At that
table, she helps me weave the strongest parts of myself back
together. At that table, I also find the ability to smile again,
to see beauty in simple things, to recognize my growth, to
forgive my misperceptions of people, and to celebrate the
budding joy for the life I am now beginning to live. It is
here we lay it all out on the table of investigation and understanding. Like a slew of fibers dumped in a pile. Betty pulls
each one out and examines it through a lens of love and
acceptance. If it isn’t in the interest of my well-being, we
put the fiber off to the side, keeping those pieces that are
basically good and maybe just dusty from my skewed judgment. Together, we dust them off and discuss their beauty,
placing them in the center of the table in full view—the base
from which the rest would ultimately be reinterpreted or dismissed completely as false.
After a long day at work at a temp assignment as a file
clerk at the employment agency itself, I sit with Betty in her
kitchen with mugs of warm tea and the Rice Krispy treats
she’s made. I begin complaining about my supervisor. “She
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doesn’t appreciate all that I do for her, much less without her
even asking me to. I don’t think she likes me.”
Betty says, “First off, how she feels about you is none of
your business.”
As the headiness of my righteous complaining deflates, I
take a breath and listen more closely. This is important. My
whole life has spun around trying to please and getting others
to tell me I’m okay. God, I’d like to get out of that business.
Betty continues, “What is your business is the way you
feel about you. Get out of her head and back into your own
heart. Needing her approval to feel okay clouds the way you
interpret her interactions with you. As long as you’re in her
head, you’re not in your own—which is your only responsibility. Do you really think her liking you will add to your
worth? It’s not her job to make you feel appreciated, and if
that’s the reason you’re working there, you’re bound to continue feeling unworthy.”
I say, “I didn’t say I felt unworthy,” instantly feeling the
lie. I smile. Shit. That is the way I feel, unworthy. “It’s just
that I think I do a good job and she never seems to notice
that, just the things I don’t get quite right. Which isn’t that
much, really.”
“So, you feel good about the way you show up at work?”
Betty asks.
“Yes,” I answer.
“Can you sit with that for a minute?” she asks.
I do. I tune into my sense of pride, and about how good it
feels to show up and do my best.
“Feels good, yes?” she asks, “You’re smiling. Now, bring
her to mind. What happens?”
“Ugh. I get stressed, and I get a little knot in my throat.”
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“Ah.” Betty nods. “See? You’ve left your own presence in
favor of her opinion. It takes you off center, where all your
power and love reside. Can you feel that shift?”
“Yes,” I say. “It feels empty. Scary.”
“What happens when you remind yourself how you feel
about how well you show up at work?” Betty asks.
I feel it, a sense of spaciousness, an opening, a rising smile
from within. “The knot disappears. I feel okay. Good, in fact.”
“See. That’s your business,” Betty says, smiling. “Here’s a
good rule of thumb. We have this great little neutral zone—
call it a line of demarcation—known as our skin. Anything
on the outside belongs to the Divine. Your job is to manage
the inside. If it doesn’t feel good, you’re out of alignment
with your true nature, which is love and acceptance. That’s
your only job—get right with you. It’s never to judge and
blame someone else for your uncomfortable state. If you’re
caught up in reactions or expectations, you’re reacting from
an old belief. Does it feel good to believe you need someone
else’s approval to feel okay?”
“No,” I say.
“Are you willing to let it go in favor of love?”
“Yes.”
“Sounds like your supervisor is doing her job. Isn’t
that great? Have you learned from her corrections of your
performance?”
“Yes, I have,” I say honestly.
“Isn’t there some place inside you that really appreciates
that?” Betty asks.
I nod emphatically. I’m flooded with memories of incidents where I’ve learned more efficient ways of doing my job,
and the sense of accomplishment I now claim as my own.
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Wow. I actually do appreciate her. I can’t believe it. I feel completely different right now. It’s like I can’t really remember what
the original problem was. I see how I can catch myself when I
get that little knot inside, and I realize I have an expectation.
But it’s up to me to give myself the acknowledgment I need.
I take a deep breath.
“Shit, man,” I say. “I can use this little trick everywhere.”
Soon, I make a fun game of it. I practice noticing that
glitchy feeling, taking responsibility for myself and my choices
to be happy. And it’s here I began to develop my philosophy
and practice with the yummy way and using my yummy-stat
(that inner feeling barometer) to stay in my own head—and
out of someone else’s.
Betty teaches me to love no matter what. And the lessons
come in the most surprising ways and moments. Like the day
I have a meeting with her, and I’ve just gotten off the bus. I
start to tell her about this asshole on the bus, just across the
aisle from me . . .
She looks me in the eye and says, “I’d love it if you could
stop hurting yourself in this way.”
“Me? What do you mean me hurting myself? I’m talking
about this guy on the bus!”
And she says, “See that feeling you’ve got when you’re
judging him?”
“Yeah, it doesn’t feel so good.”
“That’s how you’re hurting yourself. Every time you are
judging, it’s tying up your life force. That icky feeling is your
intuition telling you you’ve ventured away from well-being.
And it’s keeping you from being available to love. It’s reinforcing a negative feeling about yourself. We can’t judge someone
else without judging ourselves.”
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I sit with that for a minute, letting the truth of it sink in.
Betty then says, “Can you consider the possibility that
everyone, bar none, is actually doing the best they can, given
all the information they have at the time, including their
mental programming and their life experiences? It’s the best
they can do at the time. Even if it seems unkind, they believe
it is the only action they can take to get them what they want,
and they think they want what they want because they believe
it will make them feel good, better, happy. And that’s always
where each of us is ultimately trying to get.”
I totally get it. Geez, every time I’ve been unkind, I felt like
it was my only choice. I thought it was the only thing I could do
so I could get what I wanted, so I could feel better. I can easily
see what she means.
I write everything she says down in my little notebook,
which I take home, and with a marker, I write the poignant
phrases on the mirror in the front hallway. I read them every
single day before I leave the house: Everybody is just doing the
best they can. My judgments hurt me.
It works like magic, even in moments where judgment
feels totally justified. Like the day a coworker takes all the
credit for work we’ve done together. Rather than speak up for
myself, I seethe inside. Bitch. Who do you think you are? Your
hair looks stupid, too.
That’s the moment I feel the sickly churn of judgment,
and remember: Oh yeah, my judging only hurts me. She’s just
doing the best she knows how right now. And truth be known,
so am I, except look at me: I’m staying silent, afraid to speak
up for myself. I take a deep breath into the churn, welcoming acceptance and something close to forgiveness, feeling a
space in my heart to allow a bit of faith. And surprisingly,
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my mouth opens, and I say, “Hey, don’t forget me. I was part
of this project every step of the way. And I’m damn proud to
be part of it.”
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Seeing the
Children Again

I

t’s been three long, sometimes agonizing, months of not
seeing my children. And during that time, my brother-inlaw, Hal, offers me a job as a personnel manager at his hightech ceramics firm, a job, which to my surprise, I’m well
suited for. I feel like I’m hitting my stride as a legit member of
society. I’ve acquired a nice little apartment in a family-based
community complex in South Salt Lake, where all the sliding back doors open onto a community playground. It feels
safe and comfortable. I’d planned to get to know some of the
moms and kids my children’s ages, but between work, meetings with Betty and AA (my comfort zone), I haven’t been
taking the time or the risk beyond brief hellos whenever I see
my neighbors.
Gary’s bringing his mother to Salt Lake for an appointment with a cancer specialist, so he brings the children and
leaves them with me for the weekend. I haven’t seen them since
the day we spent at Mamá’s when I first got out of treatment.
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They arrive on Friday afternoon, and the minute they spot
the playground through the kitchen window, they jump up
and down.
“Can we go play?”
I can hardly contain my excitement.
“Of course!” I say.
We drop their belongings in front of the sliding glass
doors overlooking the playground and out we go. Until dusk,
the kids play with the other kids on the playground, and
I make my first attempt to introduce myself to a couple of
moms also watching their kids play. We point out which children are ours. One of the moms is married and the other is,
like me, a single mom, except her children live with her. Later
that night, sleep comes easily to the children, exhausted by
play and new friendships. Saturday, however, brings a slightly
different tone.
“I can’t find Lucas!”
It’s Lin’s panicked voice, interrupting my morning quiet
with the Divine.
I jump up, my heart pounding, fear running through every
cell of my body as I wrap my arms around a trembling Lin.
“We’ll find him, Honey. He can’t be far.”
How late is it? I check the clock. A little after 7:00 a.m.
Where could he be? Oh dear God. Please don’t let something have
happened to him. Did someone steal him in the middle of the
night? No. He was sleeping just an hour ago when I made coffee
and sat down to meditate. My mind goes crazy. How could I let
this happen? I should have been on guard. Okay, breathe.
I hear Betty’s calming voice in my mind. Your children
need your faith. Not your fear. I go to the back porch and out
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the screen door onto the playground, and Lin is on my heels.
The playground’s completely empty.
“Could he be playing with one of the kids he met last
night?” I ask Lin. “Like, at their house?”
“Maybe. He really liked that one girl. I think her name
was Annie. Remember? The one with pigtails?”
“Yes. Do you have any idea where she lives?” I ask Lin.
“No,” she says, her eyes, like mine, scanning everywhere.
I picture the women I met the day before. The single mom
of the little girl in pigtails. Where was it she said they lived?
In the apartments by the back parking lot? Yes. I think so.
We should have exchanged numbers. Shit. I’ ll have to go door
to door. Shit. It’s so early to be waking people up on a Saturday.
What if he’s not there? God, I hope this is where he is and not
stolen. I slip my feet into flip flops. I take Lin’s hand and tell
her, “We’ll find him. Don’t worry. It’ll be okay.” All the while,
I’m silently praying like mad, Please help us find him. Please let
him be okay.
The first door we knock on, we’re greeted by a grumpy,
unshaven man with a belly protruding through his sparsely
buttoned shirt over baggy boxer shorts. He’s not happy to
be answering his door at this time in the morning. My heart
races as I blurt out our situation in a jumbled mess.
“Sorry for waking you,” I say, “but my son is missing, and
we think he might be with a friend he met yesterday, but we
don’t know where she lives.”
His face softens. “Georgia, can you come see if you can
help this woman? She’s lost her kid. Thinks he might be playing with a friend.”
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Georgia comes to the door, bleached-blonde hair disheveled, dressed in a pink terry robe that’s seen better days. A
cigarette hangs from her lips.
“Do you know the little friend’s name?” Georgia asks.
“We think it’s Annie,” Lin and I say in unison.
“Little tiny thing? Blonde hair?”
“Yes!” we say.
“Two doors down,” Georgia says, leaning out and pointing to the left.
“Thank you!” I call over my shoulder as we sprint in that
direction.
Please God. Let him be here.
We ring the bell and knock. The door swings open. There
stand Lucas and Annie, faces shining. I finally breathe a full
breath.
Leaning down and gathering him in a Mamá bear hug, I
say, “You’re here. You’re alright.”
“Hi, Mama,” Lucas says with glee, kissing me all over
my face.
Then pulling him away from me so I can look at him,
and without letting him out of my arms, the words spring out
before I can think, “You scared the life out of me. You have to
tell me where you’re going. I thought someone stole you. Don’t
ever do that again.”
Immediately, shameful remorse floods through me. What
am I doing blaming Lucas for my feelings? All three of us are
crying now. But for me, it’s yet another black mark on my
motherhood.
Then, I remember Betty’s advice while helping me prep
emotionally for my weekend.
“Use ‘I statements,’” she’d said, so I start again.
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“I’m so sorry, Honey. It’s not your fault. I just got scared
when I didn’t know where you were. I need you to tell me
when and where you’re going from now on. Okay?”
“Okay,” Lucas says, squirming his legs. “I didn’t want
to bug you, ’cuz you were praying. I just wanted to play.
Member?” he says, pointing to Annie. “Her mom said it was
okay if we didn’t wake her up.”
Annie’s mom is now standing bleary-eyed behind the kids.
“Sorry. I really thought he asked you last night?” she says,
like it’s a question.
Did he? Was I not listening? God, where was I? What kind
of mom am I?
Lucas says, “I’m sorry. Member I told you I wanted to play
with Annie today?”
Now I remember. We hadn’t set a time or place, but I can
see how a three-year-old had all he needed to feel he had my
blessing. And now I give it without reservation. I set Lucas on
his feet and address the mom.
“How about I take the kids to my place for pancakes and
let you sleep a while longer?” Which I do.
Being a mom, blowing it, and wanting redemption,
fueled much of my initial desire to understand who I really
was and to forgive not only the poor choices I’d made with
my children but also the person I thought I was while
making those choices.
The more I approached myself with the tenderness, love,
and unconditional acceptance I felt for my children, the
more I felt compassion for my former ignorance and dysfunctional coping mechanisms. The more I accepted the present
moment, the more I realized this old “me” was just a set of
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ideas about who I thought I was—a faulty belief system I no
longer needed.
What’s so amazingly simple—and something I can’t
believe I totally missed my whole life—is that it’s like there’s
this built-in internal barometer that’s always available and
always guiding me toward my true north. Yummy or icky? If
I feel icky, something’s gone wrong. Time to pause and see what
bullshit my mind is up to, question the validity of that storyline
in the light of the present moment. If I feel yummy, I know I’m
aligned with my true self—with love. I call it my yummy-stat.
My yummy-stat is always on present time. It is a felt sense
within. It asks only that I pause a moment and presence myself
in the here and now. Presence is who I am before, beneath and
amid the story of “me.”
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Do You Want to
Be Right or Happy?

A

bout a year into my new life, after I’ve left the House of
Hope, Betty asks me something during a meeting that
becomes paramount to my reorientating myself to saying yes
to the present moment. “Would you rather be right or happy?”
I arrive at Betty’s place for our usual weekly meeting,
having spent the entire bus ride rehashing the conversation I
had with a girlfriend over lunch that day in my head . . . (Yes.
I have girlfriends now. Something that started with my relationship with myself and then with Betty. Like Karen, the
friend I was having lunch with, whom I actually adore. And
whom I’m bitching about now to Betty.)
Karen and I found an unexpected and instant connection
with each other when we met at work, we realized we shared
a deep desire to know ourselves better and to live happy lives.
When talking about life goals during a discussion at work,
I’d casually said I believed that ultimately every goal is really
meant to lead us toward the ultimate goal, which is to be
happy. Apparently, that struck a chord in her and the conversation shifted into a more personal, introspective one. It
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was just her and I working on this project together, without
making much headway, but now it’s like we both realized our
hearts weren’t in it. We needed to feel aligned personally with
what we were trying to create. She asked me how I know if
I’m heading in the right direction when I make decisions. And
I’d said I can tell by the way I feel. If something doesn’t feel
yummy, I know I’m not aligned with my true self. We talked
for hours after work that day, becoming instant friends.
But today at lunch, things went downhill fast. We’re sitting on the freshly mowed grass, in the courtyard behind
our office building. I’m unloading sandwiches and drinks
for lunch, and Karen’s mind is somewhere else. I say, “Earth
to Karen. What’s going on?” She tells me she’s told her mom
she has plans with me on Sunday, because she can’t take one
more Sunday dinner at her mom’s. Then she goes on and on
with a litany of ways her mom constantly puts her down,
nitpicks what she wears, her hair style, guys she dates, and
she’s sick of it.
I notice my mind wanting to fog over, irritation rising,
my gut churning. I don’t like it. But rather than pause and
check in with myself, I jump in with the first thing that comes
to mind, “First off, Karen, you’re starting off with a lie by
telling your mom that plans with me is the reason you’re not
going to dinner. That’s a lie. It’s not that I really mind being
your excuse, but it’s only a temporary fix. Why don’t you just
tell her you don’t want to come. Tell her you feel put down
and want her to stop treating you with disrespect.” Now I’m
on a roll. “Remember that thing we talked about, about how
people treat us the way we teach them to treat us? Well, you’re
teaching her it’s okay to keep treating you this way.”
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Karen looks at me stunned. Like I’ve betrayed the friendship or something. She says, “I can’t believe you’re taking her
side!” What? “You don’t know the extent of the shit I’ve put up
with from her my whole life.”
“I’m not taking her side,” I declare, feeling justifiably
defensive. I can almost feel the invisible barrier rising between
us. “I just don’t see how lying and making excuses will help.
Eventually you’re going to have to confront her if you want
to have a relationship with her. You can’t avoid her forever.”
Suddenly, my dad flashes across the screen of my mind. Shit.
Avoiding is just what I’m doing with him.
But before I even let the realization sink in, Karen says,
“Fine, forget about it. I won’t tell her I’m with you. I’ll
make a different excuse. I thought you of all people would
understand.”
“It’s not that I don’t understand,” I retort back, now feeling self-righteous. “I’m just trying to be honest in my life now
and confront things head on.” Which obviously isn’t the truth
where my dad is concerned. But I don’t want to think about
that now. I feel hurt and misunderstood by Karen. And the
feeling of self-righteousness is keeping all that at bay.
She says, “Look, don’t worry about me. Forget I said anything. You’re off the hook. Let’s just eat our lunch and talk
about something else. It’s not like you’re perfect,” she finishes
in a mumbled whisper.
“No. You’re right about that,” I say, deflated, but still frustrated. Shit, how did this go so wrong? “I’m sorry if I sounded
all high and mighty. I really don’t care if you tell your mom
you’re hanging with me. In fact, why don’t we do something
on Sunday?” I know this doesn’t resolve anything between us,
but it’s the best I can do right now.
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“I’ll think about it,” Karen says between bites, clearly hurt.
We both are, neither of us ready to put it behind us. A part
of me wants to say, “Can’t you see we’re doing basically the
same thing right now?” But feeling victimized and righteously
wronged overrides good sense. Another thought seals the deal,
making me feel absolutely awful. Damn, this is probably just
how she feels with her mom.
So now I’m sitting with Betty, recalling the conversation
with Karen, and feeling utterly miserable, making my case
about why I feel justified in being upset, how I’m right and
she’s wrong, when Betty says, “Look, kid, do you want to be
right, or do you want to be happy?”
It’s like time temporarily stops so I can take it in. Shit,
man. That’s it! I want to be happy above all else. As much as
my head tells me I want to have both, I know only happiness
is right for me. And suddenly the lunch conversation begins
to mutate in my mind inviting me to see the situation from
a new vantage point. What if I just let go of my interpretation of the situation? I see two young women sitting together
wanting connection and not being clear on how to go about
it, so resorting to old patterns of complaining, blaming,
and explaining.
These questions come like they’ve been sitting at the edge
of my awareness waiting for me to drop my rightness shield
and listen: What if the whole conversation was really for that
moment when my dad came to my mind, an invitation from
life to realize my own hypocrisy in what I’m telling Karen to
do, and ask what’s keeping me from contacting my dad? What
if I were to speak that truth of that awareness? Doesn’t the judgment of her go with it? Yes. Shit. Now I feel grateful to Karen
for bringing that awareness up for me. Yes. That feels better.
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I can feel my pulse and breathing now becoming a peaceful
cadence. I really don’t care about being right anymore. I do
care about Karen and having an open and loving relationship with her. Who gives a shit how her process goes? That’s
none of my business. Karen didn’t ask me for my advice. She
was asking for love. And dang, so was I.
I see now that we we’re both operating from fearful,
defensive programing. Who’s right and who’s wrong are
superfluous. They’re just opinions. Needing to be right puts
the brakes on communication. It closes off my heart, and I
can’t hear what her heart is really saying. I share my awareness with Betty, and she responds with, “Good, now what
are you going to do about it?”
“Can I borrow your phone to call Karen right now?” I
say, a smile crossing my face. I’m excited to share my awareness with Karen. When Karen answers, I immediately say, “I
don’t like the way we left things at lunch. Could we make
that date for Sunday? Maybe an outing at the park? It’s such
great weather right now. I’ll pack a lunch, and we could walk
through Tracy Aviary after lunch. What do you think?”
“Yeah, sure,” she replies, still not sounding very enthused
with me. “Meet you at Liberty Park around 11:00, in front of
the Aviary?”
“Perfect,” I say, feeling much better. “See you then.”
Betty’s got a satisfied grin on her face, when I hang up the
phone and sit back down with her. “Feels good to be wrong
sometimes, yes? It opens you to see things differently. And
that feels great.”
Sunday morning, I pack a picnic lunch and arrive earlier
than planned, taking in the lush green trees swaying slightly
with the gentle breeze, birds flitting from tree to tree and the
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smell of summer in the air. I pick a spot under a tree where I
can see Karen coming from the other direction, and spread a
blanket down, settling in. Karen arrives rushing toward me
like she’s going to be late. I hop up and meet her, going in for
a hug. Karen softens, relaxing into the embrace. As we pull
apart and sit down on the blanket, she says, “Sorry about the
other day over lunch. I got defensive.”
“So did I,” I reply, taking one of her hands in mine, like
Betty does with me. “And I think I know why. While I was
being all self-righteous about what you should do with your
mom, I realized I was doing the same thing with my dad.
He even came into my mind when I was saying what I was
saying, but I couldn’t face it at the time, so I made it about
what you should do. What I was suggesting you do with
your mom, just be honest and confront her treatment of you,
is something I know I need to do with my dad instead of
avoiding him, like I’ve been doing forever. That scares the
shit out of me. When I was talking with Betty later that day,
I felt terrible.”
Karen’s eyes twinkle with understanding and she nods for
me to go on.
I continue. “But then she said the best thing. She asked me
if I wanted to be right or happy. And it was the perfect thing.
When Betty said that, it was like, holy shit, I totally forgot to
put love and happiness first, like we decided we would. I’m
sorry. But I’m also grateful.” I bring my eyes to hers and say,
“I’ve felt swept up in this incredible shift inside and I couldn’t
wait to talk to you about it.”
Karen wraps me in a big hug and says, “Oh my gosh,
thanks for telling me that. I was making it about you, and I
knew it really wasn’t. It’s just I can’t imagine having that kind
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of conversation with my mom. Honestly, even while you were
telling me to confront her, I knew you were right. But I just
couldn’t take it in.”
I pull away and look at Karen. A little chuckle escapes
my lips like a puff of fresh air. “You know how I always say,
‘everything goes my way’?” I continue, “Well, I think life
orchestrated the conversation we had, just so I’d listen more
deeply to my heart, so I could realize what I need to do with
my dad, if I really want to be happy. Even when I had the big
‘aha’ while talking with Betty, I felt instantly happier. I’m so
glad we’re doing this, Karen. I love sharing our aha’s with each
other. I love our friendship.”
“Yeah, it’s the best.” She giggles. “Still, I don’t know how
I’ll ever be able to be honest with my mom. What are you
going to do about your dad?”
“Shit, man. I don’t know. But I do feel like I’m getting
closer every time something like this happens. I’m beginning
to see that communication is fluid—not black and white,
someone right and someone wrong. It’s more like a journey
love takes us on to help us better understand ourselves and
the people in our lives. So, I’m trusting that same magic way
life has of orchestrating the right circumstances to happen,
will show me when the time is right for me and my dad.
It’s probably not today or tomorrow, though.” I chuckle,
and Karen laughs along with me. “Right now, I just want to
appreciate us.”

S
Betty and I spend many hours sitting at her kitchen table.
Here, I learn to tell the unfettered truth. I spill the things I
think are wrong with me, including my fears and faults, my
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judgments and agony. I learn to examine the origin of the
beliefs that have conditioned me toward this negative story
telling about myself. I learn to let go of the story so I can
see the present moment and why these stories no longer fit.
I learn to see the truth of NOW unfolding as my new life.
Here at Betty’s table, I share about all the little things that
feel like rebirth.
Not long after I my experience with Karen, I show up at
Betty’s after work, fit to be tied.
“Betty, there’s something seriously wrong with me. It’s
like the second I step out of the door to go to work, I lose the
internal peace of my morning time. I feel like I’m always at the
mercy of what other people do or say, and I can’t hold onto
peace. Why can’t I just let things roll off my back?”
“Can you be more specific?” she asks, reaching over and
placing her hand on mine.
“I’m so irritated with this misogynistic asshole at work.
I don’t even work for him. But I dread the idea that I’ll
have to sit in a staff meeting with him. Before I even get to
work, I’m already assuming he’ll say some sexual innuendo
or lure at me. I can’t avoid him all the time. We have daily
staff meetings I have to attend. And can you believe this?
He has a silicone breast implant that he sets on the table and
fondles during the meetings. I know it’s not personal, but
it feels that way. But nobody says anything because he’s the
company’s founder.”
“How are you feeling while telling me this story, Danét?”
Betty asks, interrupting my rant.
“Angry. Ashamed. Like it must be something about me. I
should just let it go,” I say, as the heat of embarrassment creeps
up my neck. “But apparently he was like this long before I
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joined the team. I think if I had any balls, I’d say something.
But I just sit there. I don’t want to get fired. I even smile when
he looks my way—how weak is that?”
“Go deeper,” Betty challenges. “What do you think you’re
telling yourself about yourself that makes you feel this way?”
I get where she’s going. “I am a victim . . .” I whimper,
feeling a lump rising in my throat, which I’m unsuccessful at
swallowing back. “I’m doing the same thing as I did in the
past when an authority figure is present. Like, I’m a little kid
with no voice . . .” I say, trailing off.
“Are you a kid with no voice? Or are you a woman who is
learning to have her voice?” Betty asks.
“Yes. Oh my God. You’re right. I’m not a victim. I am
making myself a victim by telling myself I can’t speak up—by
dreading seeing him and trying to avoid him. Oh, wow. That
feels better already,” I say, exhaling.
“Now picture the ‘you’ at work lately with the ‘you’ right
now,” she suggests.
“Yes. I really can see that what he does isn’t about me. I
don’t even think he’s aware of how his behavior affects others.
Maybe it’s not right, but I almost feel sorry for him. Wow. He
really doesn’t have any power over me. Unless I give it to him.
I even feel like I can say something if I think his comments
are directed my way. I’m not a victim. I’m a woman who can
tell the truth.”
And now, my tears flow in gratitude, infused with a new
inner strength. There’s a tiny but insistent part of me singing
with joy because I suddenly know I’m right where I belong.
“I feel like a grown-up woman right now,” I say. “I’m actually looking forward to going back to work.”
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“Can you see how telling yourself a story of victimhood is
what was interfering with you being at peace with yourself at
work?” Betty asks.
A big smile spreads across my face as I feel peace come
through, breaking me free from this victim story and claiming myself as the woman I am now.
As she leans in and pecks me on the cheek, Betty whispers near my ear, “How do you feel about yourself right now,
Danét?”
“Marvelous, Betty. Simply marvelous!”
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The Miracle
of Forgiveness

A

s I’m sure you can imagine, I fought against a major,
addictive loop of self-flagellation thinking about Dick
burning Lucas’s hands. How I shouldn’t have left the children
in his care. How I never should have gotten involved with
Dick in the first place. This futile regurgitation felt horrible,
yet I felt compelled to revisit it over and over again, pouring
on the guilt and shame, wishing I could somehow undo it.
But you can’t undo what’s already past. It’s gone. Only
guilt and shame keep it alive in the present. This realization
struck me like a lightning bolt, approximately two years to the
day after that fateful night.
Summer rolls around, and Gary and I decide the kids
(now four and seven years old) can spend a full two weeks
with me. We’ve been having monthly weekend visits for over
a year, but this will be my first extended visit with the kids.
I’ve recently purchased a yellow 1961 Volkswagen Bug
from an old friend, John, who owned an auto mechanics shop.
The Bug needs a starter, so it isn’t ready to drive on the day I’m
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scheduled to meet the kids and their dad midway between my
place in Salt Lake City and their small town in Central Utah.
With my car in the shop, I’ve arranged a rental, which
is costly for me with my meager income. I don’t know what
compels me to swing by my friend’s shop with the kids in tow
to inquire if our car is finally ready, but I do.
As I park in front, I notice what I think might be Dick’s
truck among those being fixed in the side lot. My mind goes
into overdrive. Dick can’t be here. No. That probably isn’t his
truck. I’m seeing things. Focus on the task at hand.
I settle the kids onto the chairs in the waiting area and
approach the counter to speak with John, my mechanic friend.
“Wait here. I’m just checking to see if my car is ready—a
couple of minutes at most.”
John explains that he had to order a part and it hasn’t
arrived yet, when suddenly, Lucas jumps up, and heads for
the back where they’re working on the cars—and where Dick
might be. My blood runs cold.
I grab Lucas and swoop him into my arms. I swallow hard
and speak, hoping my voice sounds steadier than I feel.
“Hey, buddy, where you going? It’s dangerous back there.”
“I just want to see something,” he says, innocently yet
intentionally.
“What do you want to see?” I ask, assuming by now he’s
spotted Dick’s truck. Suddenly, the reality I’ve been denying—that there might be a chance we’d run into Dick—hits
me. My chest feels like a knot. I can’t catch my breath. A
million thoughts run through my mind. What was I thinking? I knew Dick sometimes uses this place to work on his
vehicles—that’s how I met John. How could I possibly have
failed to put that together? What kind of mom am I?
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And holy shit. Why haven’t I talked with the kids about
that night?
We’ve never talked about what happened on the night
Dick burned Lucas’s hands. I’d planned to bring it up while I
had the kids for these full two weeks. Until now, they’ve never
brought it up during our short visits, and I knew enough not
to force the discussion, but to let them ask questions when they
were ready. Still, with this extended time, I planned to create
space and opportunities for them to express their thoughts
and feelings. I was prepared for them to be angry and hurt. I
knew I had to apologize, and to own up to my fault in it all.
But now? It’s too late. Not talking about things until it’s too late
is yet another dysfunctional pattern I’ve got to break.
“I just want to see if Dick’s here,” Lucas says without
guile, bringing me back to the present. “I wanna tell him
something.”
Terror strikes deep for me. Poor Lucas. He shouldn’t have
to go through this . . . But I catch myself, and this is a freaking
miracle! Rather than react immediately out of fear, I pause
and allow myself to surrender to the moment. And in doing
so, I realize this scenario isn’t about me. I ask myself: How do
I know what life has in store for Lucas? Haven’t I committed to
trust life and my children’s relationship with life? Yes. I finally
exhale all that I’ve been holding in.
Lucas is clear. He wants to talk to Dick. Doesn’t he deserve
the right to face his abuser if he’s actually choosing to? I now
have the ability to stand by his side and hold his healed little
hand and intervene if necessary.
In this moment, I think to myself, Holy shit! I’m showing
up—no matter what. I’m facing what I didn’t know I could—
because of love.
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Because love trumps fear.
As I take Lucas’s hand, I hear myself say, “We’ll talk to
him together.” And together, we walk into the garage, Lucas’s
little hand squeezing around mine a little tighter as we navigate the slippery puddles on the concrete floor.
It’s then that Dick spots us and mouths, “What the fuck
are you doing?” as he pulls himself out of the grease pit.
It’s the first time I’ve seen Dick since that night two years
ago. It will be the last time I am ever face-to-face with him.
Only once did he try to contact me after that night, when he
somehow found out I was in the House of Hope, and I took
his call. I didn’t ask how he learned I was there. I didn’t want
to know, let alone risk any conversation that might sway me
to lose my resolve. I simply said, “We’re done, Dick. Don’t
contact me again. I’m changing my life and you’re not part of
it.” I hung up the phone shaking, but resolute.
He didn’t contact me again. It turns out that for me, it’s
over when I choose it to be.
Now, as we walk toward him, my heart is pounding as I
say, “Lucas wants to tell you something.” And with each word
that comes from my lips, I feel more emboldened, a feeling
I’d never felt around Dick in all the time we’d been together.
I was beginning to sense the magic of this sequence of events
going down just so.
It’s like Dick gets it, too, and dons a smile, scrunching
down to Lucas’s height. “Hey, bud, what’s up?”
Lucas squares his little shoulders and looks directly into
Dick’s eyes and says these words, “Dick, I know you’re sorry
for burning my hands.”
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It’s like time stops while my lesson finds its way inside
me. Lucas turns toward me, arms open, and I lift him into
my arms.
In awe, I look into my son’s brave and loving face, feeling a shift deep down. I let out a long, slow breath. Hugging
Lucas close, I feel his great big heart beating in sync with
my own. And I realize I didn’t really understand forgiveness
before this moment. I’d been working tirelessly on this very
thing with Betty and in AA and during my quiet time with
the Divine, trying to understand, accept, and forgive, but
with what seemed like very little progress. Shame and guilt
had been as much a part of me my whole life as my blonde
hair and brown eyes.
But now, here with Lucas, I am able to see that all my previous attempts to let the memories surface and face the facts
have prepared me for this miracle moment. All my worries
about softening my heart and letting the past go and living in
the present have prepared me for this miraculous exchange.
Standing here as a mother, holding my son’s hand with confidence, I am ready. Facing this abuser, all my guilt and shame
are freed. Until now, I had incorrectly believed that guilt was
the price one paid for redemption. Now, thanks to Lucas, I
can see that the answer is to release.
So, watching this scene with my little boy, courage
expanding his little chest, standing up to and forgiving Dick,
our abuser—the one thing I never did and could never do the
entire time we were together—I see through new eyes.
I feel the prison walls around my heart begin to crumble,
allowing my heart to expand. And I let go. I let forgiveness
happen. In a timeless instant, I forgive Dick and the situation
in the past. And at long last, I forgive myself.
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I simply let go of wanting it to have been different. I let
go of the shame, the penance, the need for justice, and let
forgiveness move through me, accepting it all, and myself just
as I am.
Lucas slides down to the ground and tugs at my hand,
turning around the other way. Together we walk back the way
we came.
I learned a few things in that moment. Forgiveness is
bold. You stand for yourself, and you declare the truth. You
accept and let go of the past because you can. It’s love’s way.
Forgiveness is a decision to let go and accept what is, and
with love. Reality is kinder than whatever story we imagine
it will be.
All the pity I’d felt for Lucas and what happened to him
dissolved into what I can only describe as honor and gratitude. Lucas saw his chance to forgive and showed me mine. In
that moment, I knew I could no longer hold the story of woe.
From that moment forward, I could heal. I could no longer
hold Dick hostage to guilt, because in doing so, I held myself
hostage to guilt and my children to pity. I simply and completely forgave. I realized pity and love can’t occupy the same
space. My children need my love, not my pity. I’m good with
that. The past is gone.
I saw how life really did have a way of guiding everything
toward love and freedom. It was no accident I spontaneously
decided to stop and check on the car. No. Life had bolder
plans for me.
Lin has been standing in the waiting room at the door to
the back, watching the scene with Lucas, Dick, and myself.
When we reach her, she has tears in her eyes and a smile on
her face. I put my arm around her shoulder, and together we
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practically skip back to our rental car. By the time we reach
the rental car, I’ve been transported out of the hell of the past
and into reality, now.
The atmosphere now is light and giddy. I plug in the
American Hero soundtrack in the cassette player. We roll
the windows down and sing at the top of our lungs, “Believe
it or not, I’m walkin’ on air. I never thought I could feel so
free-ee . . . flyin’ away on a wing and a prayer. Who could it
be? Believe it or not, it’s just me . . .”
Life is always looking out for our best interests, and most
of the time we just simply don’t get to see all the elements that
make that happen. That is the mystical magic of it all.
My part is simply to say yes to the experience I’m invited
into each moment. Often, like this day, with courage I only
hope I have, to accept what life invites me to face and to forgive and love.
Looking back, I’m blown away by just how many
“moments of realization” like this one bombarded my heart.
It’s like, once I opened my eyes and started noticing the
things I needed to change about myself, I saw examples
everywhere. And for a long time, it sucked. Sometimes, I’d
wonder if I wasn’t just making things worse, rather than
better, by noticing my former habits and ways of avoiding. But as I continued to evolve, I came to realize the vital
importance of these painful flashes of awareness, and how
they served as forks in the road which I, alone, was learning
to navigate with increasing confidence.
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Letting the Divine Reparent Me

U

nconditional Love is the way the Divine revealed herself
to me. A permeating, penetrating feeling of unqualified
love and acceptance, of being cherished and whole, untainted
by any past experiences or beliefs about myself or anyone or
anything that had gone before. A knowing that each moment
is fresh, pristine, and innocent, a clean slate, asking only my
undivided presence. My first glimpse of the simplicity that
I call “present moment”—living in love and joy—happened
that morning in the shower of hope, and it stayed with me.
That glimpse synced me in the pulse of life ever creating
itself, and us, along with it. My pulse began to sync with life.
Thump, thump, thump. Yummy. Everything right with the
world for just this moment.
When I didn’t feel this yummy rightness of accepting life
just as it is, I felt “off.” This, in turn, triggered me to look at
thoughts and beliefs interfering with my life force and holding it hostage to the past. But I was definitely on a forwardmoving trajectory, gradually and continuously moving in the
direction of love and joy.
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S
When I left Gary and moved back to Salt Lake in an effort
to get my shit together and create a life of my own—and
find a career path that felt right to me (something besides
doing hair in a salon for the rest of my life)—I went to the
Women’s Resource Center at the University of Utah and
applied for a grant to take some classes. That never really got
off the ground, as I was already overwhelmed with trying
to be a mom, attending beauty college to gain some sort of
marketable skill, and working to provide for my kids and
me. Then, as I met Dick (and the burdens of my addictions),
college became a distant memory.
Two and a half years sober, feeling like I had some faith in
myself and the courage to put myself out there, I revisited the
idea of college and enrolled in some psychology and humanities classes, which I attended twice a week in the evenings. The
ideas I was exploring touched a place in me that, like recovery
and working with Betty, opened me to a new way of looking
at life and myself. Just the brief hours I spent on campus felt
like stepping beyond my safe little recovery world, giving me
a sense of being part of the world at large. And, there were
moments of inspiration and awareness that surprised me and
came in ways I never could have predicted.
Like that day in my humanities class in college, when the
instructor spoke of how we all come into this curriculum with
a set of preconceived notions about how society “should” be
and what we think needs to change. She suddenly asked if I’d
mind if she shared something with the class that I’d written in
my recent essay. Immediately, I felt a flush of embarrassment
at being put on the spot, trying to remember what I’d written.
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My heart sped up. My thoughts went directly to, Shit, what
did I do wrong? As if that’s what she’d be pointing out. Crazy,
right? The impulse to apologize was intense.
But it was a brilliant moment too, because in that instant,
I got a glimpse of a shadow belief about myself that had followed me into every encounter of my life, so ingrained I hadn’t
recognized it as a thought.
“I’m sorry,” I said, trying to calm myself with my breathing as I nodded. “Sure. I guess.”
In that pause between her asking and then reading from
my essay, I was captivated by this belief about myself that
something was wrong, which seemed so much a part of me
that I hadn’t even thought to examine it before. Why am I
always apologizing to life for living?
What to do with this awareness? I breathed into it.
I’m sorry.
The tension sat behind my eyes. With the next breath, I
softened around the tension. It’s just words. Sitting in my seat,
I remain curious. I’ve allowed this belief—that there’s something
so inherently wrong with me—to keep me from feeling my own
worth, to keep me believing I’m defective in some way, to keep me
apologizing to everyone for everything. But is it actually true? In
this moment? Aren’t I okay right now?
Yes.
The passage she read was like an answer from the Divine.
She said, “Danét captured why we have such distinctly different perspectives in this passage: ‘How we see our fellow
human beings is a reflection of how we see ourselves.’”
I wrote that? Yes. If I consider myself defective, I enter
every situation at a deficit. Therefore, I see the world as a deficit. Like there is something wrong that needs fixing. The next
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thought and breath freed me, and the tension in my head let
go. What if there really is nothing wrong?
When I meet Betty that evening, she suggests I eliminate
“I’m sorry” from my vocabulary. Man, I never realized how
pervasive it was until I tried to let things be the way they were
without apologizing for something. When the phrase would
spring to mind, I’d counter it with, “What if there is nothing wrong?” I’d step into the freedom of just being, and this
helped me feel okay.
Of course, this takes practice. Lots of it.
Betty helps. She has a way of stopping me in my tracks
when I am on a collision course with my negative belief
system, saying something like, “Take a breath, kid.” She
always calls me kid. And often, I feel like one. She continues
with something like, “Sounds like a story to me. Is it happening right now? Then why are you telling me about it? To
justify you feeling like a victim? Does it really feel good to
think you’ve been wronged by the world or by the person
you’re talking about?”
I take a check. No. It doesn’t feel good. It makes me feel
like I am living outside of myself in some script someone else
has written. I realize all these stories I want to talk about
my life come from feeling victimized and simply reinforces
that victimization. Before long I begin to see where I am
headed with my thinking, myself, and I walk myself back
from the edge.
An amazing realization of how far I’d come struck me
one day. I’m in the middle of dialing Betty’s number, intending to explain the reason I hadn’t had a chance to talk to the
director of the House of Hope. I’d mentioned to Betty that
I’d planned to create a cross-addiction meeting for women
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with alcoholism and eating disorders, but that I hadn’t followed through on it because I didn’t have time with school
and work.
But as I’m in the midst of dialing, I hang up the phone.
This isn’t about Betty’s approval. It’s not her guidance I need
right now. It is my own. I take a breath and sit with and
explore my feelings inside—including the fear of using my
voice and asking for what I want, not to mention the tightness in my chest caused by once again not following through
on something I set out to do. And then it hits me. This is
victim-mode. Here I am, wanting to create a space and a
format for women to be free to discuss the parallels between
their complex relationships with food, bodies, and alcohol—
issues in which I have deep and personal interests and experiences—yet I am making excuses. Then, I see it. I am afraid
of taking responsibility.
Victimhood is about not wanting to be accountable. It’s
the same old game of saying no to the life before me. If I’m
blaming, complaining, or explaining, I’m attempting to sidestep my accountability. I’m responsible for how I feel, how I
choose to see things, and the choices I make. But more than
that—and this is the absolute light bulb—there is nothing
wrong with whatever I choose! It’s just that choosing from
a place of total accountability feels empowering whatever
direction I take. In this instance, accountability gave me the
freedom and courage to talk to the director at the House of
Hope, trusting that whatever happened, I had the presence
of mind to accept it. Right then, I choose accountability. I
can do this.
I never did end up calling Betty that day, but instead, I
went over to the House of Hope to speak with the director
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about starting the cross-addiction group. And that action
started a sequence of events that I never could have predicted,
a series of events that led to my life’s calling.
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A

year or so after I began facilitating the weekly crossaddiction group, the director of the House of Hope
called and asked me to come in for an interview. I was four
years sober and working as a personnel director at that small,
high-tech ceramics firm—the job my brother-in-law helped
me get. At the time, I felt pretty good about my accomplishments, though I knew I didn’t want to do this for the rest
of my life. Still, career-wise, I wasn’t sure what I wanted to
move into.
This might sound funny, but the recovery life I was
now living delighted me. I loved facilitating the small crossaddiction group, first with women I sponsored in AA. Using the
twelve-step philosophy, we addressed many other obsessive/
addictive patterns—like our relationships with our bodies
and food—and I found that telling the truth and sharing
with others freed me personally from the often-obsessive
grips I felt. As much as I loved helping others, the groups
also helped me to look at my own beliefs. What really surprised me was learning that most of the women I knew were
also dealing with these same struggles and negative belief
patterns. So, creating a space where we could talk about
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“not strictly” alcoholism or chemical dependency turned out
to be a great idea. Before long, the word spread, and soon,
other women heard about it and joined in. The director of
the House of Hope allowed us to meet once a week in the
basement. She even attended a few meetings.
So, when the director of the House of Hope called and
invited me to come in for an “interview,” my mind went
directly to the groups I’d been facilitating. And unfortunately,
my mind heard, There’s a problem with what you’re doing with
the cross-addiction meetings, and we need to talk about it. All
day, I stewed over what I might have been doing wrong, wondering if others thought me presumptuous and believing I
knew shit I didn’t, and that I shouldn’t be so bold. The dialogue in my head went from that, to justification, to, Well, I
just needed a safe place to share my truth and insights and connect
with others like myself—a toxic stew of back and forth.
By the time we meet after work that evening, I’ve worked
myself into a tizzy. I enter the House of Hope, and rather than
invite those initial feelings of being home and welcome, my
anxiety increases. I knock on the director’s office door, and she
welcomes me with a hug.
“Have a seat,” she says pointing to the couch, sitting down
on the chair next to it.
I want to blurt out, “I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to,” but I
stop myself. A part of my storyline I’ve been actively working
with, per Betty’s instruction, was to avoid leading with apologies for myself. I’ve been training myself to pause and gather
information about the current moment, bringing myself present before jumping to any conclusions. And so, I refrain from
saying “I’m sorry,” then wait, focusing instead on gratitude.
The director begins.
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“I’ve been observing you since you got out of the House.
I’ve watched you work hard and grow. I’ve watched the way
you work with others. I’ve seen your initiative in starting the
cross-addiction meeting. I’m impressed.”
What?
My heart stops. My ears ring. I take a deep breath and
a little laugh comes out with the exhale. “I thought I was in
trouble,” I chuckle. “Dang ego. I’ve been driving myself crazy
since you called.”
“This is what I like about you, Danét,” she says. “You’re
not afraid to call yourself out. Or anyone else, for that matter.”
Holy shit. She’s right. When did I stop being secretive and
just tell the truth spontaneously like that? A big smile spreads
across my face, and I lean in toward her. “Thank you.”
“I’d like to offer you a job as a counselor here at the
House.”
Oh. My. God.
She continues, “The pay is terrible. The hours are grueling. You’ll have to do a lot of things you don’t want to do, like
taking urine samples. But I’ll be here for you—to teach you
and help you process the transition. Interested?”
“Hell yes!” I say instantly, as my mind says, What the
fuck! Do you really think you’re up to this? I add, “Wow! I really
hadn’t considered this career path. But it feels right. I’d love
to give it a try.” I smile, then correct myself. “What I mean is,
I’d love the challenge and I’ll do my best to learn and trust
the process.”
This was an interview unlike any I’d ever been in or
imagined. It happened organically out of telling the truth as
quick as I knew it—sharing my fears and apprehension about
coming here, and sharing the story my mind was spinning
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about what the “interview” was all about—then letting the
chips fall where they may.
I gave notice at the ceramics company the next day, and
began my first shift as a counselor the following weekend. I
learned to rely more on my inner instincts, and less on the
strategic part of my mind I used as a personnel manager. I
learned to listen from my heart and trust that we were both
here for more than the immediate problems of addiction, but
also the reasons behind choosing that path. That the path I’d
learned to walk, although fairly new, gave me both confidence
and faith to be a light in which they could walk forward on
theirs. Anytime I started getting too focused on figuring anything out, my gut would clench, and that was my signal to
pause, center, and either let inspiration speak or stay silent.
I learned to rely on my intuition among the women with
whom I worked. My intent was, first and foremost, to listen
deeply, to express love, and tell to the truth.
It turned out I had a knack for counseling. Something
magical happened in the space in which clients and I came
together. Information and insights seemed to come out of
nowhere to assist. I was in awe of the process, humbled to
be part of it. I worked as a counselor at the House of Hope
for about a year before taking a counseling position with a
new treatment facility opening at the Western Institute of
Neuropsychiatry (WIN) with a whole new set of opportunities and responsibilities to learn and grow into. While working at WIN, I took the Addiction Counseling program at the
School of Social Work at the University of Utah and earned
my official certification. I loved what I was doing. Life was
totally going my way.
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The work on myself was paramount to staying honest
with clients and the gals I sponsored in AA. Betty was still
my mainstay for guidance, continuing to help me heal. And
A Course in Miracles had become my theology, the application
through which I learned to question the sneaky, underlying
beliefs that caused me to be fearful and defensive, and to let
them go in favor of a higher truth. Love is. Love is what’s real.
My presence is love based. This is who I am, all that I want
to teach and let heal. I was developing a relationship with my
true being. It spoke to me through my feelings, becoming
easier and easier as I did my work to forgive the past and my
former beliefs about my unworthiness.
I remember standing on the veranda outside the dining
hall at WIN one day, and thinking, “Oh my God. I have
found my calling. This is what I’m meant to do with my life.”
I was so completely filled with gratitude and joy. I asked
myself, How’ d I get to be so lucky? But inside, I just knew. I
simply showed up with love.
I learned to trust my intuition . . .
Right away, I realized that when I joined with others,
something bigger than “us” happened. Something magical
blessed us both. And it always seemed like those who were
sent to me came to bring a message. Those messages somehow
appeared in my mind as a comment, or an assessment, or a
coming together of facts, but seen in a different way.
But believe me, there were times when I was totally frustrated. The thing about labeling myself as “the counselor” was
that I started thinking I had to have the answers for someone
else. Or worse, that I knew more than the one in front of me,
and I’d start trying to control what happened, rather than
let the moment of our togetherness be the guide for how the
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encounter would go. I began to measure my success off how
well people were responding to my counsel.
One day, during a particularly difficult session with a
recovery client, I felt like crying, I was so frustrated. It seemed
like she was using the same old justifications I’d heard a hundred times before. I could actually feel the split in my mind.
One part of my brain said, “She’s lying,” and I immediately
thought of that popular adage that goes, “How do you know
an addict is lying? Her lips are moving.” In a very real sense, I
was justifying my judgment of her.
But the other part of me, deep within, truly wanted to be
helpful. And it is here I choose to go now.
I interrupt her story and ask, “Can we take a moment
of silence together, please? It seems I have forgotten why I
am here.”
Knowing my attention is currency, I pause and turn my
focus within. I hear these words in my mind, Set counselor
Danét aside.
I look directly at the woman and say, “I’ve been talking to
you in recovery platitudes, making assumptions based on past
experiences with other clients, and I have not been present
with you here and now. I apologize. Let’s start fresh. Tell me
about what really matters to you.”
She looks up at me for the first time, her eyes glistening
with pooled tears. In that moment, I’m clear that my presence
is the one gift I have to give—and this opens the door to true
communication. By copping to my lack of presence and inviting her to join me beyond the story of addiction and recovery
lets her shift too.
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She says, “I don’t know how to do this. I’ve tried to
change before, but this is the first time I’ve felt someone is
really seeing me.”
She describes losing her mother to alcoholism and how
she swore she’d never do that to her son. “But here I am in
treatment, and he’s home without me.”
“Yes.” I say, “Here you are in treatment. Making the
choice your mother didn’t. It’s an act of self-love which, as you
continue, sets a new example for your son. Do you see that?”
“Yes,” she says, tears now flowing freely. “I never looked at
being in treatment like it was a good thing before.”
“How does that feel inside?” I ask.
“Hopeful,” she says.
“Now you can begin to heal,” I say. “Shame interferes with
healing. You might not see it right now, but you are taking the
first steps toward forgiveness and self-love. That is the greatest
gift you can give your son.”
This tuning into presence becomes part of my new routine. Before beginning each session, I take a moment and feel
the gratitude for my life and for my trust in my relationship
with the Divine. Trusting that by being present, I will be
given the words to help facilitate healing. I also have to accept
that sometimes, no matter what I say or do, the person doesn’t
want to receive my help, so I just have to choose to love them
anyway and trust life will take them where they need to go.
While facilitating a group of women to address and heal
food and weight falsehoods, this is the case. One of the participants simply can’t get out of her own way. In the group, I
explain that self-love is ultimately the only real answer. We
begin with finding loving acceptance with the body and the
food illusions we currently believe, not making them wrong,
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but being willing to see that they are not the truth of who and
what we are.
A client, Ashley, is filled with resistance. Her go-to
response for whatever comes up is, “I can’t do that.” Or
“That doesn’t work for me.” We’ve been meeting for weeks,
and she remains resistant.
This day, she’s using her usual responses, and others in the
group are trying to help. They share ways they remind themselves that their cravings for food or feelings of guilt aren’t
the whole truth. How they turn within, reminding themselves
that love is what they are. Or, if they can’t remember on their
own, they reach out to another group member to be the voice
of love for them. One gal unfolds a paper attempting to hand
it to Ashley, saying, “That’s why we have a call list,” and inviting her to add her name and number. Ashley shakes her head
no, tightening her arms around herself.
Impatience and frustration filter through the group as
Ashley blocks each suggestion. Finally, she says, “You don’t
understand. I don’t have any self-love. I don’t deserve love. I
can’t help anyone or give anyone love. I’m too far gone. Please
just leave me alone.”
The group becomes silent for a moment. In that pause,
I see the image I’d had that day when I asked the Divine to
help me love myself—an image of holding my son, Lucas, as a
babe—the feeling of wholeness and of the connection between
the Divine, myself, and my son, and the incredible love and
innocence that flowed through me. Finally, words come.
“Ashley,” I say, “is there anyone you love—or that you
know is worthy of love?”
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She responds immediately. “Yes. My daughter. She’s only
three, and she’s innocent and deserves everything. There’s
nothing I wouldn’t do for her.”
“Okay, so,” I continue, “your daughter is entrusted to you,
and you somehow have the love necessary for the job, yes?”
Ashley shifts in her seat and looks up.
“Where do you think that comes from?” I press on. “Is
it possible that the same innocence and love you see in your
daughter is also the essence of who you are, which comes forth
in your care for her? Is it possible you’re just unaware of it
because you’ve covered over it with your constant, repetitive,
negative affirmations of self-rejection that you’ve been telling
yourself for years?”
Ashley’s nodding now. And I know she’s beginning to
open and consider a new perspective.
“When you need it, for your daughter, that love is naturally there for you, yes?” I ask.
Ashley is now rapt with attention.
I continue speaking. “Where else would the tender loving
care you show for your daughter come from, but from who you
really are—pure and innocent love? Is it possible for you to
conceive that, like your daughter, you are the source of love—
and not the false beliefs you’ve believed about yourself?”
Ashley bursts into tears. “I see it. Oh my God. I feel it too.
Love is inside me. I can focus on the love I have for my daughter and realize I deserve love too.” She reaches over, picks up
the call-list paper, and adds her name.

S
Working at the Western Institute of Neuropsychiatry brought
new challenges, including counseling clients with dual
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diagnoses like depression along with addiction. I also began
working with men for the first time. I was challenged in new
ways due to my history with men and got to see the areas
where I was personally stuck, afraid to look more deeply—
afraid to revisit painful memories, afraid to be vulnerable. But
by now, I realized that whatever came up, it was meant for me.
A chance to face myself, forgive the past, and be present.
Like the time a new client was assigned to me. He was
sent to treatment as part of his transition from prison to life
outside. I grab his admission paperwork from the main office
and look it over as I walk back to my office. In red letters
across the top are the words “sex offender.” He’s an alcoholic
and a sex offender. Immediately I recoil. I simply cannot work
with a sex offender! My mind tells me my resistance is totally
reasonable given what I’ve been through in the past. In fact, it
wouldn’t be fair to him. Right?
My heart is in my throat. Everything inside my body
seemed to have twisted around the resistance in my mind.
But now I’m familiar with my mind’s antics, and it’s like a
gut punch when I try to align with its logic, which is screaming, No! You don’t want this. Return him to sender. Give me
something else.
But I don’t seriously consider refusing the assignment.
I’ve trained for a scenario like this and specifics from that
training now file up in my mind, and I steady myself. Deep
within, I know it is an invitation from life—a message for
me to forgive and heal. So instead, I take a minute to pause
and deal directly with the tension inside, taking long slow,
steady breaths, making myself present in the here and now.
As it always does, breathing calms me down, gives me a
sense of control and peace, and allows me to think more
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clearly—softening and releasing my judgment, and inviting
love to rise up and give me another way of entering into a
relationship with this new client.
In that moment, I realize I’ve already started a relationship with him. The moment I judged and recoiled, I let a fearful story, one not yet fully healed in me, to surface. Will I run
from it, telling myself I’m justified? Or will I face it down
by seeing that now is not yesterday’s story—for either myself
or my new client? The answer is obvious. I take another big
breath, settled that whatever I face, I’ll do my best to be present—checking my prejudice at the door. Now I’m ready. I’m
going in.
I turn the knob on my office door. Before me sits a young
Native American, a bear of a man, with a silky mane of
shoulder-length black hair. He sits with hands folded in his
lap, timidly waiting. He looks up, then stands when I enter
the room. His eyes meet mine and seem to be innocently
asking for acceptance. As we sit, I invite him to join me in
a moment of stillness. Aloud, I invite Divinity to guide our
time together and bring forgiveness, healing, and love.
After a few moments in this stillness, I raise my eyes again
to his. His eyes spill over with tears, as he begins his tale of
living on the reservation and how his grandfather had taught
him to be still and invite the Great Spirit in, bringing him
peace. He tells how he’d left that world behind at an early age
when he was fostered by a religious family. And it was there he
was sexually abused. He felt hurt and angry. The people who
were supposed to give him a better life did the opposite.
He says, “I had no one I could turn to—no one to help.
Then I found alcohol. It numbed the pain and quelled the
raging fire of hurt and anger I felt from being victimized.”
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He places his head in his hands. “Eventually, while under
the influence, desperate and raging inside, I perpetrated the
same act on someone else.”
His silent tears flow as we sit together, letting the story
be released. There is a stillness about him after he shares his
story, as if a quiet acceptance has settled over him and the
room we occupy.
He looks up at me and says, “I haven’t thought about the
Great Spirit since I left the reservation. But just now, while we
were sitting in silence together, I felt its presence inside me and
all around us. Thank you.”
I felt it too.

S
Sometimes it is while working with a client who’d been
through something very similar to me, where the culmination
of personal work comes together in a full recognition of healing. I’d worked through the date rape in Jackson with Betty,
felt the pain I wouldn’t let myself feel when it happened. I
let myself rage at the injustice, let myself grieve the loss of
my innocence and the heartache of believing I was damaged,
unworthy of love, or being a mother. I looked honestly at all
the choices I made which reinforced that belief. And step
by step, I actively forgave myself, accepting the past and the
ignorance of both myself and the man who raped me. Letting
Divine Love find me, fill me, forgiving myself for blaming
myself, and finally loving myself—the girl I was, and who I
am now as a result.
It was while listening to a client, a young girl about the
same age I was in Jackson sharing with me about how she’d let
things go too far with her boss and that he’d pushed her into
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having sex, when I heard myself say, “This is not your fault.
That is rape. Just because you accepted the date, didn’t give
him permission . . .” It’s actually in this moment, I felt the full
circle of all the work I’d done for myself and knowing, beyond
a doubt, that my healing came from letting love find me and
learning to love myself. And now I was being given the blessed
chance to walk with this young woman through the process of
healing I’d been through myself.
It’s like life is always showing me love is the answer. My job
is simple—deal with the resistance my belief system throws
up against it. Each time I do, it’s like one of those magic eye
pictures. As long as I’m squinting to see what my mind is telling me is happening, I can’t see the gift this moment has for
me. As I soften to the reality of what actually is, a new picture
emerges, with new possibilities.
That’s the grace of life. It’s always moving us toward our
highest good. Toward well-being for everyone. If I don’t get in
the way, everything goes my way.
Everything goes my way—my trusty mantra. A mantra is
a catchphrase that can instantly bring one back to a deeper
truth than whatever else might be happening. Everything goes
my way reminds me that I don’t always see the whole big picture and that there are universal forces bigger than what I can
see and beyond my control, working toward what is in my best
interest—a life I am worthy of because I AM worthy. And
love is my prime directive. It reminds me to trust the Divine
and life itself, and to lean into the present moment with love
and acceptance.
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T

his attitude was crucial when it came to my experience of
being a mom. Being with my children was both a delight
and a training ground for me. My old thought system constantly pushed me to feel unworthy, guilty, not enough—and
I worked hard to refocus on my set point of love.
I was remarkably lucky to find a new philosophy on motherhood in a poem. I remember clearly reading The Prophet
by Kahlil Gibran, just shortly after I’d entered the House of
Hope. I found this little gem of wisdom amongst the books
left by previous residents in our makeshift library. In the section called On Children, I read and reread the words, weeping
and taking them to heart as they touched my soul deeply:
“Your children are not your children. They are the sons
and daughters of Life’s longing for itself. They come
through you but not from you. And though they are with
you they belong not to you. You may give them your love
but not your thoughts, for they have their own thoughts.
You may house their bodies but not their souls . . . You
may strive to be like them, but seek not to make them
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like you . . . You are the bow from which your children as
living arrows are sent forth. The archer sees the mark upon
the path of the infinite, and He bends you with His might,
that His arrows may go swift and far. Let your bending
in the archer’s hand be for gladness; for even He loves the
arrow that flies, so He loves also the bow that is stable.” 1
My children are not my children. They belong to life itself,
with their own path to follow. Yes. I can strive to protect their
freedom to fly, while I remain a stable container of unconditional love and support. Christ, that’s vulnerable! Not knowing what to do. Trusting the answer will reveal itself with the
problems that arise. But I truly believe we all come perfectly
designed for the life we’re given. So be it for our children.
What if our children come with everything they need to fulfill their destiny, whatever that may be? What if their stumbles
and missteps are perhaps just the thing that teaches them of a
truer path for themselves? It certainly has for me. Do I want
to get in the way of that with my so-called “help”? Isn’t it true
that what I once thought of as my greatest failure turned out
to be the turning point directing me toward my true north?
I want to honor and value my children’s joys and desires
and opinions, at least as much as my own. To listen and
trust. I do my best. I have had many conversations with the
infinite, gaining faith in my stewardship as a mother and
conveying this philosophy of trust in the Divine, honoring
my children’s innate abilities and wisdom. I have not been
a perfect parent. I used the tools I was given and tried my
best—learning from every mistake, finding a way to accept
everyone—especially myself—despite the imperfections that
make every one of us human. I practiced with my children.
1. Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet (New York: Alfred A. Knofp Inc., 1923).
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I learned and grew along with them as I unlearned my own
programming of what motherhood should be, letting life
teach me moment to moment.
This got me questioning the whole parental script that
ran in my head about what a good parent is supposed to be
like, and pretty much everything it told me didn’t feel like
love. So, I threw it out. Well, it’d be more honest to say,
I gradually threw it out. It wasn’t easy. This awareness to
see the script by which I myself was parented was one also
riddled with shoulds and fear and shame. To dismantle this
script and the resulting unworthiness and negative thoughts,
I employed my same questioning techniques. Are these judgments here and now? Do they reinforce my worthiness or tell me
there is something wrong with me? So, if it’s not here or now
and it’s not loving, can I let it go?
At moments, I felt I was paralyzed like my mother,
afraid to be the adult—or angry and controlling, like my
father. These moments, as disheartening as they were, served
to teach me how deep-seated the programming of my childhood was, questioning constructs that deemed parents as
the authorities and children needing to earn their rights,
attention, and love. I learned to question these constructs
and I found out for myself that they simply weren’t at all
true for me now. One by one, l brought them to the light of
my awareness and let them go. I tried to stick with asking
Love what to do when I needed guidance. And as always, my
yummy-stat kept me on track, or at least provided a chance
to pause and reevaluate when I went off script and tried to
parent rather than be present with my kids.
This was lucky for me, because feeling worthy as a mom
didn’t come so easily. There was so much proof to the contrary.
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I tried to stay away from fixating on that proof. After all, the
past is gone. I did my best to be present and someone my
children wanted to be around. Someone they could count
on, even if my time with them was limited. I tried to be real
with them even if it meant confessing my mistakes as I made
them. Though often I’d catch myself explaining or justifying
myself, and I’d feel this sneaky secret agenda saying something like, Please don’t hate me. Please forgive me. Please like
me, expecting them to make it okay for me. Then I’d cop to
that and realize I am burdening them with taking care of
my feelings by sharing every little thing with them. I overworked the relationship.
Turns out kids are naturally forgiving. I recall a time
when the kids were visiting, and I caught myself running my
parental script on them.
“Why can’t you kids just clean up after yourselves? Is it
me? Is that why?”
It’s one of those times when I feel like my mother—guilttripping them to behave “right” so I’ll feel better about myself
as a mother. I feel the fog of guilt in my mind, and this causes
me to pause and reach for what is really true deep inside me.
The kids, who were minutes ago running around the room
flying action figures with their hands, have stopped, and are
now staring at me, their faces slack. Lin has one hand on her
hip and the action figure pressed against her chest. Lucas still
holds his toy suspended in mid-air.
When I start speaking again, I tell the truth.
“Shit. I’m not really upset with you guys. I’m upset with
myself. You’re just living your life. I was feeling like a bad
mom, and it’s not your fault. I was making it about you, but
it’s not. I’ve got this stupid script in my head telling me what
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a good parent is supposed to be like, and it gets in the way of
just being your mom.”
I sit down on the floor of their bedroom, and they quietly
do the same.
“The thing is,” I go on, “I don’t even believe it anymore. I
don’t really care if you pick up after yourselves. I just think I’m
supposed to get you to clean up after yourselves.”
Their eyes tell me they understand my words.
I know in this moment that if I have a problem with the
mess, it’s my problem. It’s my chance to change how I’m seeing
things, and nothing to do with what they do or don’t do. This
is the way I learned to be a mom. To see the mess and then
clean it up.
Suddenly Lucas pipes in and says something like, “Yeah,
we know, you’re just working yourself out in front of us. It’s
okay,” and swoops the figure back though the air, his feet following suit.
Kids hear everything. Lucas’s ability to not take on other
people’s shit and also not blame them, but forgive them, constantly amazes me. He has been the face of forgiveness for me
in the most surprising and wonderful ways.
To be sure, sometimes the choices I make go in the
wrong direction entirely. But because I’m paying attention
to how I feel, I can sense if it’s the wrong decision almost
immediately. My breath gets shallow, and my mind starts
looking for a scapegoat. This is my signal to put action on
hold and reevaluate. First, I remind myself that my decisions
belong to me. Mistakes are the training ground for learning and becoming more fully myself. Now I can feel the
power to make another choice, a course correction that feels
truer to me.
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And here’s the cool part: as time went on and I practiced
pausing and checking in with my yummy-stat, I began seeing
more and more that my feelings of rightness weren’t contingent on any circumstances or conditions. It all had to do with
being present and totally accepting everything, just as it is, in
the moment. The longing to rewrite my life script took a backseat to fully experiencing and engaging in life. And this feels
like a celebration I’m invited into all the time. While I may
not be in charge of the party, I have agency to choreograph my
own dance while I’m here.
I find myself acknowledging my progress one day while
at the mall with the kids when, suddenly, Lin is missing.
Gary’s birthday is coming up, and the kids and I decided our
outing for this day on our weekend together was to find the
perfect gift for him. We bundled up against the November
wind and headed out for the mall where every store is dressed
like a thanksgiving movie set, leaves and pumpkins and
horns of plenty. A small bookstore features a children’s book
about Thanksgiving with a story circle of children’s chairs in
the window. I point it out to the kids, saying how darling I
think it is. I’m holding Lucas’s hand and he’s tugging on it
saying, “Can we go in?” I turn to ask Lin, what she thinks.
She always hangs a step or two behind us. But now, she’s
nowhere to be seen.
I feel panic rising. “Did you see where Lin went, Lucas?”
I feel the impulse to say something like, “Lin knows we’re supposed to stay together,” like it’ll release my shame for losing her,
while also burdening Lucas with my bullshit. But that won’t
do and I stop myself.
“Nope. She was here a minute ago,” he says, still tugging
my hand toward the store.
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My mind races. Oh my God. I can hear the conversation
with Gary now.
“So what did you guys do this weekend?”
“Uh, I lost Lin.”
Yuck. Feeling that icky feeling, makes me pause and
take a few calming deep breaths so I can look at the situation clearly. Panic won’t help. Trust will. I can trust myself
and Lin. She can’t be far. Where might she have stopped? I
review the last few minutes where I remember her next to us.
I picture her face when we were looking in the window of
Remembrances and Things a couple of stores back and how
intrigued she’d been. And suddenly, I know that’s where she
is. A calm comes over me. I bend down to Lucas, still leaning in the direction of the story circle, and say, “We’ll come
back. Let’s go get Lin first, okay?” We turn around and head
back in the other direction.
And there she is, still standing in front of the display in
the window, mesmerized. On top of a wooden table sits an
ornate, silver, eight-by-ten picture frame with a photo of a
family inside. Lin has a wistful look on her face when we pull
up next to her. Instead of saying what my fear would have had
me saying in the past—“You scared the shit out of me . . .”—I
say, “I thought I lost you for a minute, there.” I put my arm
around her and look at the display. “What’s got your attention? Do you like that frame for a gift for your dad?”
Lin says, “Well, yes, but really, I was thinking we could
have a picture taken of us together and give it to dad for his
birthday. I think he’d like that.”
“I do too, Honey,” I reply. “That’s a great idea. We can
have one done at that photo place in Sears at the end of the
mall. But on the way, there’s a bookstore Lucas wants to visit.”
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We have a series of pictures taken, some goofy and some
smiling like a regular photo shoot. We pick a smiling one for
Gary, and while they’re processing, we go back and buy the
frame in the window.
I love it in moments like these, where I realize my old,
deep-seated constructs no longer serve me, and that I’m naturally moved closer to being the person and parent I want to
be—living the life I want to live.
That’s the thing about life. It doesn’t let me rest on my
laurels. Instead it continually invites me into the next opportunity to see the areas where I’m still in conflict with myself,
and to see the places where I let myself get seduced by old
patterns—ones which, perhaps, I am ready to break from and
take an altogether different path.
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A

s I write about my life, I can’t help but reflect on how
many transformative moments were accompanied by
rain. Symbolic of tears, perhaps?
I felt sure I knew all about abuse. That I could feel the
texture of it in the air even when things looked good on the
outside. But, turns out, abuse can take many forms—even
ones that present with psychological dogma and use therapy
lingo. Ones that I misinterpret as an invitation to take responsibility for doing my own inner work, because I feel powerless
against someone who isn’t taking responsibility for their part.
Like my relationship with Paul Roberts.
I met Paul Roberts not long after I’d begun working as
a counselor at the Western Institute for Neuropsychiatry,
approximately five years into my sobriety. I decided to check
out some of the AA meetings taking place in other treatment facilities. At a facility called Dayspring, Paul worked
as a primary counselor/case manager, and he spoke at the
meeting I attended. I fell in love with his pitch. Realizing
it was the way he presented himself, and not really the man
himself, could have saved me a world of heartache. But he
checked all the boxes in my mind of what the “right” kind of
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guy was like—a respected (often feared) professional, with
an impressive history, a confident authority in his demeanor
and presentation style.
I always referred to “Paul Roberts” as “Paul Roberts”,
like how, when speaking of my father, I referred to him as
my father, never my dad. This should have been a clue that
I was once again seeking a father figure for approval (which
I would call love)—had I been open to looking for clues. So
too, the fact that he was seventeen years my senior, with a
penchant for fitness and control. He was tall, lean, and muscular, with a chiseled jaw, dark hair, and an easy smile. He
spoke with great intensity and intelligence, and this clearly
commanded respect.
He shared his story using a sweet balance of self-deprecating
humor about his past, then telling his recovery life since with
equal measure of self-efficacy and self-regard. I was instantly
drawn to him. I was asked to share as well—a platform we both
handled comfortably.
After the meeting, we approached each other, both saying
how much we adored listening to each other speak. This adoration and storytelling became the crux of a relationship we
seemed destined to have.
We were a power couple in the recovery world, both
badass counselors, seemingly living in sync. We spent copious amounts of time diagnosing the people we had encounters with, other staff members, patients, and friends, always
coming out as somehow a little better at being us than they
were at being them. If we weren’t identifying others’ issues
and what they should be doing to correct themselves, we were
spending time together, training for a mountain bike race,
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hiking, or, well, anything but actually being vulnerable with
each other.
But behind closed doors were moments where the truth
cracked through our carefully constructed façade. Early on, I
recognized the old, familiar pattern where I deferred to him,
putting his desires, opinions, wants, and needs above my own.
Whether it was the way we had sex or the way we’d spend
our free time, or the mountain bike trail we’d ride—all these
things seemed like an easy give on my part.
Whenever something came up where we disagreed—
mostly when Paul didn’t like something I did—he made it
clear that his was the last word on the issue.
“If you’ve got a problem, Danét, it’s your responsibility
to do something about it. You know my position.” The predominant message was that he was right, and I was wrong.
Increasingly, he’d withdraw from me and go for a run or hit
the weights.
I’d feel that familiar worthlessness of my old self-script
spread through me, and I’d try to remind myself that how
Paul felt was none of my business. I’d go off by myself and
journal about it, inventorying my role in it and asking myself
what my expectations were until I could see how I set myself
up for disappointment. Then, unfortunately, I’d bring it to
him, seeking his approval. Which he’d give, saying he was
proud of how committed I was to my own healing. But he
never once copped to any accountability or responsibility of
his own. This was the red-flag I ignored—or at least tried to
by telling myself to stay in my own head and not Paul’s. It’s
crazy, but the very tools I’d use to take responsibility for my
life, I was now using to justify Paul not taking responsibility
for his part in our conflicts.
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But as time went on, I became increasingly aware of my
old pattern of orbiting around the man in my life, making
his importance take precedence while setting myself aside to
be restored later in the privacy of my morning time with the
Divine. I was just beginning to get an inkling of how I was
using my positive patterns to justify staying in a relationship
with someone who didn’t respect me and didn’t understand
that true intimacy means accountability.
On the rare occasion I had the children, we spent very
little time with Paul. He’d use that time to take off on a weekend training ride to Moab or some other activity while they
were visiting. He said he didn’t see himself as part of our equation. And, honestly, neither did I. He had two children of his
own whom he never contacted, and he stated he felt no connection or responsibility to them. I surmised that we shouldn’t
get in his way. I justified that since my children weren’t around
often, his attitude about kids didn’t really affect me and my
relationship with Lucas and Lin.
When summer rolled around, Paul made plans for us to
take our bikes and his VW bus for a week at Lake Powell,
riding the surrounding trails. Unfortunately, his time frame
coincided with the week I had the children that summer. The
conflict was suffocating. I was sure Paul wouldn’t want the
children to piggy-back on our trip, let alone turn it into a
“kid-friendly” family vacation. But I gathered my courage and
put on my confident face and told him I would have the kids
that week and that I wouldn’t be able to join him for the Lake
Powell trip after all, adding, “Unless you don’t mind the kids
coming along.”
“I’ll agree to it as long as it doesn’t interfere with my
schedule and the plans I’ve made,” he said.
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I was stunned for minute, but then, decided to pursue the
possibility that we could make it work.
We agree on a piggy-back version of the vacation: I
promise to handle all the care of the children, to accommodate his training schedule, to go the places he’d planned,
and to not ask any more from him than simply allowing my
kids to come along.
It feels shitty, and it turns out to be even more of an internal conflict than I could have imagined.
We find a campsite near the beach that allows us to park
the van. And while Paul unloads the bikes, the kids and I
pitch a tent for them to hangout in and sleep. I choose not to
go on the training rides with Paul, and instead go for hikes
and play in the water with Lin and Lucas. The first couple of
evenings, we make a campfire and tell ghost stories, and the
things actually feel like they’re going pretty well. Paul is able
to do what he came to do, and the kids and I get to sun and
splash and explore and play.
The third day, in the afternoon, the skies cloud over
and open up. The kids and I scurry into the tent to wait out
the rain and play some card games. Surprisingly, as evening
approaches, Paul pokes his head through the tent flap and
invites us to join him inside the van for some family game
time. It feels hopeful, but I’m suspicious. I ignore the sickly
churning in my gut, because by now, it’s a literal downpour
and getting cold. We grab our coats and our games and head
for the van. The tent droops from the weight of the rain, and
by the time we reach the van, we’re drenched. We gather
around the little table, grateful to be in a warmer environment, and set up the Pictionary game.
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Playing games with Paul is like playing with my father:
the play part is missing. And, as we begin to get silly and
goofy, Paul gets stern.
“Look, if you’re just going to goof off, we’ll put the game
away and you can go back to your tent.”
I should pack the kids up right then and return with
them to the tent, but I don’t. Just like before with my father
or Dick, I freeze, sick rising up my throat. The kids and I
settle down and we keep playing. Girls against boys. When
we get ahead in the game, Lin makes a joke about how we’re
reading each other’s minds and can’t be beat, and the three
of us start giggling, making goofy jokes all over again. Paul
slams his hand down on the table and says, “That’s it. Put
the game away.”
Lucas jumps up and starts hopping from foot to foot. “I
gotta go pee!” he declares, and starts proceeding toward the
back of the van where the little toilet is.
Paul stops him, “Where do you think you’re going?”
“I gotta pee. Bad!” Lucas says, hopping up and down and
giggling.
“Go outside and pee. I don’t want you getting it on
the seat.”
We look from one to the other, then back at Paul. Is he
serious?
Lucas doesn’t wait for further instruction. He steps out
into the rain, and closes the door behind himself.
As he comes back in, pulling his zipper up, Paul grabs
Lucas’s little shoulders and snaps, “Did you just piss on my
porch?”
Lucas’s eyes go wide, and he looks from Paul to me, then
to Lin, who’s now fuming.
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I quickly gather Lucas close, out of Paul’s grasp. “He’s just
kidding . . . aren’t you, Paul?”
“No!” he barks, his face red with rage. He’s shaking as he
meets our eyes. Then, to Lucas, he says, “I have to walk on
that porch. Next time you piss on my porch, I’ll shit in your
shoes. It’s the same thing!”
Big tears, the size of the raindrops outside, fall from
Lucas’s eyes. By now I’m grabbing both the children into my
arms, rage flooding through me. To Paul, I shoot a look that
could kill as we push past him and out the van door. And I
scream my parting words.
“This is totally bullshit, Paul! How dare you humiliate
Lucas—and all of us! That’s abuse! I won’t have it!” And shit!
It’s like everything I’ve denied tumbles down around me. I
know what I’m saying is the truth. I slam the van door so hard
it bounces back open as we make a beeline to the tent.
There, I hold Lucas with one arm, tucking Lin in close
with the other. I tell them that what Paul did was unforgivable. I say, “I should’ve stopped the game right away when I
realized Paul didn’t want to have fun with us. I’m sorry. Paul
was being an asshole. I should have seen it sooner. I’m so
sorry. Paul’s not who I thought he was. What he said to you,
Lucas, was beyond mean. You did nothing wrong. I promise
I won’t let it happen again.”
Ever since I got a new chance at life and being a mom,
I’d been very careful in making promises to the kids. But as
I made this promise, I realized it was not only to them, but
to myself.
We’re all crying now and cuddling in a huddle.
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“We’ll leave for home tomorrow, I’ll make sure of that,” I
tell them. “We can spend the rest of our days together without
Paul. You don’t need to mind to him. I’m taking care of you.”
Lin throws her arms around my neck, snuggling her face
next to mine with Lucas’s buried in my chest. Lin whispers
softly, “Thank you, Mama.”
We lay down on one of the sleeping bags and huddle ourselves together for warmth, cuddling and loving each other
until I hear their breathing steady as they fall off to sleep.
Slowly I get up, and make my way back to the van, determined and committed. I open the door to Paul, still sitting at
the table, his head in his hands. As he looks up at me to speak,
these words burst from my lips:
“We’re leaving tomorrow, Paul. The way you treated
Lucas, humiliating him like that, was the final straw.”
Paul stands, his face a mask of false understanding, and
says, “You know, I can’t humiliate Lucas. He has to choose to
be humiliated.”
I almost laugh, reality so clear to me now. I see how he
twists psychobabble to manipulate and abuse. Like the lightening flashing across the darkness, I know I’ve seen it all
along, but looked the other way. I’ve justified staying in this
toxic relationship because Paul used the “lingo” and because
of my dedication to my own accountability to justify his controlling behavior. And I’m done.
“Jesus Christ, Paul! How dare you try to put this on
Lucas! You abused him.” I hear the words I’m saying, and the
truth settles into my bones. This is the same dynamic of abuse
I’ve put myself in all my life, and this is my chance to break
the pattern. I hear the power and peaceful resolve in my own
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voice. I feel awed by my confidence and by the fundamental
shift happening inside me.
Paul says, “I just want you to understand where I was
coming from. Lu—”
But I cut him off. “I don’t want to hear it. I do understand,
finally. I’m not going to expose myself or my children to abuse
anymore. We’re going home tomorrow. And if you won’t take
us, I’ll find another way. You’re not in charge anymore.”
I leave him standing dumbfounded as I exit the van and
rejoin the kids (and sanity) in the tent. I’m awash with relief
and undefinable joy. A seismic change has just occurred.
Something fundamentally has changed. I have changed.
And I realize it was me that made it happen.
When we wake the next morning, Paul has already put
the bikes back on the top of the van and is now packing up.
As I come out of the tent, he approaches me.
“I’m sorry about the way I behaved last night.”
“Tell the kids, Paul,” I say. “They’re the ones who need to
hear it.”
And as I say that, I know I have severed the unhealthy
bond I have with Paul. I don’t need him, his approval, or
confirmation of my worthiness. I am my own person. I love
myself. I can trust myself.
Paul doesn’t apologize to the kids on the way home. He
sulks. (Though I’m sure he’d never admit he was being passive-aggressive). The kids and I fill the atmosphere with our
relationship. We sing songs and play I Spy games on the way,
and I realize I am at peace with myself. I can trust myself to
do the right thing for my children. I also know I’m done with
Paul. I know I will no longer compromise myself and defer to
a lesser wisdom than my own inner being.
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Wow. Everything does ultimately go my way.
Poignant for me is the critical moment when the lifelong
pattern of wanting to shrink inside behind a domineering
personality becomes my signal to lean-in instead, to use my
voice, to refuse to be silenced, to speak my truth and to trust
myself. To walk away if necessary. I belong to myself. I also
know that if I am ever to get involved with someone else,
they, too, will need to belong to themselves. That any future
relationship must be an extension of the trust and dignity I
have with myself and the Divine. I’ve come to believe that
only when we belong to ourselves can we wholeheartedly be
with someone else.
Ultimately, this profound understanding and commitment to myself proved itself out years later when I met Lar.
I wasn’t looking for a relationship. I felt complete in the
authentic, fluid friendships and relationships in my life. So,
when I met Lar, it took me by surprise. I was never one to
believe in love at first sight or soul-mate destiny. But, it turns
out, they believed in me. From our first conversation, I felt
a deep respect for how Lar belonged to himself. And he saw
the same in me. It is here love found us—or perhaps brought
us together . . . And from this unequivocal joining, love blossomed into twenty years of brand-new days.
This is as good as it gets—one present moment at a time.
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T

he letter from my dad sits unopened on the hall table
for days, haunting me. In my mind, I imagine the
words within, things like, “Your responsibility as a parent is
NOT to be liked by your children or to be their friend. It is
to teach them to become responsible adults.” Even seeing the
envelope with his familiar handwriting makes my stomach
ache and my heart sink. It’s two days before I muster the
courage to open it.
Betty is my anchor for courage. I take the unopened
letter to her, and we read it together. My father writes that
he’s glad I’m getting my life together. Then, he offers his
parental advice, starting with, “You’ve got to take responsibility as a parent . . .” With each statement I read aloud, Betty
asks me to pause and check how it makes me feel. It feels
icky . . . apprehensive about the judgment in the phrase “getting my life together.” I feel the weight of his expectation.
And, when he moves on to my responsibility as a mom, I feel
pissed. This actually surprises me. I expected I’d feel disheartened, again. But instead, I say to the letter, “Yeah, like you’re
the face of love for your kids—never!”
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Betty laughs and claps her hands. “Good. Now you’re getting your power back. Can you feel that?”
Whoa . . . the icky feeling I had has changed. I say, “I’m
pissed. I just don’t feel he’s the expert in parenting.”
“Good,” Betty continues. “Now make a date with your
dad and have a conversation.”
“What?”
“It’s time for you to let the dad of your past go and be who
you really are with your father.”
“That scares the shit out of me.”
“Is that true or just a knee-jerk reaction?”
Humm . . . both? I sit with that question a minute. How
do I really feel? Apprehensive, yes. But isn’t that based on a
past that’s long gone? Yes. Do I have faith in myself as I am
now? Yes.
“Okay,” I say, “I’ll try.”
“Check how ‘I’ll try’ feels inside,” she says. “Do you have
another way of looking at it that is more empowering?”
I’m getting her drift now. I see how saying “I’ll try” keeps
me in a victim mentality, and I feel powerless. I say, “Yes. I’ll
set a date to talk with my dad. I’ll show up and I will do my
best to tell the truth. I really would like a clean slate with my
dad, to forgive and put the past behind.”
I can feel the shift even before Betty says, “Feel the
difference?”
I let my attention settle on this feeling of trust and willingness to show up and forgive. No time like the present. I
walk over to Betty’s phone and dial my father’s number.
“Dad, can we get together for a visit sometime soon?”
He suggests I come to his house tomorrow after work, at
six o’clock.
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Betty tells me, “Just sit across from him, holding eye contact and feeling your feelings. When something feels false
to you, center inside and speak your truth. Stand up to him
when he makes assumptions about who you are as a mother.
Not with anger, but courage. When fear comes up, notice
and soften, letting it pass by. In other words, forgive. Love is
always just behind the barriers of fear and judgment. Let go,
and feel the love that wants to come forth.”
This is my mission when I show up at my father’s home
at six o’clock the next day. Dad is dressed in running gear, his
strong muscles visible through the thin cotton tee. We greet
with a hug—a win already. We sit in his living room, he in a
stiff gray chair, and me on the matching sofa, equally as stiff,
across from him where I can maintain eye-to-eye contact. The
lights are dim, and I can see the sun setting through the large
window behind where he sits.
As I take my seat, I try—but fail—to get comfortable,
then finally blurt out, “Dad, I have come here to forgive the
past.”
Dad says, “Okay. Thank you.”
What? That’s it? No. I’ve got a few things to say.
I start again, heart pounding. “Growing up, I never felt I
‘measured up’ to your standards. I didn’t feel worthy enough
for your love, and I never felt like I got it.”
“I love all my kids, always have,” my dad counters, sitting
back in his seat with folded arms.
“Well, Dad,” I say, feeling bold now, “I’m not talking
about whether you loved us or not. I’m saying I didn’t feel
it. But what I really want to say is that I don’t want to hold
myself—or you—hostage to disappointment or judgment
anymore.”
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Yes, that’s it.
The tension eases with this statement.
Yes. This is why I am here. The past is gone.
Dad leans forward, dropping his arms to the side. “What
brought this on, Danét?”
“Actually, Dad, in particular, I’d like to discuss the letter I
got from you. The one about my responsibility as a parent . . .”
My voice sounds a little shaky to me, which I hope he’s not
picking up on. I steady myself with a calming breath and continue, “I’m finding my own way as a mom and learning from
my mistakes.” I feel my heart rate speed up. “I don’t want
your advice about parenting anymore,” I say, the words nearly
choking me as they come out in a rush.
“Oh, is that what this is about?” he asks, leaning back
again, crossing his arms again. I can feel myself wanting to
retreat back inside like I’m six years old again. But I place
my hand on my heart, take a calming breath of courage, and
scoot forward on my seat, meeting his eyes again.
I’m doing this.
“I just don’t think you’re the expert on raising kids!” I’m
surprised to hear myself say this, but I feel my courage soar,
giving me the confidence I need.
Wow. Where’s that coming from?
Dad stands, closing the gap between us, his face tense
but otherwise unreadable. And for a minute I think he might
punch me. It wouldn’t be out of character for him. But
rather than cower, which is my immediate impulse, I rise to
full height on wobbly legs. Standing face-to-face with him.
Breathing the same grown-up air, shallow though it may be.
My mind flashes to the scene a few years ago when Lucas
faced Dick in much this same way. I can do this.
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I feel my pulse in my throat, my heart hammering against
my rib cage, and force a deep breath, the image of Lucas, my
little guru of courage and forgiveness, holding me steady.
I’m just here with my dad. I am now a grown woman who
knows her heart.
Attending to a steady breath, l let my fear ease, and I
exhale. I love how I’m doing this. With love, now present in
my awareness, I give it another go.
“I’ve been doing a lot of work on myself and learning to
love myself,” I say, “and I guess I realize that I can’t love myself
completely unless I let go of the pain and hurt from the past.”
I see Dad’s expression soften, his tension draining as his
eyes meet mine. There is a sadness and sincerity in those eyes,
and they beckon me to go on.
“I see now that I wanted something different from you
than what I got, Dad, and that caused me to be frightened and
feel unworthy of love.”
Shit. That IS what happened. My interpretation of events,
though innocently gained, caused me to feel the way I did. H o l y
shit. I am seeing it all differently now. Who would have guessed?
Love, that’s who.
My self-reflection is interrupted by my father’s next words.
“I did the best I could, Danét. You know what my
upbringing was like: ‘Spare the rod and spoil the child.’ It’s all
I knew. I believed all that religious BS—that the sins of the
children would be visited upon the parents, on me.”
My eyes fill with compassion for the struggles he’s faced
his whole life. The childhood programming that he, too, is
beginning to dismantle.
His stance softens and his eyes are earnest and penetrating, seeking in mine to be understood as he continues.
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“I thought whatever I had to do to keep you kids on the
strait and narrow justified my behavior. That was more important to me than how you felt. And I’m sorry about that.”
What? Oh. My. God.
“I’d do a lot of things differently now,” he continues.
“I’ve been reading the Bradshaw material on loving the little
kid inside. It’s been really good for me, learning to love little
Melvin, Danét.”
He reaches over and touches me lightly on the shoulder.
“Honey”—(Dad’s never called me Honey before)—“that’s
what I see you doing right now. You’re giving that little girl in
you some much deserved love.” Then, his eyes fill with tears.
“I’m proud of you.”
Wow. This is a miracle. I could never have imagined an
encounter with my father would go this way. Dad is listening.
Apologizing. Proud of me.
My heart breaks open, tears cascade down my face, and I
feel such a sense of relief and release. Forgiveness washes over
me. It’s simpler than I realized. I just had to face my fear and
tell the truth—for me. I just want to hug my dad and ease
closer to him, raising my arms. Dad closes the space between
us, bringing me into a long, warm embrace where we let ourselves be present. It is the beginning of a new relationship with
my father. One of respect, and love.
When I tell Betty about our encounter, she smiles and
says, “Damn, kid, you’re growing up. What fun. What a
delight you are!”

S
After that astonishing meeting with my father, our relationship blossomed into one of mutual respect as two adults.
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Whenever he was in town, we ran together up in the canyons
above Salt Lake City, sharing our insights, our newfound
awareness, and our inner growth and understanding.
There were moments when I felt we were in total sync, like
the day while running up City Creek Canyon, I am bursting
to tell him about A Course in Miracles and how it’s really helping me let go of old religious beliefs. I can feel Dad’s excitement building as we find our steady pace together. He’s got
something he’s bursting to share, too. As we reach the top of
the canyon, simultaneously we speak.
Just as I’m saying, “Have you heard about—” Dad says,
“I’ve got to tell you about this extraordinary experience I’m
having with a book called . . .” and before he finishes, I know
what he’s going to say, and we stop and say it in unison.
“. . . A Course in Miracles!”
We laugh and share a profound connection in our relationship that continues to prove itself going forward.
I tell him about the day my friend Brian brought the
Course into my life, and how I fell in love with its message
and the daily lessons that provide a practical way to undo
fearful beliefs so love can fill that space in my mind. It’s a
total groove that we’re both in love with the Course, and we
let it create a new bond—a new language to share our determination to understand ourselves and grow, to forgive and
love ourselves and others. He is no longer “my father” but
rather someone with the same interests as my own—where
the past is forgiven, and we are present with each other—
love being our guiding light.
One day, again after a run, Dad and I sit next to each
other on my living room couch. We’re talking about my childhood, and Dad tells me he really doesn’t remember me much
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as a child since I didn’t make many waves. The ancient tears of
a child stream freely down my cheeks as he speaks—and I’m
amazed by the safety I feel to break down and be broken in
this moment with him.
I sputter out, “I always had a fear as a child that I wasn’t
important enough to matter. I didn’t dare make waves. I even
worried I’d come home from school one day and find the
family had moved and didn’t even notice I wasn’t with you.”
Dad reaches over and scoops me up—a child in a twentynine-year-old woman’s body—onto his lap and holds and
rocks me. He says, “I know I wasn’t there for you when you
were little. But I am here now, and I see you. I love you.”
Wow. Talk about healing the past.
Over the years, our mutual love for the Course added
another dimension to our relationship, joining us further as
equal adults. Dad started facilitating weekly meetings of A
Course in Miracles, as did I.
In fact, the last ACIM meeting I facilitated on a regular
basis was actually my dad’s—a meeting which he’d been running for years. Let me back up a bit.
A few years ago, my father was diagnosed with Parkinson’s
disease, which resulted in his having diminished capacity to
participate in life in some of the ways he loved most, like physical activity and facilitating his A Course in Miracles group.
But, as miracles would have it, I lived in Las Vegas at
the time. So, I began driving weekly the one hundred or so
miles from Las Vegas to St George, Utah. I had the incredible
opportunity to (metaphorically) scoop him up in the arms of
my love and rock and care for him, as his cognition and presence slowly decreased—full circle. And blessedly, I was invited
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to step into his shoes as a facilitator in his weekly A Course in
Miracles group.
On September 6, 2020, I received a call at my home in
New Mexico, where I now live, from the hospice team stationed with Dad at his home. They told me that he was transitioning and would be gone within days. I asked to speak with
him on FaceTime.
There he lay, still and expressionless. As I thank him for
his example of transformation and for our mutual connection
through A Course in Miracles, I feel inspired to recite for him
one of his favorite passages from the Course, a passage we’d
both memorized and quoted at each meeting we facilitate:
“I am God’s Son, complete and healed and whole, shining in the reflection of His Love. In me is His creation
sanctified and guaranteed eternal life. In me is love
perfected, fear impossible, and joy established without opposite. I am the holy home of God Himself. I
am the Heaven where His love resides. I am His Holy
Sinlessness Itself. For in my purity abides His Own.”
I watch him closely while I speak, and it seems I notice
a slight flicker of recognition in his face—a serene “almost”
smile. These, it turns out, will be my parting words to him.
I hung up the phone and made arrangements to fly to
Utah from New Mexico so I could be with him and his wife
Lorna while he transitioned. I woke up spontaneously at
10:30 p.m. that night, filled with a sense of his presence, and
I knew he was gone. And he was. Still, I feel his presence in
the place next to Betty that he forever occupies in my heart.
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W

hen it came to my relationship with Betty, surrendering to the beauty of nonresistance and accepting
transitions wholeheartedly still felt scary. I loved having her
unconditional love, wisdom, and faith in me. But little by
little, I am transforming myself—away from relying on Betty,
and more fully into trusting myself, and relying on the wisdom
from within my own heart. Leukemia was always knocking at
the back door of our relationship. Knowing this is one thing.
Accepting it, being acutely aware of where I really stand when
it comes to living without Betty actively available in my life,
was something I wanted to understand and embrace. I figured
it might be helpful to volunteer at a hospice and learn from
others, how they handle the death of loved ones.
At the hospice facility I spend a few hours observing
and visiting with residents, family members and staff before
making the commitment to volunteer. During that first visit I
observe, mingle, and ask questions. I’m given three names and
room numbers to visit that day.
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In the first room is a grouchy middle-aged woman with
stringy gray hair, and an book open in her lap. She sits looking out the window at the gray day that seemed to mirror her
mood. I tell her my name and ask what she’s reading. She tells
me she doesn’t want company today and orders me to leave.
I’m not sure what to do except accommodate her wishes, so
I smile with a little nod and say, “Sure. I’ll check back a little
later in case you change your mind.” I go on to the next room.
The door is slightly ajar when I arrive, and I step inside.
The curtains are drawn and the lamps on both sides of the
bed are on, giving the room a kind of mystical glow. The
patient is a ninety-three-year-old gentleman. A wheelchair
sits empty next to the bed. His wife, eighty-nine years old,
is curled up next to him with one hand on his chest over his
heart, and the other holding his, tucked inside her curled
fingers next to her heart. Her face is up-stretched, so her
lips are near his ear, and whether she’s kissing him or softly
saying something, I can’t tell.
The scene is too beautifully intimate to intrude, so I quietly back out of the room. But it takes a moment to pull my
eyes away—I feel graced to witness this incredible moment of
love, so enduring and complete that it filled the room and my
heart with it. I make a note to myself to circle back before I go
home for the day.
This feeling of wholeness and love accompanies me as I
visit with a mother and daughter, and later when I go back to
the woman with the book, who lets me read “The Raven” by
Edgar Allen Poe from her book of poetry. All the while, the
couple lying together on the bed isn’t far from my awareness.
A short while later, their door is still cracked open, and
I step inside. The blinds are half closed—dusk filtering in,
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casting shadows like dancing angels across the floor between
myself and the couple. I think of Betty as I blink back tears. I
know what’s happened here. He is gone.
The woman is now sitting up on the bed. Her husband’s
head is in her lap, her tears falling like raindrops on his head
as she combs her fingers through the wisps on his scarcely
covered scalp. She’s staring at some far-off, ethereal reality
where the love of her life now resides. Catching sight of me,
she speaks, “Come in. He’s just left this world.”
I take a seat in the wheelchair next to the bed and take
her other hand. She tells me how he rescued her from a life of
boredom and fear when she was just a young woman.
“I was afraid of my own shadow, back then,” she says with
that distant look in her eyes, “but Norman was full of life and
adventure. He taught me how to silly it was to be afraid. We’ve
been together sixty-five years. Yesterday was his birthday here
on earth, and today he’s being reborn somewhere else. He says
we’ll know each other the instant we meet in that life. I believe
him. He’s never let me down and always made me happy.”
Love found me right there in that hospice room with this
woman—a letting go of holding on—and resolved something
deep inside me with Betty.
I volunteered for several months at this facility, being
present with love and acceptance, helping to be a bridge for
others as they crossed into the unknown and for loved ones
and for families to make their way to a life where they could
accept going on. It didn’t always work out so beautifully. What
became increasingly clear to me was that resisting letting go
can often cause more pain than death itself.

S
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From the first time I sat with Betty in her sunshiny kitchen,
looking into her bright, sunshiny eyes, her sunshiny smile
warming me deep inside and making me feel safe and welcome and loved, I knew I would lose her one day. She began
showing me the way to say hello and goodbye, simultaneously
in that first long conversation when she took my face in her
hands and said, “We’re all dying. What do you do with your
present moments? I live!”
In a way, every time I left her presence, I practiced saying
goodbye in a way that would honor the way she lived and
taught me to live. Breathing in the scent of her, a combination of musty incense and vanilla sugar cookie, taking in the
moment like the whole of life. Each day could be the last.
Betty had been my constant for nearly five years. She’d
seen me through the worst of my heartache of my past, holding my hand while I let it go and forgave myself. She invited
all my questions, listening and reframing my perspective to
see with fresh eyes. Each time, gently guiding me to seek my
own answers. She championed me. She challenged me to find
my voice, encouraging my reliance on my own inner wisdom,
above her own.
When Betty’s leukemia resurfaced, she never mentioned
it. We talked often on the phone, but we were no longer meeting weekly, like we did the first year or so. Now, our relationship was one of mutual respect and love, not so much student
and teacher, but partners committed to living each moment
fully and joyfully. And though I still often sought her counsel,
I had learned to seek my own as well.
So, it isn’t until I stop by her house one day for a friendly
chat and I open her cupboard to make coffee for us—and see
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the medication bottles lined up next to the coffee and filters—
that I know.
Betty comes into the kitchen behind me and sees me standing motionless before the cupboard, a bag of coffee grounds
in one hand, suspended in the air, and my other hand on my
heart. She comes up behind me and slides her arms around my
waist, resting her chin on my shoulder. I breathe in her vanilla
scent, releasing my silent tears. I turn to face her, looking into
her eyes, also shiny with tears, and her expression is so peaceful, happy, and serene, I melt into her presence.
“I don’t have long. A few months at best, the doctors say.
I’m ready.”
“Can I stay with you?”
“No. What you can do for me is live your life. Keep
making every moment count. Shine your light and mine
along with it. I am right here,” she says, placing her hand on
my heart. “Always have been. Always will be. Only the context is changing.”
“Yes, I know, but . . .”
“Do you? Truly, wholeheartedly?” she responds, interrupting me, looking deep into my eyes down to my soul.
“Yes.” I say and feel that sense of letting go of holding on I
had witnessing the elderly couple at hospice during his transition just months before. I kiss her cheek and turn back and
finish making the coffee.
Betty sits at the table and asks what’s happening with
the kids, saying she wants a full report from my last weekend
with them.
I launch into a story about how funny Lucas is the older
he gets . . . and when I bring our coffees to the table, I see now
that Betty’s face is drawn, she’s lost weight, but her eyes are
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bright as ever. We talk about her kids, who are all adults now,
and how delightful it was watching their personalities shape as
they grew into themselves. I can’t help but reflect on how she’s
done the same with me over these past few years. How many
more days like this will there be?

S
With Betty’s leukemia active again, I’m not always sure how
to be with her. But as always, I take my cue from her. It’s the
night before Halloween. Betty and I are in her kitchen catching up, when I bring up the topic of saying yes to the present
moment, I ask her how it is that she doesn’t let fear get the best
of her, even with cancer coursing in her blood.
“I like to think of it as dancing in my blood,” she says
with twinkly eyes. “It’s the dance of now, kid. It’s the way
of it, life—right here and now.” She laughs, throwing her
arms out wide and spinning in a circle. “Now’s all any of
us get. Now hasn’t changed because the dance has taken a
different rhythm. It’s what is. And since the moment we’re
in is the only one we can actually live in, why wish it was
something else and miss the aliveness of it? ’Cuz that’s death,
kid. Living death.”
She’s so vibrant with life while she shares her philosophy,
and I watch her spirited with what she’s saying in real, present time. Here she is, leukemia surging throughout her body,
and she’s completely and joyfully present. Her presence is so
dynamically full, drawing me into each moment like it is the
whole of life.
“Death is part of life’s dance,” Betty continues, taking my
hands and spinning me with her. “If leukemia is the face of
the grim reaper for me, I’ll curtsey, and simply say, ‘Thanks
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for waiting. For giving me years of beautiful moments just
like this,’” she says, squeezing my hand. She bends down in
a curtsey, bringing me with her, and raising her eyes to mine.
She continues, “When Mr. Grim shows up, I’ll say, ‘I get it.
I’m ready.’ And I’ll take his hand, like this.” She squeezes my
hands. We teeter, falling onto the carpet, both giggling, and
again, she looks at me in earnest. “Death’s one moment. An
invitation to what’s next—like always, kid.”
I crash at Betty’s that night. Then on Halloween morning,
I find Betty at the coffee pot, swaying to invisible music, with
a bright orange bandana on her head and her skeleton earrings
swaying from side to side. I peck her on the cheek.
“Good morning, Betty.” The sun is barely showing
itself, looking like caramel ribbons woven up through the
trees outside the kitchen window. “I can’t believe it’s already
Halloween.”
Betty turns to face me, a big conspiratorial smile on her
face.
“Happy Halloween! I’ve got these cat ears for you to start
off your costume. What you do with them, kid, is up to you,”
she says, pulling a sparkly purple headband with little cat ears
from a hidden pocket in her housecoat and handing them over
to me. And with one swift motion, she whips the bandana off
her head, revealing a fuzzy, mostly bald noggin, and declares,
“I’m going as a chemo patient!” We double over with laughter.
I’m swept up in the silly Halloween theme and announce,
“I’ll go with the purple kitty motif. Draw purple whiskers and
nose with purple eyeliner . . . and I’ve got purple yoga clothes
that will be perfect! Oh, and I know, I’ve got that purple sash I
can twist and knot into a tail and pin it to my butt.” Now I’m
swaying along with Betty in her kitchen, coffee brewing, and
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the sun, now risen, seems to be smiling on us while we dance
these Halloween moments together, present and alive.

S
When Betty breathes her last human breath, I am not with her.
I’m packing for a trip when my phone rings. It’s Sally, a
young woman I met one day at Betty’s who also knows her
Yoda-ness. The instant I hear Sally’s voice, I know why she is
calling.
Betty’s gone.
I don’t ask Sally how she knows, or where Betty was, at
home or at the hospital. I just whisper, “Thank you for the
call,” and hang up the phone. I slide to the floor and weep.
It’s not a gut-wrenching kind of grief that overtakes me,
like when I lost my children and couldn’t see how I could go
on. No, I weep to let the transition be full in me. I weep the
loss of her physical presence in my life. I let all the feelings of
unfairness and loss surface. Torrents of sorrow come, shaking my whole body, with tears and snot covering my hands
as I rub feverishly at my face. My hands drop to the floor
and the sensation feels good. I pound on the floor with both
fists. Waves of energy flood through me, my heart cracking
wide open, the grief moving through and rippling through
my limbs. And finally, I weep in astonishing gratitude for all
that Betty has been for me and all I’ve become because of her.
I pick up my journal and write a goodbye letter to Betty:
Betty,
How do I put into words what only my heart can say?
Thank God you know my heart. Right now it’s a little
wrecked. But mostly, it’s overflowing with gratitude for
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you and the simple joy with which you have taught me
to live.
Part of me wants to say, “Damn, Betty, how can I
keep going without you present in my life?” So, I gave
myself a few moments right after I heard the news of your
passing, to break down and have a selfish little tantrum.
’Cuz, that’s what love asked for right then. You’ d have
loved it! I was completely undone—tears and snot and
pounding of fists on the floor. Though a bit messy, it was
a beautiful release of resistance to what I already knew
was inevitable. Thank you for never pretending it wasn’t.
Thank you for teaching me to embrace the moment
like it is the whole of life—like there might not be
another. For teaching me that life is a dance with ups
and downs, and each is to be experienced simply for the
joy of experiencing life in all its forms.
I will miss coffee with you in your kitchen, the
feeling of home, looking into your welcoming, loving
eyes and melting into your comforting arms. But your
style was always one of bringing me into a full-hearted
embrace with one arm, while pushing me out of the nest
with the other.
Now, even as I write this, I feel you present within
me—smell the vanilla love of you. I could never separate
out all that you’ve been to me, and who I am now. So
much of how I’ve come to love myself and my life, the
courage I have to brave new experiences, to forgive easily
and to joyously embrace life, I have emulated from being
with you. I’ ll do my best to live my life true to myself.
That’s the best goodbye I can offer to honor you and our
relationship. I like to think you’ ll be watching . . .
I love you eternally,
Danét
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As I write, I feel Betty’s signature entreaty, “Live life! I
Dare you!” reverberating throughout my being as if she herself
has entered me with new life force, pulsing, magnetic, and
peacefully beatific.
So real is her presence, I actually turn to look around
when I hear her voice in my head loud and clear: “You’ve got
your wings, kid—now FLY!”
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I

t’s the frosty beginning of a Salt Lake winter, and I have
the children, now eleven and fourteen, for the extended
Thanksgiving weekend. I wake early to a chill in the air and
a blanket of fresh snow covering the neighborhood in quietude. I wrap myself in a thick, terrycloth robe and peek
in on the kids sleeping in the next room. Lucas is sprawled
across Lin, a leg over her torso and an arm over her neck. My
heart melts as I feel the beauty of this moment of precious
innocence and love. I take a picture in my mind, tucking
it in my heart, while pulling the blankets up and gathering
them snug at their chins to keep the warm in. I brush a kiss
on their blonde heads and look over at the cast-iron potbelly
stove in the corner of the room.
There is only a slight glow coming from it, so I add coal
to the embers left from last night’s fire. Next to it sits my old
beanbag chair that I’ve dragged from location to location,
the one I use each morning to commune with Divine love.
Gratitude engulfs me. I feel the presence of the Divine, permeating this perfect setting in appreciation and love. This is
already a perfect day.
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I’m drawn out of my reverie by a faint tapping on the
windowsill and look up to see the red breast of a robin. Its
little head moves up and down, pecking at the remnant of
seeds I put out the day before. I feel a synchronous connection—the tapping reminding me it’s time to begin making the
rolls to bring to the Thanksgiving feast we’ll be sharing with
my extended family.
Just a few months earlier, I’d found this darling, twobedroom, white stucco fixer-upper to rent for a pittance. I
rented it from a sweet, elderly man who’d recently lost his
wife of forty years to cancer and was moving to a retirement
community. Sure, the place needed a little love and a bit
of elbow grease, but the bonus was that it was located just
two houses away from my brother, Keil, and his new wife,
who invited us to join them for this day of gratitude and
celebration.
I head to the kitchen and turn the oven on, both to bake
the rolls, and to warm the chill in the air for when the kids
wake up. Once I make the dough, I begin to shape the rolls,
and that’s when Lin joins me in the kitchen.
“Are you making cinnamon rolls? Can I help?” she asks.
I’m convinced that growing up in a family of eleven
conditions you to make large batched of dough. Thank
God. As such, though I hadn’t planned to make cinnamon
rolls, I’ve made more than enough dough for the two-dozen
Thanksgiving dinner rolls. And so, I delight in saying, “You
bet! What a great idea. Do you want to melt some butter on
the stove while I roll out the dough?”
Lucas joins us just in time to sprinkle the cinnamon and
sugar. I roll the dough into a tight log, and we take turns using
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thread to slice through the roll, yielding big, round, yummy
cinnamon rolls.
We set them on top of the oven to rise, and Lucas says,
“Now all we need is Grandmamá’s hot chocolate. Can we,
Mom?”
Of course! It’s like full circle from the first time we were
together after they went to live with their dad, where we joined
my mother at her house for a day of love, hot chocolate, cinnamon rolls, and forgiveness. And now that we’re in my home,
I marvel at how far I’ve come. I’m no longer apprehensive with
them. I feel in sync with them in my role as mom. I note how
comfortable we are with each other—how we’ve found our
own rhythm—and I feel at peace.
Lin puts her favorite New Kids on the Block album on, and
it becomes the new soundtrack for our togetherness. By noon,
when all the rolls are baked and ready to go, we don our coats
and gloves and hats and march the few yards from our house
to Keil’s, snow falling gently onto our shoulders.
The door opens to the smell of roasting turkey and stuffing. Peter Gabriel is playing on the stereo, and the air is filled
with the sounds of family. I’d brought homemade pies over
the day before, and we heat them up while setting the feast on
the dining room table.
Thanksgiving on this day looks like a mingle of music,
family, delicious food, and stories. We eat and laugh, and
reminisce about past Thanksgivings, even if they weren’t
all like Norman Rockwell paintings. For instance, I bring
up the time I passed out drunk, face down in my mashed
potatoes. Every family has memory moments that we often
try to forget. But isn’t that just shame and guilt—twisting
our identity up with past experiences we haven’t forgiven? It
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can serve to call us inward to accept and forgive. And that’s
what I lean into in moments like this. I have chosen not to
try to shield my children from the facts of my past, nor the
joy of having forgiven and accepted them all as part of who
I am today. I haven’t shied away from truths, telling myself
they’re kids and can’t handle it. Every experience is part of
this thing we call life. I know from my own experience that
trying to ignore uncomfortable memories keeps shame and
guilt intact. But today, in this Thanksgiving experience of
sharing, I notice I’m not ashamed. The stories have been
rewritten in my heart with full acceptance. I trust my children’s innate ability to handle what life brings their way. I
don’t need to filter it. And I trust myself to honestly answer
any questions they might have.
With our bellies full, we gather in the living room and
plop down on the two matching cream leather couches
adorned with deep maroon plush pillows that match with
the abstract paintings hung on the walls. After a while, Keil
puts on a Yaz album with a poppy beat. Lucas hops up and
approaches me.
He bends over with a little gentlemanly bow, reaches out a
hand, and asks, “May I have this dance, lovely lady?”
“Why yes, dear sir,” I reply, taking his hands and spinning him in a circle. Everyone joins, and we dance and spin
and laugh until we’re exhausted. Lin and I, finishing our last
dance, curl into the large window seat, arms flung around
each other, letting our breath settle.
Here, Lin takes my hands and says, “Mama, this is the
best day I’ve ever had.”
My heart swells. Nothing could be better than this
moment. Except perhaps what comes next.
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Lin says, with twinkly eyes, “Do you think I could come
live with you now?”
The love I see in Lin’s face as I look at her is the forgiveness I never dreamed would be mine. I burst into tears of joy,
bringing her into a tight hug, laughing and crying in concert,
as I say, “I’d love that.”
As we walked back to our house, I consider how to best
approach Gary with Lin’s request. I’ve certainly felt ready to
have the children with me on a more permanent basis. And
Gary and I had discussed the possibility, as the kids had
already been requesting longer and more frequent visits. We
decided to continue leaving it at the children’s discretion. If
they wanted to live with me, they would say so.
When we get back to our place, Lin asks if we can call
their dad.
Now?
Thanks to those previous conversations and our agreement to let the kids take the lead, I nod my head, yes. Still,
my heart pounds with anticipation, my hand shaking ever so
slightly as I hold the phone, listening to it ring on the other
end. Will Gary agree to what I have no right to ask?
He answers the phone, and our good mood is unmistakable. On speaker phone, we each share the fun of our
Thanksgiving Day.
I take a deep breath and make my request. “What would
you think about Lin coming to live here with me for a while?”
“Can I, Dad?” Lin pipes in. “I really want to.”
Tears sting my eyes.
Lucas speaks up next. “Me too, Dad. I want to live with
Mom too.”
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Air rushes silently through my lips as I exhale, forgiveness
and gratitude washing over me in waves. No matter what happens next, this moment is a dream come true.
After what seems like the longest waiting moment of my
life, Gary, speaks, “Well, Honey, Buddy, if you’re sure that’s
what you want. You know I’ll miss you guys every day. But
maybe it’s just what you need right now.”
Lin and Lucas squeeze each other’s hands, big grins playing across their faces, as Gary continues, “I’ll meet you in the
same place on Sunday and bring some of your things up with
me. If you’re sure that’s what you want?”
A unison “Yes!” comes from the kids, now hopping up
and down with glee.
After thanking Gary, I set the phone back on its cradle,
amazed at this incredible turn of events. Then, I join the kids
in their happy dance.
Gary is a fucking saint.

S
This is the story of my transformation, from a life of fear to
one of unconditional love, of saying yes to life and letting joy
reign. It is one of immediate and ongoing forgiveness and present joy. Everything goes my way because life organizes around
who I am moment to moment—as it does with us all. It’s as
simple as making an uncompromising decision and keeping it
moment to moment. It is the joyous work of a lifetime. And it
is the only gift I have to give.
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A

bit about my life today: I’m happy. I live life on my own
terms, centered in Love, Joy, and Peace. And while that
might sound cheesy, it’s true. This has been my lifestyle for
quite some time, but it took years of dedication to get here—
years I’ve loved.
Twenty years ago, I met and married my perfect mate,
Lar (ten years after Lin and Lucas came back to live with
me). Together, Lar and I watched Lin and Lucas grow into
incredible adults. Lar and I also raised two more beautiful
boys, Cole and Parker, who’ve grown up in an atmosphere of
freedom to be themselves, to learn and grow and experience
their lives for the joy of it. To be sure, ours has been quite the
nontraditional family (thank God!). All our kids are grown
now, and Lar and I live as empty nesters in a lovely little
community in New Mexico.
I have incredible relationships with Lin, Lucas, Cole, and
Parker. I’ve been witness to their lives as they’ve each developed into the gorgeous adults they all are today. In fact, last
year Parker and I started cohosting a weekly podcast called
“The Yummy Way—With Parker & Danét.” How cool is
that? As Parker moved on to another creative endeavor, Lar
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volunteered to cohost “The Yummy Way” podcast with me,
and it’s been an incredible experience.
In my sixty-two years of life so far, I’ve been a partner,
mother, counselor, metaphysical minister, and spiritual life
coach. I even spent some time in the military (that’s a story
in itself). For years I was also a long-distance runner, though
a back injury a few years ago, has slowed my pace to a walk.
I begin every single day early with a date with Divinity, a
practice of both gratitude and Divine love that I’ve cultivated
for almost forty years. Ultimately, my joy and reverence for
this precious time morphed into designating a full room—(I
call it my “yummy room”)—where I spend the first hours of
each day tuning into my identity as love, accessing my joy,
meditating, doing a little yoga, and nowadays, writing. It’s my
favorite time of day and serves as the springboard for the rest
of my days and life.

S
I never saw myself as a writer. But about five years ago, I felt
inspired to begin writing ideas that surfaced in my yummy
morning time with the Divine. That writing came out of
meditating on the lessons described in A Course in Miracles
and my experience applying the lessons in my daily life. It felt
like a kind of love and gratitude letter to both the Divine and
the Course which had both given me so much. To be honest, I
felt compelled to write. Those thoughts eventually became the
book I published in 2020 with a group called Authors Who
Lead, and I called it Coffee with the Divine: A Yummy Guide
to Daily Miracles.
Then, last year, during the critical period after Lar was
diagnosed with stage 4 cancer, I was once again inspired by
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the grace in my life to write—driven to share my experience
with this yummy way of seeing and being, one that lets me
live joyfully and at peace—even when cancer pays a visit and
stays. Everyone of these experiences have helped to build the
foundation of the book you’re now reading.

S
When Lar was diagnosed with stage 4 cancer a few years ago,
everything seemed to work in our favor and go our way. Let
me explain how it all went down.
Lar was out of state teaching (he’s an instructor extraordinaire for the Department of Energy). While on location, he
called me one evening and described a series of visual distortions he’d experienced throughout the day. Someone in his
class suggested it might be an ocular migraine, but I wasn’t
so sure. I’ve experienced migraines with auras throughout
my life, and something in my gut told me this was something different.
You must know one thing: Lar doesn’t go to doctors unless
he’s having a heart attack, and then, only when cattle-prodded
by me (that, too, is another story for another time). But this
time, and without hesitation, he agreed that seeing a doctor
was the right move. I let him know I’d make an appointment
with an ophthalmologist for the day he was to arrive home.
As I searched for available ophthalmologists in the area,
my attention was immediately drawn to someone twenty-five
miles from our house. Below that listing was one for a local
doc just a few minutes away from our home, which seemed
more logical, so I called and made an appointment with him.
But it didn’t settle right.
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Sure enough, when I looked down, still open on my iPad
was the ophthalmologist’s info to whom my attention was initially drawn. I saw this as a sign, and dialed the number. Now
get this: Minutes before I called that office, a cancellation created an available appointment forty-five minutes after Lar was
scheduled to step off the plane.
Of course! Everything goes my way!
During his initial examination, the doc determined Lar
probably hadn’t had a migraine and ordered an MRI. And
even more amazingly synchronous, this ophthalmologist is
networked with several of the most cutting-edge cancer treatment specialists. So, when the results showed a mass in Lar’s
brain, the doc automatically made an appointment for Lar to
get a full body CT scan at the New Mexico Cancer Center
to determine if there were any masses elsewhere else in Lar’s
body, and to set us up with a team of oncology specialists.
By the time all the results were in, we learned Lar had
stage 4 kidney cancer and that it had metastasized to his
brain. He was scheduled for brain surgery the following
week, followed by the removal of one kidney and the cancerous mass surrounding it just one month later. And he had
a consult with an oncologist at the Cancer Center. All this,
and it was only a week after the initial news. Things just
seemed to fall into to place, one after the other—like the
Divine was moving the perfect pieces and people into place
on our cancer board.
Upon initially receiving the news that Lar had stage 4
cancer, our lives suddenly and understandably paused. I
opened myself to the news and dropped into it, letting the
tears flow, grieving the loss of our way life was before cancer
became a pivotal part of our experience, embracing this new
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world with cancer in our lives, feeling into the present aliveness of our life together, cherishing even more all the love and
acceptance that defines our relationship.
By the grace of the Divine, neither Lar nor I resisted the
reality of this new experience in our lives. When the diagnosis came, and then again when we saw the massive tumor
consuming Lar’s kidney, we let the fear and worry come up.
We held each other. We wept. We understood that cancer
can’t take anything away from us unless we choose to see it
that way. And ultimately, we accepted it—wholeheartedly.
Cancer is now part of our lives and our home—that’s the
way of it.
Together, we decided to wrap our love around this new
reality. This is our life. Resisting “what is” would not only
be futile, but would cheat us out of the experience of presence with each other as we walk through this cancer journey
together. We decided to look at cancer as a welcome guest that
deserves our love. And we wrap our love around it.
It’s like a miracle pattern emerged as we stayed focused on
loving reality. The right treatments and professionals seemed
to almost magically show up just in time for each next step.
Just when we wondered what was next, we’d get a phone
call. Someone had referred Lar to their trusted colleague
and another appointment was set, another surgery, gamma
knife radiation, immunotherapy. With each procedure we
held each other, we accepted each reality with trust and love.
When fears or grief gripped one of us, we shared the feelings together, letting the emotions wash over and through us,
until we once again felt our trust that whatever happens is
the right thing—because that is reality. And accepting reality
brought immense peace. Together, we simply kept returning
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our minds and hearts to the present moment, where there is
always love and the joy of presence.
Each procedure went well. We were humbled by the perfect timing and sequence of people and events that seemed to
appear just when we needed them. Each time we’d get a call or
result, we’d look at each other and say, “Of course. Everything
goes our way.”
Something we didn’t know at the time, and most people
aren’t aware of, is this new, cutting-edge treatment called
immunotherapy. As of today, it isn’t being used in a lot of
facilities. But Lar’s team determined he was an excellent
candidate for it. Within a month and a half after the initial diagnosis, Lar was on regular infusions of immunotherapy, which, as I understand it, basically uses a drug cocktail designed to more or less teach the body’s own immune
system to recognize and seek out cancer cells and destroy
them. That shit’s a miracle!
Everything truly goes our way. The immunotherapy has
worked like miracles do, reducing what was, in the beginning,
tumors too numerous to count to a few stubborn buggers on
his lungs and abdomen. For three years now, we’ve been living
with cancer, making room for the shifts and changes that go
with stage 4 cancer. When the immunotherapy stopped working after a year of infusions, our oncologist prescribed oral
chemo drugs. These guys are pretty brutal on the body. I was
utterly powerless, as was Lar, to effect what was happening as
Lar’s body began breaking down, making it all but impossible
to eat, and every movement causing extreme fatigue. But, as
always, our experience, and sharing our feelings, provide fertile ground for union and deep conversation, letting love fill
the emptiness powerlessness brings with it.
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The thing about accepting reality as it is in each present
moment, staying in the conversation with each other; sharing
our feelings, our fears, our concerns, while loving that we have
this moment in which to share them together, is the miracle of
present joy. And, even in the midst of the physical difficulty,
love is predominate and we’re grateful. Each moment together
is a precious gift.
November 19, 2021, Lar and I had an appointment with
Lar’s oncologist to discuss his latest CT scans. Treatment for
cancer is no longer an option for us. The treatment has become
more toxic than the cancer. When our oncologist broke the
news to us, it’s like time stopped, stretching the moment out,
giving us the space to accept this change of course in our lives.
We let ourselves weep together in reception area of the cancer
center, grieving what went before in our journey with cancer
where treatment was predominate; and to contemplate the
oncologist’s words, “focus on quality of life.”
We remind each other that there’s no chance the ‘wrong’
thing is happening. How do we know? Because this is what
happening; it couldn’t be anything else. Only the actuality of
how life is showing up right now. What’s happening bears a
gift to accept the present moment actuality of life, exactly as it
is, and love it with all our hearts.
Lar has been so very ill on the chemo treatment over these
last weeks, sores in his mouth, lack of appetite, everything he
ate came back out one way or another. He was rapidly losing
weight and was so weak he could hardly walk from one room
to another without resting up before his next move.
I know I’m not the first to realize the blessing of grace
that comes through loving and caring for someone when
they are ill, of holding them through fear, surrendering with
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them to the way of it, just as it is, encasing it all in love. It’s
the best therapy.
Still, going off the treatment was a relief. For both of us.
Seeing Lar so debilitated in the faith that it will be worth it, is
difficult. Trusting that whatever happens is what is meant to
happen brings peace.
We have accepted cancer as part of our lives, knowing
that we’re only in charge of how we choose to accept it, and be
alive to the precious moments in which we live each and every
day. It’s been an incredible time of presence, deep conversation, joy, comfort and all-abiding love.
Deciding to forgo any further treatment and let cancer
take its natural course, is what this moment is asking from us,
and we don’t resist. I am at peace with it. As is Lar.
And as far as quality of life—well, we’ve got that in spades!
Choosing to love every moment of our trek with cancer,
in whatever way it shows up each day, allows a sense of underlying joy for our life together, to hold us even as we weep,
grieving the possibility for recovery through treatment, and
settling into the reality as it is now.
And now, is what we have, where we live, and where we
find our peace with what is. The reality hasn’t really changed.
We have cancer in our lives. That’s the way of it. Cancer is part
of this transforming journey of our lives together. We have no
idea how long we have, or how aggressive the cancer is—just
that, however it goes, we’re committed to being present, and
letting love lead.
As I write this, having made the decision to terminate
treatment and to let cancer take its natural course, accepting wholeheartedly whatever life brings now, adds a freshness to the choices we’re making now. The side-effects of the
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treatments have been diminishing over these past few weeks
since Lar quit taking the chemo drugs. It’s a joy to see him
get his appetite back and to enjoy eating again. To experience his energy coming back. We’re making the most of
every moment—as always—spending time with friends and
family, appreciating the beauty of relationships, and sharing
in the joy of life together.
Lar and I have chosen to be with every aspect of our journey with cancer and not miss out on the experience of being
present with each other—in hospital rooms, in waiting rooms,
in operating rooms, in the car as I chauffeur, and in the quiet
safety of our home, simply being with the intimacy of our love
and life as it is now when cancer is part of it.
Cancer is simply a visitation from life. Why make it
wrong? We chose to love into our experience with cancer and
be present to the joy of experiencing it together, to be open to
the secrets it might tell us, which we didn’t know we wanted
to know. But, as always, we do. Damn if even cancer is going
my way!
Turns out we have no control. Despite the best laid
plans, health, money, spiritual practices, or beliefs, we just
can’t circumvent that which is meant for us. All our plans
for relevance in our careers, or relationships—poof! Nothing
constructed keeps. Only the ongoing pulse of life remains
steady and alive with each breath. What is, is allowed,
whether we like it or not. We can choose to just go with it.
To immerse ourselves. To let go of resistance and let life in,
just as it is now.
We can choose to accept, to open completely and take it
all in, whatever “it” is—or we can choose to resist. One feels
yummy. The other, icky.
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Life is so stinking abundant! By letting life be what it
is, I have come to see that literally everything is a blessing.
Everything is going my way. This is the yummy way.
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I hope you loved Baptized by Love.
If you enjoyed this book and found it helpful,
please leave a REVIEW on Amazon.
I’d love to hear what you think. It makes such a
difference helping new readers to discover one of my
books for the first time. I love hearing from my readers!
You can get in touch with me through Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest, Goodreads, or my website.
Visit me at

THEYUMMYWAY.COM
where you can join our Yummy Community, recieve
the free Yummy-Stat Playbook, and get email updates
about upcoming news, podcasts, and books.

Thanks, Danét

